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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

This work is about a number of issues in microcomputers and 

agricultural policy analysis in developing countries. The thesis is 

organized around a number of essays. Each relates directly or 

indirectly to microcomputers and policy analysis. It does not cover all 

the issues. Because modern microcomputers can handle a majority of 

chores also handled by mainframe computers, a complete coverage of 

microcomputer applications would require a voluminous treatise an 

computer methods in economics in general, which is outside the scope of 

this work. 

The underlying theme of these essays is instead applications to 

policy analysis most readily adapted to microcomputers. What makes 

microcomputers unique is difficult to pinpoint. But simplicity is 

obviously an important ingredient. To illustrate, let us examine the 

graph in Figure 1. The graph shows the hypothetical relationships 

between computer expertise <CE> required and the complexity of the 

policy analysis methods <CPA> that can be handled at a particular level 

of CE. The curve representing mainframe computers is marked by B, the 

curve for micros by M. Thus for relatively simple tasks, CE required 

for micros is much less than that of mainframes. As complexity of the 

policy work increases, CE of micros approaches that of mainframes. At 

high CPA, like beyond Px, CE for micros actually overtakes that of 

1 
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mainframes. This last point is plausible since it is actually more 

difficult, say, to solve an agricultural sector model of 7,000 equations 

en a micro than en a mainframe due to the extra skill required to 

overcome the severe limitations in storage and processing speed of a 

microcomputer. Px and beyond is certainly outside the scope of this 

thesis. 

An advanced agency probably has staff with computer expertise of 

Cl. At that point, they could and usually do use micros for CPA of less 

than P1; beyond Pl they must use mainframes. P2 is the limit of 

complexity the agency can handled. If computer expertise in an agency 

is below Cb, mainframe computers cannot be used. This is the situation 

in many agencies in developing countries. Below Cm, no computers can be 

used. 

The maximum computer exptrtist many smaller agencies can 

realistically reach and more importantly, maintain or sustain, is 

around, say, C3. Maintenance or sustainence means that the computer 

expertise is generally available in the agency and not subject to 

evaporation with the departure of a few personnels. Before 

microcomputers were available, an expertise level of C3 was not 

sufficient for any computer methods to be used, even if access to 

computers was not a problem. Thus such agencies had to resort to manual 

operations, and settle for PO. With microcomputers, C3 of computer 

expertise can now handle policy work of complexity of up to P3. · 

Surprisingly, methods of complexity below P3 were not frequently 

emphasized on mainframe computers even before micros arrived, and thus 

have become somewhat of a lest art. One reason is computer 

availability. And when they are available, the marginal CE for 



no mainframes can be used. At high fixed and relatively low incremental 

expenses, incentive exists to pursue more complexity. But 'sub-PJ' 

methods are important for many developing countries because they often 

are also the maximum supportable by data availability and other 

limitations. 

Note that the curves on these graphs are not static, As 

microcomputer hardware and software evolves, curve H should shift 

outward, meaning more complexities can be handled with the same levels 

of computer expertise. Careful choice of hardware and software should 

also shift curve H of an individual agency. 

Objectives 

Simply stated, the objective of this thesis is to investigate 

agricultural policy analysis that can be performed with a minimal level 

of microcomputer expertise. 'Minimal' is difficult to quantify, but a 

good target is the equivalent of intermediate spreadsheet skills. Three 

viewpoints will be taken1 user, tool-maker and trainer. The user is 

the analyst himself. His interests are the microcomputer analysis and 

infor1ational handling methods that he can understand, use, and 

maintain. A tool-maker, on the other hand, builds tools to extend 

analysts' microcomputing capabilities, without elevating the 

requirements in computer expertise. From a trainer's point of view, of 

interest are the appropriate ingredients of effective training programs 

on microcomputers for policy analysts in developing countries. 

Here specifically, the objective of this thesis is to1 



1. Identify simple microcomputer techniques that are useful for 

small agencies in developing countries and illustrate how these 

techniques can be used. 

2. In particular, one illustration will be an extension of the 

framework of analysis of impacts of government price intervention 

policies using consumer and producer surplus to a multicommodity 

setting. The extension must strike a balance between theoretical 

soundness and simplicity. The target is an implementation suitable for 

a sprtadsheet and easily understandable, maintainable, extendible, and 

adaptable, 

3. Identify and discuss the difficulty and design issues in 

developing software which takes only a minimal amount of computer 

expertise to operate. 

4. Identify the suitable ingredients of microcomputer training 

programming for policy analysts in developing countries. 

Organization of the Thesis 

The remainder of the thesis is organized into six chapterst 

Chapttr 2 begins with an introduction to the concept of a 

computer. It then provides a brief history of computers and 

~icrocomputers. The discussion then turns to spreadsheet programs and 

illustrations of how thty can be used to handle policy analysis chores. 

Chapter 3 is on the economic background for policy analysis work. 

It basically is a brief history of economic thought on questions of 

welfare and utility. 

Chapter 4 provides some insights on software development on 

microcomputers. It is an illustration of designing and building tools 

4 



for increasing analysts' microcomputing capability without elevating the 

requirement for computer expertise. 

Chapter 5 is on short-term microcomputer training for policy 

analyst. It contains points to consider when a training program is 

being planned. The discussion is in fact a summary of experiences by 

the author in conducting courses of this nature. 

Chapter 6 discusses an implementation of partial welfare analysis 

using consumer and producer surplus on a microcomputer spreadsheet 

program. A multicommodity setting is assumed. The implementation is 

sensitive to theoretical issues concerning consumer and producer 

surplus. It also demonstrates some unusual spreadsheet techniques 

ustful for modeling simultaneous economic relationships. 

Chapter 7 summarizts and. concludes the thesis. 

The appendices are mainly illustrations for discussion in the 

text. However, they might be interesting and useful in their own right. 

Appendix A, for example, contains a listing of source code of a LP 

package with an interface to Lotus 1-2-3. It contains some of the finer 

points about programming the the IBM PC computer. The interface to 

Lotus 1-2-3 (Lotus, 1985) has wide applicability as well. 

Appendix B is an example of self-guided tutorial suitable for use 

in short term training programs. 
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Figure 1. Relationships Between Computer Expertise (CE) 
and Complexity of Policy Analysis (CPA) 
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CHAPTER II 

COMPUTERS, MICROCOMPUTERS, ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEETS, 

AND APPLICATIONS TO POLICY ANALYSIS 

A modern computer is a synthesis of two of mankind's great 

achievements in the past few decades: the theory of computations and 

solid-state electronic technology •. The former clarifies, using formal 

mathematical logic, what a co1puter ought to be and delimits the class 

of problems suitable for solution by this idealized machint. The latter 

lakes possible an accurate, dependable and practical implementation. 

At its native level, a computer can only operate according to a 

series of 1's and o·s. Software designs hide the coeplexity of this 

native level and instead present to the users high-level metaphors 

suitable for solving problems. So1e of these aetaphors useful for 

policy analysts include spreadsheets, business graphics, data base 

syste1s, statistical packages, optimization packages and project 

management packages (Li and Norton, 1985>. 

Essence of a Coaputer 

Electronics aside, the primitive operations performed by an 

idealized computer is perhaps no more complicated than these of a 

mechanical clock. It is the possibility for specifying more complex 

tasks in terms of (huge> cumulations of these primitives plus the 

blinding speed at which these operations can be carried out that turns a 

7 
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computer into a powerful tool. Computer theorists, abstracting from 

i1ple1entation practicalities, conceptualize a computer as a machine 

consisting of, first, some storage locations capable of storing numbers. 

These locations are addressed sequentially with numbers for 

identification. Facilities are provided· for humans to initially insert 

data and numerically coded instructions into these locations. The 

machine repeats a cycle of fetching a stored instruction, decoding it, 

and executing the instruction: this is usually called a machint cycle. 

These instructions are usually operations to be applied to the 

stored data. Each instruction typically consists of an operation code 

and an address field. The operati~n code informs the machine what 

operation to perform, tht addrets field identifies the location(s) whose 

contents is to be operated on. These are very simplistic operations 

only: among the more complex ones are instructions to add the contents 

of two locations and leaving the result in another location, 

instructions to 1ove data from one location to another, or instructions 

to transfer data between the data storage locations and some external 

devices. 

At the beginning of a machine cycle, the machine by default 

fetches the instruction stored in the location immediately after the one 

previously executed. This sequential execution of instruction is 

suspended, however, if the previously executed instruction is a 

"branch". A branch instruction instructs the machine to fetch and 

execute the instruction contained in the cell specified in the branch 

instruction's address field instead of the defaulted next sequential 

instruction. Branches can also be made conditional to the contents of 
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seletted tells, for instance, branching can be contingent upon a certain 

cell containing a zero. 

These branch instructions allow it&rative procedures to be 

implemented. Conditional branches provide additional problem solving 

flexibility by altering the actual sequence of instructions executed 

according to the changing values in some selected locations. 

It is apparent that such a machine has a •mental capacity• 

equivalent to the ability of following a finite set of instructions as 

described above in an effective, deterministic, step-by-step manner in 

addition to a perfect recall of information. This is both more and less 

than the function of a human brain. It is less since <most) human 

brains can function much beyond monotonously following primitive 

instructions and recalling informationl creativity, insights, 

experiences and intuitions are certainly among functions that cannot be 

such described. It is more because the human brain is in fact a vtry 

poor performer in repeating monotonous instructions and recalling 

information in an error-free and speedy manner. 

It is precisely for this reason that the computer is such a 

valuable tool. It excels very well indeed, but only in a minute area 

where the human brain performs relatively poorly. Just like a hammer is 

a valuable tool for driving nails when used as an extension to the flesh 

and blood of a human hand but is by itself motionless and useless, a 

computer is thoughtless -- it cannot make any decisions unplanned by the 

analyst. Only when used as a complement to the human brain can it 

extend intelligence beyond that reachable by the human brain alone. 
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Implementation of the Abstract Machine 

Such is the logical essence of a computer as an abstract machine. 

The rest is technology. Since the simplistic nature of a computer's 

primitive operations necessarily implies that even the simplest useful 

task, such as recalculating an electronic spreadsheet or formatting a 

section of text with a word processor, must take astronomical machine 

cycles to complete, these primitive operations must be performed at near 

idealized speed and accuracy in a successful implementation. 

A mechanical implementation of a machine with very similar ideas 

as described above was attempted as early as 1823 by the Englishman 

Charles Babbage (1792-1871>. The "Analytical Engine", as the machine 

was called, was to operate with •echanical gears and cranks powered by 

steam. The machine was never perfected. The speed and accuracy 

demanded by a computer was simply too much for a mechanical 

implementation. Babbage died broke after attempting to continue the 

venture when the Royal Society discontinued its funding. His idea was 

ahead of its time. The supporting technology he needed was not to 

arrive for another century. 

A hundred years later (1943>, the first modern computer was built 

by Howard Aiken and International Business Machines Co~poration <IBM> 

for a cost of a million dollars. The Mark I was constructed of 

elactromagnetic components: a machine fifty one feet long and eight 

feet high. Aiken's effort was quickly duplicated in 1946 by J.P. Eckert 

and John Mauchly at the University of Pennsylvania. The ENIAC 

<Electronic Numerical Integrator and Calculator> had electronic instead 

of electromagnetic components and hence was several hundred times faster 



than the Mark I. It, however, consisted of nineteen thousand vacuum 

tubes and weighed thirty tons. 

These early machines were haunted with reliability problems. The 

short life span of vacuum tubes plus the huge number of tubes used 

caused high break down rates. Running the machines required a large 

inventory of spare tubes. When a tube burned out, operation of the 

machine was interrupted until the offending tube was located amongst 

thousands and replaced. 

11 

Semiconductor technology quickly replaced vacuum tubes in computer 

designs. The last of the vacuum tube machines was IBM's model 709 

11958), By 1961, IBM began the design and by 1964 launched a new series 

of computers call the system/360. The system/370 followed in 1970. The 

360/370 and their direct descendant 308xD remain the industry standard 

for mainframe computers today IBaer, 1980), 

Enter the Micros 

Technological advances allow the implantation of thousands of 

vacuum tubes worth of computing power of yesteryears on a "chip 0 • The 

same technology which first appeared in electronic calculators blossomed 

into one which squeezes the computing power of near 30 tons of ENIAC, 

into a space of a desk-top. 

Equally impressive as this increase in computing power per cubic 

inch is the increase in computing power per dollar. Computer usage is 

no longer monopsonized by rich corporations and agencies, but is now 

made affordable to many. With the right software, many moderately 

priced microcomputers offer to many small corporations and agencies 



computing capacity that was possible only a decade before with 

inflexible and often inaccessible mainframe computers. 

12 

Yet, a microcomputer is more than just a poor man's substitute for 

a mainframe computer. Among the largest purchasers of microcomputers 

are large corporations that can afford (and own) mainframe computers. 

Indeed, the importance and usefulness of microcomputers lie in the 

revolutionary concept they brought about in computing, Whereas 

mainframe computers were meant to be operated by persons with 

specialized training, microcomputers and most of their software packages 

are designed to be used by persons with minimal training in computers, 

In fact, many find it easier to communicate with the microcomputer 

directly instead of through "computer experts" with li1ited knowledge of 

the subject matter, 

Furthermore, the low cost and high accessibility of microcomputers 

mean that applications can be extended to a much broader range of tasks. 

Many tasks are simple applications not conventionally associated with 

computers. One good example is word proces~ing. The prohibitive cost 

of doing word processing on a mainframe or a dedicated word processing 

system had restricted many to the "cut-and-paste" methods of producing 

documents with a typewriter and photocopy machine, Excessive burden on 

making corrections can lead to compromise in style and substance. 

Improvements in both the appearance and contents of documents are now 

achieved with affordable word-processing software on a microcomputer. 

This also applies to activities related to policy work such as data 

tabulation, manipulation, and business graphics. Although these 

activities may not be considered by some as policy analysis per se, they 

are, doubtlessly, required as part of the policy analysis process. In 
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practice, policy workers in smaller agencies often must perform part or 

all these tasks themselves, manually or otherwise. Microcomputers can 

therefore increase the effectiveness of an analyst by simultaneously 

increasing the quality of inputs to, and by freeing up more time for the 

central analytical process. 

The microcomputer revolution began when the first commercial 

microcomputer -- the HITS Altair -- was launched around 1973. Apple 

computers soon followed. When IBM introduced its series of personal 

computers, the IBM PC in 1981, the revolution was ready to be mopped up. 

Electronic Spreadsheets 

In the "stone age" of personal computing (circa 1980), most 

microcomputers were bought for one of two reasons1 video games and 

electronic spreadsheet. Although a multitude of application programs 

exist for microcomputers today, spreadsheet software continues to top 

software best-selling lists and is perhaps the most often used 

microcomputer software among policy analysts. 
. . 

Interestingly, spreadsheet software is the only category of 

software that does not have a mainframe ancestry. Data bases or 

statistical software, for example, had long been implemented on 

mainframe computers before the micros came along. In fact, many 

microcomputer packages are adapted versions of well established 

mainframe packages. 

In essence, an electronic spreadsheet is a replacement of the 

traditional way of solving problems using a pencil, a large sheet of 

paper (or spreadsheet), a calculator and, for most of us, an eraser, a 

pair of scissors, and some transparent tape. In this solution process, 
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the paper is divided into columns with optional column or row labelling. 

For example, accountants would use this apparatus for developing 

budgets, cash flows, and projections. A moment's reflection reveals 

many chores of the policy analyst or his staff are performed this way as 

well. These chores include but are not limited to data collection, 

tabulation and aggregation, accounting and financial procedures (e.g. 

net present value and internal rate of return calculations>, cost

benefit analysis, and design of linear programming matrices. 

Typically, raw data are first recorded onto a sheet of paper. 

Other figures on the sheet are calculated directly or indirectly fro• 

these raw data. The eraser, pair of scissors, and scotch tape coae in 

when 1odifications must be made. 

Needless to say, these are error-prone, tedious, and boring tasks 

best delegated to machines. Indeed, the world's first electronic 

spreadsheet was invented by a Harvard Business School student 1otivated 

by the boredom and exhaustion of the necessary calculations and 

recalculations in case studies for his business and finance class-work. 

Dan Bricklin, together with Robert Frankston as the programmer, 

published a program called VisiCalc (Visible Calculator> in 1979 

<Lammers 1986>. The program ran on the Apple II computer. Not only was 

the program an instant hit, many attribute the success of the Apple II 

computer to the program. VisiCalc or VisiCalc work-alikes were quickly 

i~plemented on other machines. 

One of the first published reviews of spreadsheet software 

appeared in the August 1979 issue of Byte Magazine. In this article 

(Helmero, 1979), the newly introduced VisiCalc was discussed in the 

context of artificial intelligence. But fundamentally, an electronic 
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spreadsheet such as VisiCalc or LOTUS 1-2-3 is an interactive screen 

oriented piece of software that makes the memory of the computer a 

logical "blackboard" where data are remembered along with relationships. 

The key element of the electronic spreadsheet is this last phrase, 

"along with relationships". Once a set of relationships is defined, it 

serves as a template for a similar set of data without reentry of the 

formulae. In addition, the spreadsheet offers many electronic "cut and 

paste" operations similar to those on a word processor. In particular, 

blank columns or rows can be inserted. Blocks of data can be moved or 

copied to other locations of the spreadsheet. The relationships defined 

among cells are automatically updated relative to these "cut and paste" 

operations. 

Significantly, with the ease of updating and restructuring, 

analysts need not have the entire design perfected on paper befor• 

translating it into a spreadsheet implementation. This would be the old 

fashion way of using a computer -- prominent in the mainframe era. 

Rather, the spreadsheet itself should be viewed as a design tool. A 

"tool for thought" whereby ideas can be Jetted down, tried cut, and 

successively refined into better versions. This exploratory approach to 

problem solving encouraged by microcomputers is an important advantage 

vis-a-vis mainframe computers or the manuil approach. 

Specifically, the electronic spreadsheet presents to the user a 

two-diMensional matrix of displayable, interrelated storage areas called 

cells. An individual cell can be empty, or contains a data value, text, 

or formula involving data values and contents of ether cells. When a 

cell contains a data value or text, its content is displayed as is. 

Whereas a cell containing a fcraula would display the value of the 
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formula instead of the formula itself. Each cell has a display format 

and is referred to by its coordinate within the matrix. This coordinate 

is called the cell address. Usually, columns are identified by letters 

and rows by numbers. Thus C2 is the cell in the third column and second 

row, AA3 is at the 27th column and third row. 

If the formula 2 + Al + Bl is inserted in cell C2, say, the cell 

would display a value according to the current values of cell Al and Bl. 

If cells A1 and Bl were 20 and 30 respectively, then 50 would be 

displayed in cell C2. Cells Al and 82 can themselves contain formulae. 

Any change affecting the values of Al or 81 automatically updates the 

value of cell C2 as specified by the formula. 

The cell formulae adjust automatically and intuitively relative to 

any "cut and paste" operations. If a new column is inserted after the 

first column in the above e~ample, thus C2 and 81 now become D2 and 82 

respectively. The formula in the "old" cell C2 now appear in cell 02, 

and is adjusted to 2 + Al + Cl as expected. 

The few examples below should clarify these concepts and 

illustrate the use of electronic spreadsheets in many situations in 

policy analysis. 

Use of Spreadsheet Programs in Policy Analysis: 

Some Examples 

Some examples of applications of electronic spreadsheets are now 

presented. Release 2 of Lotus 1-2-3 (Lotus, 1985> is used for the 

illustrations but other spreadsheet programs could have been used. 
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Figures 2a and 2b are tabulations of data collected on the monthly 

sales quantities and wholesale prices of various commodities at the 

Waterside Market in Liberia. The data was obtained from a survey 

conducted by the Ministry of Agriculture of Liberia. 

Wholesales margins presented in Figure lc are computed as the 

differences between wholesale prices <Figure 2b) and and the sum of 

farm-gate prices and transport costs (not shown>. At all levels, annual 

prices for each commodity or aggregated prices for a commodity group per 

~onth are unobservable but are computed as weighted averages of 

individual prices using quantity data in Figure 2a as weights. 

The annual averages, standard deviations, variances and the 

cotfficients of variation are also computed. The coefficient of 

variation serves as an comparative measure of the monthly variations. 

These calculations are simple, but laborious when a manual approach is 

used. The necessary training for acquiring the skill for this type of 

data tabulation on an electronic spreadsheet is minimal. Even for a 

novice, the time and effort invested in producing a data tabulation of 

this kind with a microcomputer is not more than what would be required 

by a manual method using a calculator. The time invested will be well 

paid off by future time savings. In addition, using a microcomputer to 

perform price tabulation of this kind offers the following benefits. 

1. It is more accurate. Although the numbers are chosen to 

display with two decimals places, they are actually stored and carried 

in computations with 16 significant digits. Inaccuracy due to human 

errors and premature rounding are minimized. 



2. A presentable copy can be obtained with minimal effort. Using 

the pencil-paper-calculator method, a final copy must be typed up for 

presentation or publication. With microcomputers, a publishable copy 

can be obtained easily at any time. 
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3. Changes in cell contents are more easily made. Changes in cell 

contents are inevitable when information is proved to be erroneous or 

when missing data become available. With the manual method, change in 

just one cell content can necessitate a whole m~ltitude of 

recalculations. With an electronic spreadsheet, corrections made to the 

raw data automatically cause the appropriate changes to all numbers 

calculated directly or indirectly from the entries being altered. The 

relationships defined in the worksheet are permanently remembered and 

are always in effect. 

4. Since the relationships or formulae of the spreadsheet are 

always remembered, they can be used as templates for future years. In 

other words, when a new survey is done for subsequent years, the 

worksheet does not have to be redone since the formulas for the 

calculations remain the same - only the raw data entries need to be 

updated with the new data. Whereas with the manual method, all 

calculations must be repeated for a new set of survey data, with an 

electronic spreadsheet, once programmed, the same worksheet can be used 

for years to come. 

5. Not only the cell contents, but the structure and the 

relationships stored in an electronic spreadsheet can be altered easily 

as well. All electronic spreadsheets include commands to insert or to 

delete rows or columns, duplicate or move sections of the worksheet from 

one location to another. The manual alternative, short of starting 



afresh, involves massive amount of erasers or covering material, scotch 

tape, scissors and calculator batteries. 

6. The data are already stored in computer-readable media. With 

the manual approach, additional hand coding and data entry must be done 

to prepare the data for use with, say, a regression package. On the 

contrary, once data are stored as lotus worksheets, they can be 

manipulated into forms suitable as input to other programs via 

computerized means. Lotus worksheets can serve as a centralized 

database from ·which data can be obtained for other analytical 

procedures. 
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Not much imagination is required to come up with useful 

applications of electronic spreadsheets. Another activity in policy 

analysis which requires the use of large sheets of paper is LP matrix 

design. Figure 3 offers an electronic alternative. The electronic 

spreadsheet implem•ntation is as intuitive as the manual approach. In 

cell Al, the name of the problem, in this case NIMBA, is inserted. 81 

contains the word MAXIMIZE: a reminder that this is a maximization 

problem. Cell Cl is the name of the right hand side, or constraint 

levels. The rest of the first rows are column Cor activity) names. The 

second row contains information for the obJective function. Cell A2 is 

its name, in this case B. Cell 02 is the coefficient of the objective 

function for the variable RICEOK. Column A from row 3 onwards contains 

the names of the constraints. The corresponding entry in column B 

indicates whether the constraint is a less than constraint CL>, a 

greater than constraint CG> or an equality constraint CE). The 
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corresponding entry in column C is the constraint level. 

HLJAN is required to be less than or equal to 50 units. 

Thus in row 3, 

The rest of the 

entries are the Aij's. 

In addition to obtaining printouts as in Figure 2, an electronic 

spreadsheet implementation offers the following advantages. First of 

all, cutting and pasting are now replaced with spreadsheet operations 

such as MOVE or COPY. As new activities or constraints are added, new 

raws and columns can be inserted. Thus the new activities and 

constraints can be put where they logically belong, and nat at the end 

of the tableau as is usually done. Moreover, the spreadsheet COPY 

command, which allows a block of numbers or formulae to be copied fro• 

one spreadsheet location to another, can be very useful for developing 

LP problems having blocks of similar structure, e.g. multi-period 

problems. 

Last but not least, the cells representing coefficients may be 

changed easily through formulae, if these art made dependent on some 

other entries. For example, in a transportation model the shipping 

costs between pairs of points depend on the distance and a unit cost per · 

mile <usually a function of gas price). If gas price is stored in a 

separate cell and is used in computing the coefficients of the objective 

function, only one cell needs to be changed to derive a new LP problem. 

But how can the LP problem be solved once the tableau is designed? 

Even if one has to recede the tableau manually to suit the input 

requirements of the particular LP package used, this approach still will 

have made the design easier. But once any information is electronically 

recorded, the possibility exists to translate the information to any 

format via computerized means. Many standard file formats exist. For 



LP, many microcomputer or mainframe packages accept input in IBM's HPSX 

(Mathematical Progra~ming System Extended) format, which is an industry 

standard <Beneke and Winterboer, 1973>. A program named ToMpsx, 

developed by the author, is available for translating the spreadsheet 

tableau to MPSX format suitable as input to most LP solution packages 

<Epplin and Li 1986). 
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In fact this translation is not required at all if a program 

called Musah86 is used. This program directly reads in an LP tableau 

coded with Lotus 1-2-3, perform the optimization, and output the 

solution and final tableau in a format directly readable by Lotus 1-2-3 

<Li, 1984, Epplin and Li, 1985>. Thus the solution and final tableau 

can be examintd and/or printed from within the Lotus 1-2-3 package. The 

program is discusstd in more detail in Chapter 4. 

Figure 4 is an example of keeping records of the monthly rice 

stock and flows for a parastatal marketing agency. It keeps track of 

the opening stock, accounts for the inflow and outflow, and computes the 

closing stock. 

A spreadsheet layout for computing loan amortization is shown in 

Figure 5. Given a loan amount, annual interest rate, number of years of 

the loan and number of payments per year, the amortization table 

displays the appropriate payment per period and separates out the 

payment on interest and payment on principal. The beginning principal 

and remaining balance are also computed and displayed for each period. 
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Figure 6 contains a worksheet for computing the costs, returns, 

net cash flows and internal rate of return of coffee production. Using 

labor requirements, wage rates, and operating costs, total costs of 

production are computed for each of 25 periods. Likewise, for tach 

year, revenue is computed as the estimated production times the 

anticipated unit price. Net cash flow is computed as revenue less cost 

per period. The internal rate of return, a difficult measure to compute 

1anually, can be requested easily with the lirr() function in Lotus 1-2-

3. Most electronic spreadsheets have a complete list of financial 

functions. 

Figure 7 contains an exaeple of discounting calculations that 

typically arise from project appraisal. In this analysis, the user 

needs to supply only the most probable incremental costs and incremental 

benefits series. The rest of the numbers in the tables are generated by 

cell formulae in the worksheet. 

The alternative outcome differs from the most probable in that it 

incorporates the specified percent cost overrun, percent benefit 

shortfall, and benefit delay. Insertion of a 2 as benefit delay, for 

example, would automatically shift the incremental benefit column of the 

alternative outcome down two rows. Sensitivity analysis, which in 

practice is often not done when a man~al approach is used, can now be 

performed as easily as new parameters .can be inserted in the appropriate 

cells. Various discounted measures of project worth are also computed. 

Hore detailed discussion and the implementation specifics of this 



worksheet can be found in Appendix 8 as an example of tutorial material 

used for training programs. 

Chapter Summary 

This chapter provides some background of how computtrs work 

logically (but not physically>. A brief history of computers and 

microcomputers was also given. Six examples of use of the electronic 

spreadsheet in policy analysis were demonstrated. 
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"ONTHLY NEIBHTS IN POUNDS FEB 1982·JAN 1983 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ftb "•r Apr "ay Junt July Aug Stpt Oct Nov --------------------------------------------------------
Pluhin 37,3~ 24,618 42,061 9,975 25,745 24,583 28,156 19,963 15,032 27,224 
Banana 14,707 24,020 69,507 40,755 47,354 50,076 37,433 43,458 29,272 46,110 
Pintapplt 822 507 418 1,035 
Orange 14,200 17,870 1,530 17,350 76,993 125,360 
AvacadD 1,116 279 
L1101t 5,645 7,878 
Tot Fruit 68,200 67,294 113,098 50,730 73,517 75,694 65,589 80,771 126,942 206,572 

Ptpptr 2,615 J1' 157 13,500 20,175 30,256 31,746 33,975 15,957 12,670 6,480 
Egg plant 2,280 400 6,655 5,170 6,600 11,095 2,640 1,670 3,673 2,2SO 
Bitttrball 45,799 26,268 41 ,sao 25,320 36,780 63,120 44,280 29,526 15,240 7,140 
Okra 3,908 2,382 1,925 5,280 14,740 28,315 11,880 12,818 9,613 5,610 
CUCill~lr 1,700 
Tat Y19ttlilt 54,602 40,207 63,960 9,945 81,376 135,976 92,775 59,971 41,196 21,480 

CIIIIYI 34,306 60,527 81,855 36,460 57,885 90,990 54,300 50,525 22,140 11,600 
Eddot 6,110 10,734 6,375 5,270 2,380 2,546 12,178 
Pot a tot 1,140 5,695 1,700 4,130 1,290 14,315 
Tot TIIDtr 40,416 71,261 89,370 36,460 57,885 96,685 61,270 57,035 32,976 38,093 

Farina PT 900 8,460 33,090 5,370 8,815 22,905 23,63f 11,261 5,400 

Corn 1,240 22,855 26,730 28,765 18,840 7,389 1,200 
Local Rict 
Tot Ctrtal 0 0 0 1,240 22,855 26,730 28,765 18,140 7,389 1,200 

Pal• Nuts 12,960 9,213 16,560 8,650 14,490 5,120 31,120 23,195 8,003 3,640 
Unthtllli &.Nut 3,095 2,100 57,630 46,680 u,aao 
Kola Nuts 5,525 21,560 
Tot lfuh Nl 16,055 9,213 16,560 10,750 14,490 62,750 771800 351075 13,528 32,200 

Shtlltd S.Nut Nl 2,S48 1,504 13,095 5,517 S1865 

Pall Oil 3,663 4,921 S5S 814 31S89 7 ,su 6, 771 3,996 6,623 3,256 

Cant Juiet 

.................................................................................................. 

Figure 2a. Example of Data Tabulation with a Spreadsheet: 
Monthly Quantities. 
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---------------------------------------------

Dtc Jan tDhl 

---------------------------------------------Phntlin 20,164 24,713 299,~89 
Bin ana 44,520 47,033 494,245 
Pineapple ~,889 8,671 
Orange 129,600 90,843 473,746 
Avocado 1,395 
LIIOit 13,523 
Tot Fruit 194,284 168,478 1,291,169 

Ptpptr 11,515 5,795 195,841 
E;g plant 3,135 45,~68 

Bitttrball 11,840 7,048 354,241 
Okra 13,480 109,951 
Cucutbtr 1,700 
Tot Y19ttlbl1 39,970 12,843 707,301 

CiiiiYI 48,060 37,334 585,982 
Eddat 18,750 15,498 79,841 
PDtatae 13,180 14,195 62,645 
Tot Tubtr 79,990 67,027 728,468 

Farina PT 17,717 16,243 153,800 

Corn 630 107,649 
Local Riel 3,360 3,360 
Tot Ctrtll 3,990 0 111,009 

Pall Nub 13,950 13,057 1~9,951 

Un1h1ll tel S. Nut 8,535 2,400 132,320 
Kola Nut1 9,605 43,690 
Tot Nub N1 22,485 25,062 335,968 

Shtllld &.Nut N1 10,440 38,969 

Pall Oil l,BSO 3,663 47,212 

Cane Juict 

............................................. 

Figure 2a. (Cont.) 
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"ONTHLY SELLIN& PRICE AT WATERSIDE "ARKET FEB 1982·JAM 1983 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------· 
Ftb "•r Apr "ay Junt July Auo Stpt Oct Nov Dte Jan 

·-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Plantain 12.20 15.87 12.32 16.75 15.07 11.30 14.11 13.95 14.80 15.75 15.89 14.44 
B1111n1 11.50 11.48 10.10 10.10 10.06 9.02 10.57 10.03 11.21 10.76 11.10 11.31 
Pin11ppl1 32.20 22.74 37.45 S5.97 16.90 
Onngt 1.20 7.80 8.10 6.07 5.70 5.52 5.75 5.41 
Avocado 16.10 17.20 
LIIDII 13.83 11.70 
Tat Fruit 11.31 12.22 10.90 11.41 11.97 10.40 12.09 10.15 8.41 8.27 8.03 a. 78 

Ptpptr 107.90 89.83 69.01 27.63 16.77 17.90 22.11 29.19 53.66 42.35 56.12 68.97 
E;; plant 21.00 22.50 23.96 10.07 13.32 15.52 20.11 14.97 20.80 17.33 18.05 
Bitttrbtll 39.20 24.83 23.60 14.10 13.36 13.66 15.88 14.42 24.20 19.75 22.68 36.79 
Okra 64.60 55.39 42.49 18.90 23.93 13.45 16.44 18.90 28.84 18.60 16.21 
Cucu1btr 9.41 
Tot Ytqlhblt 43.55 44.65 33.79 19.06 16.29 14.70 18.35 19.32 34.04 26.01 29.77 51.31 

CaiHVI 6.50 7.92 6.18 6.24 6.78 6.72 6.52 6.64 6.27 5.39 5.65 5.68 
Ed dot 15.60 15.56 14.82 14.12 10.29 13.20 15.61 15.02 16.41 
Pohtat 21.05 12.58 14.12 11.14 12.80 13.02 11.53 13.74 
Tot Tubtr 7.88 9.07 6.99 6.24 6.78 7.07 7.38 7.12 8.45 11.52 8.82 9.87 

Farina PT 25.SO 29.10 27.25 31.13 29.22 30.06 29.15 28.08 28.61 26.99 27.37 

Corn 50.00 20.14 14.17 14.45 12.30 10.99 8.33 11.11 
Local Riel 25.00 
Tot Ctrttl o.oo o.oo o.oo 50.00 20.14 14.17 14.45 12.30 10.99 8.33 22.81 o.oo 

P1l1 Nutl 13.00 9.51 8.43 8.32 10.60 11.67 11.75 10.40 15.31 12.42 14.49 10.86 
Un1htll 8 Nut 16.80 5.93 15.75 15.90 19.02 32.54 20.00 
Kola Hut1 14.12 11.38 10.12 
Tat Nut1 N1 13.73 9.51 8.43 7.83 10.60 15.42 14.24 13.32 14.82 11.50 21.34 11.45 

Shtll td 8 Nut 59.00 55.30 36.24 32.75 55.75 46.94 

Pall Oil 79.46 55.88 54.05 54.05 63.22 65.37 68.84 69.46 78.07 67.57 33.78 68.38 

Cint Juict 

.................................................................................................. 

Figure 2b. Example of Data Tabulation with a Spreadsheet: 
Wholesale Prices. 
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------------------------------------- -····------

Annual N AY& YAR S.D. C. Y. 

-------------------------------------------------Pllntlin 14.02 12 14.37 2.85 1.69 11.75% 
Bin ana 10.46 12 10.60 0.58 0.76 7.171 
Pintappll 24.35 5 33.05 228.13 15.10 45.701 
Orano• 5.76 8 6.44 1.18 1.09 16.89 
Avocado 16.32 2 16.65 0.60 0.78 4.671 
LHCIIt 12. 59 2 12.77 2.27 1.51 11.801 
Tot Fruit 9.08 12 10.33 2.49 1.58 15.291 

Ptpper 36.08 12 50.12 874.11 29.57 58.991 
En plint 17.09 11 17.97 17.76 4.21 23.461 
Bitttrball 20.64 12 21.87 76.08 8.72 39.88% 
Okra 21.26 11 28.89 304.67 17.45 60.431 
Cucuabtr 9.41 1 9.41 NA NA NA 
Tot Y191t1blt 24.76 12 29.24 153,04 12.37 42.3!1 

CUIIYI 6.51 12 6.37 0.44 0.66 10.391 
Ed dot 15.22 9 14.51 3.39. 1.84 12.691 
Pohtat 12.85 8 13.75 9.71 3.12 22.671 
Tot Tuitr 8.01 12 8.10 2.32 1.52 18.79% 

Farina PT 28.39 11 28.41 2.49 1.9 5.551 

Corn 15.30 8 17.69 182.52 13.51 76.391 
Local Riel 25.00 1 25.00 NA HA NA 
Tot Ctrtll 15.59 8 19.15 317.33 17.81 93.031 

Pal1 Nut• 11.25 12 11.40 4.77 2.18 19.161 
Unshtll S Nut 17.12 7 17.98 62.58 7. 91 44.00% 
Kola Nuts 11.45 3 11.87 4.18 2.05 17.221 
Tot NutiiU 13.59 12 12.68 13.63 3.69 29.11% 

Shtlltd S Nut 43.77 6 47.66 121.13 11.01 23.091 

P1l1 Oil 66.76 12 63.18 153.97 12.41 19.641 

Cant Juicl 0.00 0 NA NA NA NA 

................................................. 

Figure 2b. (Cont.) 
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WWJLEBAL£ "ARSIMI C/LI 
FEB 1982·JAN 1983 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Fib "•' Apr "•Y Junt July Au9 s.,t Oct Nav DIC Jan 

-·---------------------------------------------··----------------------------------------·· Planhin 5.20 8.45 6.27 9.00 7.67 5.05 6.45 4.91 3.11 5.01 6.15 5.77 
Banana 4.30 5.92 6.27 . 5.95 5.10 4.53 5.49 4.34 2.93 4.21 5.13 5.74 
Pintapplt 14.60 12.66 o.oo o.oo 14.62 23.61 o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.00 o.oo 7.49 
Dranvt 2.00 2.70 0.52 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 0.87 1.12 1.01 1.39 0.99 
Avocado 5.70 4.12 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Lnan o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 5.96 2.61 o.oo o.oo 
Tat Fruit 4.46 6.03 6.19. 6.SS 6.05 4.96 5.90 3.74 1.99 2.32 2.74 3.24 

PIPPtr 36.50 27.91 38.37 12.79 5.54 4.98 7.17 6.54 15.28 13.42 26.97 15.31 
E99 pllnt 9.00 5.00 9.10 1.06 3.38 3.50 5.60 4.19 5.48 5.56 5.55 o.oo 
BitttrbaU 12.50 8.79 8.56 3,56 4.04 0.99 4.39 2.02 12.01 5.05 9.05 9.73 
Okra 25.80 12.82 15.92 6.36 9.00 2.93 3.98 4.54 7.70 5.27 3.56 o.oo 
Cucutblf' o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 1.06 o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 
Tat Yqttlblt 14.46 14.30 15.13 6.92 5.33 2.53 5.39 3.82 11.45 7.69 12.09 12.21 

Ca11ava 1.60 3.09 2.10 2.46 1.42 1.73 1.41 1.56 1.63 l.U 1.39 1.47 
Eddat 5.42 4.61 2.85 o.oo o.oo o.oo 2.79 1.51 3.66 4.16 3.88 6.66 
PDtatat o.oo o.oo 7.46 o.oo o.oo 2.91 2.24 1.68 3.19 3.93 2.69 3.51 
Tat Tublf' 2.18 3.33 2.22 2.46 1.42 1.10 1.55 . 1.57 2.18 3.14 2.19 3.10 

Farina PT o.oo 3.72 11.13 8.31 15.72 6.05 7.62 s.sa 5.74 4.59. 4.50 4.66 

Corn o.oo o.oo o.oo 26.29 9.13 3.66 3.79 1.44 1.49 2.70 3.23 o.oo 
Local Riel o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 10.75 o.oo 
Tat C1r11l o.oo o.oo o.oo 26.29 9.13 3.66 3.79 1.44 1.49 2.70 9.56 o.oo 

Pall Nuts 6.70 4.05 2.81 3.13 3.75 4.41 3.78 3.35 4.74 3.77 5.27 3.61 
Unshtlltd S.Nu 5.40 o.oo o.oo -0.31 o.oo 2.52 0.53 3.69 o.oo o.oo 7.24 4.67 
Kala Nuts o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo o.oo 4.44 4.03 o.oo 3.91 
Tat Nuts N1 6.45 4.05 2.81 2.46 3.75 2.67 1.83 3.47 4.62 4.00 6.02 3.83 

Shtllld &.Nut 12.17 20.34 o.oo o.oo 12.20 o.oo o.oo o.oo 8,89 17.79 9.27 o.oo 

Pall DU 21.29 16.36 9.01 9.16 11.44 6.36 7.76 11.06 11.79 11.13 ·20.96 11.07 

Cut Juict 

Snnd Total 
.................................................................................................. 

Figure 2c. Example of Data Tabulation with a Spreadsheet: 
Wholesale Prices. 



Phnhill 
Bin ana 
Pin11pplt 
Dnngt 
Avocado 
L11111t 
Tot Fruit 

Ptpptr 
Ego phnt 
Bitterball 
Okra 
Cucu1btr 
Tot Ytgttlblt 

CIIIIYI 
Eddot 
Pot at a 
Tot Tubtr 

Farina PT 

Corn 
Local Rict 
Tot Ctrtal 

Pal• Nuts 

Total N AY& YAR S,D, C.Y. 

6.03 12 6.09 2.74 1.65 27.18% 
5.11 12 4.99 0.93- 0.96 19.32% 

10.73 5 14.60 189.22 13.76 94.24% 
1.21 a 1.33 1.16 1.os 81.39% 
5.38 2 4.91 41,43 6,44 131.091 
4.05 2 4.32 36.48 6.04 139.821 
3.92 12 4.51 2.76 1.66 36.79% 

12.95 12 17.57 142.70 11.95 68.01% 
4.86 11 5.22 7. 95 2.82 54.021 
5.96 12 6.73 14.96 3.87 57.48% 
6,08 11 8.90 55.13 7.42 83.441 
1.06 1 1.06 NA NA NA 
7.83 12 9.28 20.16 4.49 48.39% 

1.82 12 1.75 0.30 o.ss 31.52% 
4.46 9 3.96 6.74 2.60 6S.601 
3.25 8 3.45 7.~ 2.77 B0,1H 
2.24 12 2.26 0.42 0.65 28.58% 

6. 90 11 7.06 17.36 4.17 59.05% 

4.57 8 6.47 85.90 9.27 143.33% 
10.75 1 10.75 NA NA NA 
4.75 8 7.26 89.20 9.44 130.13% 

4.02 12 4.11 1.13 1.06 25.78% 
Unthtlltd B,Nu 2,29 7 3.39 12.79 3,9 105.471 
Koh Nuts 4.06 3 4.13 19.24 4.39 106.281 
Tot Nuts N1 3.34 12 3,83 1.89 1.37 35.861 

Shtlltd &.Nut 12.10 6 13.44 129,99 11.40 84.811 

Pall Oil 10.01 12 8.79 103.42 10.17 115.71% 

Cant Juict o.oo 0 HA NA NA NA 

Brand Total 0 0 HA NA HA HA 
................................................. 

Figure 2c. (Cont.) 
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+---------·----------------------------------------------------------
A 8 c 0 E F G 

+----------------------------------------------------------------
1 NII18A MAXIMIZE 8 RICEOK RICEPEP RICEBSLS RICECAS 
2 c -57.5 -57.5 -57.5 -57.5 
3 MLJAN L 50 6 6 6 6 
4 HLFEB L 50 8 8 8 B 
5 MLMAL L 50 5 5 5 5 
6 MLAPR L 50 11 11 11 11 
7 MLMAY L 50 10 10 10 10 
B MLJUN L 50 10 10 10 10 
9 HLJUL L 50 

: 10 MLAUS L 50 
111 MLSEP L so 1 1 1 1 
: 12 HLOCT L 50 2 2 2 2 
: 13 MLNOV L 50 2 2 2 2 
114 MLDEC L 50 
115 FLJAN L 50 2 2 2 2 
116 FLFEB L 50 
117 FLHAR L so 
118 FLAPR L 50 5 5 5 5 
: 19 FLMAY L 50 4 4 4 4 
120 FLJUN L 50 3 3 3 3 
121 FLJUL L 50 7 7 7 7 
122 FLAUG L 50 6 6 6 6 
123 FLSEP L 50 2 2 2 2 
124 FLOCT L 50 8 8 8 8 
125 FLNOV L 50 6 6 6 6 
126 FLDEC L so 6 6 6 6 
127 LAND L 10 1 1 1 1 
128 CAP !TAL L 170 28.75 28.75 28.75 28.75 
129 RICETRS L -960 -960 -960 -960 
130 Ol<RATRS L -100 
131 PEPTRAS L -150 
132 SBLSTRS L -100 
133 CASSTRS L -3000 
134 COCOATRS L 
135 COFFETRS L 
136 SCANETRS L 
37 PALMTR L 
38 POTR L 
39 POMAX L 31 
40 RUBTRS L 
41 GVTBHAX L 1000 
42 CASHAX L 351 3000 
43 I RICONS G 1880 

Figure 3. Li nur Prc;ru111ing M1triM Otsign witn 1 Sprtidthttt. 



"DNTHLY RICE STOCKS AND FLOMS 
........................................................................................... 

IIAY 84 
OPEJUH8 

STOCX IIIFLOM OUTFLOit 
CLOSINI 

STOCK -----·-------------·-----·-----------------------
IARRIYM.l ISALESJ 

1 !"PORTED RICE TOTAL 41,464,~00 26,009,300 16,679,100 ~0,794,700 
&) PL 480· 38,964,~00 13,923,000 6,292,800 46,594,700 
bl COtiiERCIM. 2,500,000 7,385,400 5,685,400 . 4,200,000 
tl CONCESSIONS 0 4,700,900 4,700,900 0 ·--------------------------. . •.......• 

I PURCHASED) IPROt:ESSIDl 
2 LOCAL PADDY 47,590,496 459,894 1,0~,4" 47,024,924 

lilltd ~UiYillftt 
c:urrtnt I C) 26,814,920 259,128 577,800 26,496,241 
lont tlrtiLTJ 26,174,773 252,942 564,006 25,863,708 -------------------------------------·-··· ----

IPRODUCTIOJU ISALEIU 
3 RICI lULLED AT LPI!C 677,200 577,800 663,~00 591,500 ---------------------------- .. ----- ··---
4 TOTAL line! ti1lld tqu LTl 68,316,473 26,840,042 17,906,~ 77,249,901 

TOTAL ltncl tilltd tqU Cl 68,956,620 26,846,221 17,920,400 77,812,441 

-----..---------------------------------------------------------··-···· --
5 NILLINB FACTOR alLT o.s~ o.sso o.~ o.sso 

b)C 0.~63 0.563 0.~63 o.su .... . .................................................................................. .. 
6 NILLED RICE AVAILABLE FOR 

I"NEDIATE CONSUKPTIOM 42,141,700 26,97,100 17,342,600 51,386,200 
........................................................................................... 

Figure 4. Record Keeping with a Spreadsheet. 
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+---------------------------+ LOAN AMOUNT,,,,,,,,,,,,, 12000.00 
Dept Ag Econ Okla State INTEREST RATE ••••••••••• 10 

01-Jan-87 YEARS OF LOAN ••••••••••• ~ 

+---------------------------+ INSTALLMENTS/YEAR ••••••• 12 

Begining Payment Payment on Payment on Remaining 
Period Principal Per Period Internt Principal Balance 

1 12000,00 254.96 100.00 154.96 1184~.04 
2 11845.04 254.96 98.71 1~6.2~ 11688. 79 
3 11688.79 254.96 97.41 157.5~ 11~31.24 
4 11~31.24 254.96 96,09 1~8.87 11372.37 
~ 11372.37 2~4.96 94.77 160. 19 11212.18 
6 11212.18 254.96 93.43 161. ~3 110~0.6~ 
7 11050.65 254.96 92.09 162.87 10887.78 
8 10887.78 254.96 90.73 164.23 10723.55 
9 10723.55 254.96 89.36 165.60 105~7.96 

10 10557.96 254.96 87.98 166.98 10390.98 
11 10390.98 254.96 86,59 168.37 10222.61 
12 10222.61 254.96 8~.19 169.77 100~2.84 

TOTALS 30~9.52 1112.36 1947.16 

Figure ~. Loan Amortization "ith Sprudsheets. 
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COFFEE PRODUCTION• COSTS AND. RETURNS/ACRE 
........................................................................................ 

N191 L1llor Optntint Tat1l Production Prin Totll 
Y11r "anD1y *'"1nd1y Cast ltl Cost ($) Cast ltl lbs Ptr lb Rtvtnut C1shfla• ---------------------------------------------------

1 34 1.5 $51.0 $128.0 $179.0 0 $0,35 $0,0 1$179. OJ 
2 13 1.5 $19.5 $65.0 $84.5 0 $0,35 $0,0 ($84.5) 
3 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $41,5 0 $0,35 to.o lt47.5J 
4 13 1.5 $19.5 S28.0 S47.5 0 $0.35 $0,0 1$47.5) 
5 13 1.5 $19.5 $29,0 $41.5 450 $0,35 $157.5 $110.0 
6 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $47,5 500 t0.35 $175.0 $127.5 
7 13 .. 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $47.5 500 $0,35 $175.0 $127.5 
8 13 1.5 $19,5 $28.0 $47.5 500 $0.35 $175.0 $127.5 
9 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $47.5 500 $0.35 tl75.0 $127.5 

10 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $41.5 500 $0.35 $175.0 $127.5 
11 13 1.5 $19,5 S28.0 $47.5 500 $0.35 $175.0 $127.5 
12 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $47.5 500 $0,35 $115.0 $127.5 
13 1S 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $47.5 500 $0,35 $175.0 $127.5 . 
14 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $47.5 500 $0.35 $175.0 $!27.5 
15 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $47.5 500 $0.35 $175.0 $127.5 
16 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $47.5 500 $0,35 $175.0 $127.5 
17 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $41,5 450 $0.35 $157.5 $110.0 
18 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $47.5 450 t0.35 S157.5 $110.0 
19 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $41.5 400 $0.35 $140.0 $92.5 
20 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $47.5 400 $0.35 $140.0 $92.5 
21 13 1. 5 $19.5 $28.0 $47.5 400 $0.35 $140.0 $92.5 
22 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $47.5 350 $0,35 t122.S $75.0 
23 13 1. 5 $19.5 S28.0 $47.5 300 S0.35 $105.0 $51.5 
24 13 1.5 $19,5 $28.0 $47.5 300 $0.35 $105.0 $57.5 
25 13 1.5 $19.5 $28.0 $47.5 300 $0.35 $105.0 $57.5 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------TOTAL 346 $519.0 $837.0 $1,356.0 9300 t3,255.0 $1,899.0 

---------------------------------------------------------------------Internal Rat• of Rlturn •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 21.631 
........................................................................................ 

Figure 6. Costs and Returns of Coffee Production. 
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JATILUHUR IRRISATIOI PROJECT, INDONESIA 

DISCOUNTED FACTORI - 0.12 
1 COST OVERRUN 0.1 
% BENEFIT SHORTFALL 0.1 
BENEFIT DELAY (0·5) 1 
................................................................................................... 

··--··--·"OST PROBABLE OUTCO~--------- ----------ALTERNATIVE DUTCO"E---------· 

··-- Discounttd ---- -- Di scounttd ---
NET NET NET NET 

YR COST BENEFIT BENEFIT COST BENEFIT BENEFIT COST BENEFIT BENEFIT COST BENEFIT BENEFIT 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 0.50 o.oo -o.so 0.45. o.oo ·0.45 0.55 o.oo o.oo 0.49 o.oo -0.49 
2 2.10 0.40 -1.70 1.67 0.32 -1.36 2.31 o.oo -2.31 1.84 o.oo -1.84 
3 3.70 o.ao ·2.90 2.63 0.57 ·2.06 4.07 0.36 -3.71 2.90 0.29 -2.61 
4 3.70 1.40 ·2.30 2.35 0.89 -1.46 4.07 0.72 -3.35 2.59 0.51 -2.07 
s 2.00 2.10 0.10 1.13 1.19 0.06 2.20 1.26 -o.94 1.25 o.ao -0.45 
6 0.50 2.50 2.00 0.25 1.27 1.01 . 0.55 1.89 1.34 0.21 1.07 0.79 
7 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.23 1.31 1.09 0.55 2.25 1. 70 0.25 1.14 0.89 
8 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.20 1.11 0.97 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.22 1.18 0.96 
9 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.18 1.05 0.87 0,55 2.61 2.06 0.20 1.05 0.86 

10 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.16 0.93 0.71 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.18 0.94 0.76 
u 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.14 0.83 0.69 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.16 0.84 0.61 
12 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.13 0.74 0.62 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.14 0.75 0 •• 1 
13 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.11 0.66 0.55 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.13 0.67 0.54 
14 o.so 2.90 2.40 0.10 0.59 0.49 o.ss 2.61 2.06 o.u 0.60 0.49 
15 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.09 0.53 0.44 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.10 . 0.53 0.43 
16 0.50 2.90 2.40 o.o8 0.47 0.39 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.09 0.48 0.39 
17 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.07 0.42 0.35 0.55 2.61 2.06 o.o8 0.43 0.35 
18 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.07 0.38 0.31 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.07 0.38 0.31 
19 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.06 0.34 0.28 o.ss 2.61 2.06 0.06 0,34 0.28 
20 o.so 2.90 2.40 o.os 0.30 0.25 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.06 0.30 0.25 
21 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.05 0.27 0.22 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.05 0.27 0.22 
22 o.~o 2.90 2.40 0.04 0.24 0.20 0.55 2.61 2.06 o.os 0.24 0.20 
23 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.04 0.21 0.18 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.04 0.22 0.18 
24 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.03 0.19 0.16 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.04 0.19 0.16 
25 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.03 0.17 0.14 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.03 0.17 0.14 
26 o.~o 2.90 2.40 0.03 0.15 0.13 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.03 0.15 0.12 
27 0.50 2.90 2,40 0.02 0.14 o.u 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.03 0.14 0.11 
28 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.02 0.12 0.10 o.ss 2.61 2.06 0.02 0.12 0.10 
29 o.so 2.90 2;40 0.02 0.11 0.09 o.ss 2.61 2.06 0.02 o.u 0,09 
30 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.02 0.10 0.08 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.02 0.10 0.08 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------TOT 24,50 76.80 52.30 10.47 15.67 5.21 26.95 66.51 40.11 11.51 14.02 2.51 

NET PRESENT NORTH 5.21 NET PRESENT NORTH 2.51 
INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN 0.21 INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN 0.14 
BENEFIT-cOST RATIO 1.50 BENEFIT-COST RATIO 1.22 
NET BENEFIT INYEST"ENT RATI 1. 98 NET BENEFIT JNYEST~NT RATIO 1.34 
................................................................................................... 

Figure 7. Applications in Project Appraisal. 



CHAPTER III 

BACKGROUND FOR POLICY ANALYSIS 

Introduc:ti on 

With or Nithout computers, successful application of idealiztd 

quantitative techniques and economic: theories to real-life economic: 

problems in a form usable by decision makers is both a science and an 

art. The ultimate objective of policy is the optimal 1ttainment of 

goals by groups (including the society as a whole). This chapter 

provides some background on the use of the positive science of economics 

as a scientific: critique of policy decisiona. 

The Function of an Economic: System 

An economic system must simultaneously perform five closely 

related functions: organize production, distribute products efficiently 

for consumption, determine what to produce, provide a mechanism for 

rationing products in the very short run, and properly maintain and 

expand its productive capacity (Leftwich, 1979). 

H.U~.i lUI t __ Q.r...QJ..!l.lH.ti.~.!L . .9._L1.r.:..P.Ji.J!..~ .. ttP.lt 

Resources used in production are limited, versatile and c:an be 

combined in varying proportions to produce different commodities. 

Production organization is a technical consideration of optimal input 

use for a desired mix of output. Resource usage is said to be Pareto 

35 
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optimal when the same level of resource inputs cannot produce more of 

any one good without producing less of another. This requires the 

marginal rate of technical substitution <MRTS> of any one resource for 

any other resources (which measures the comparative contribution of each 

resource to a production process) be the same for all production 

processes for which these resources can be used. 

g __ fj_j_c;_l.!lllt..._!H .. '-!.rJ .. bJ!..t..~ .. -~UL .... PJ ... J~.Y.tP..!.I.t ....... f. .. Q.r. ..... C..P.!l.'-!l .. m.P. .. t .. tg_o__ 

The concept of Pareto optimality is also applicable in efficient 

distribution of output for consumption. Products yield utility or 

satisfaction when consumed. An output distribution is said to be Pareto 

optimal if no one's satisfaction can be raised without reducing the 

satisfaction of another. Pareto optimality in consumption thus requires 

the relative satisfaction of an additional unit of any good as measured 

by the marginal rate of substitution <MRTS> be the same among 

individuals. Otherwise, incentive for trade exists. Unless restrained, 

individuals trade what each feels is relatively less important for what 

each considers will yield more satisfaction to increase utility until a 

Pareto optimality is reached. 

P.!t..1; .. !t..r..1!!1.r.L~Jl.Q ...... ~-~-~-L.t .. Q. ...... E.r_g_g_y_!;_!t._ 

Determining what to produce involves selecting from a collection 

of product mixes which are Pareto optimal both in production and 

consumption, one that maximizes the welfare or utility of the economy. 

This requires that the subJectiv• value <or utility> of consuming an 

additional unit of good x in relation to that of any other good y be 

equal to the opportunity cost of producing an extra unit of x instead of 
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y. If this subjective value exceeds the opportunity cost, then 

incentive to produce the additional unit exists since the relative cost 

of producing this additional unit is more than justified by the relative 

value of this unit to the consumers in terms of utility creation. In 

other words, the marginal rate of substitution <MRS> of any one product 

for any other product must be the same as the marginal rate of 

transformation <MRS> of the products. Any deviation from this equality 

indicates that an alternative feasible product-mix yields a higher 

satisfaction level for the society. 

An econo•ic system must make provision for rationing commodities 

over the marktt ptriod or the very short run when supplies cannot be 

changed. For instance, supply of agricultural products harvtsttd only 

onct ptr year must be stretched in an orderly manner from ont harvest 

period to the next. 

Economic growth is usually defined as secular increases in per 

capita real income. One necessary condition for growth in the economy is 

the proper maintenance and expansion of its productive capacity, using 

resources that could otherwise be used to produce goods for current 

consumption. An economic system should provide the mechanisms to (1) 

allocate the appropriate fraction of resources to investments that could 

otherwise be used to generate products for current consumption, <2> 

direct the investment of the allocation profitably, and <3> induce the 



necessary social transformation, in consistence with the society's 

growth requirements or objectives. 

The Market Price System 

38 

Tht competitive market price system assumes impersonal competition 

based on price alone in all resource and product markets. Buyers and 

sellers of each homogentous product are assumed too small to influence 

the price bidding process. Resources and products are ptrftctly 

divisible and free to be moved to more profitable uses. No artificial 

restraint is put on price levels and trading activities. Prices are 

therefore ltft to perform their functions as resource and output 

a! locators. 

In any market, the market price serves as a rationing device for 

buyers and as a profit motive for sellers. Too high a prict inducts 

excessive production and inhibits the incentive to buy. The resulting 

surplus daprtsses price. The lowered price motivates reduction in 

production and increase in purchases putting upward pressure on price. 

This price oscillation stabilizes to an equilibrium level when neither a 

surplus nor shortage exists in a market. At equilibrium price, the 

quantities of the good producers wish to supply coincides with the 

amount buyers demand. No incentive for change exists. The market is 

said to be i" tquilibrium. 

General equilibrium of the economy is said be attained when all 

markets have simultaneously reached their own (partial) equilibrium. 



Allocation of resources and output of the economy is complete until 

further disturbed. 

Any economic disturbance to the system first impacts one or a few 

markets. Some of these markets may quickly return to an equilibrium 

called a partial equilibrium because not all markets ~re without 

incentives for more adjustments. Due to the interrelationship among 

markets, the first round adjustments to new partial equilibrium 

positions dislocate the economy from its old general equilibrium. 

Movement to a new general equilibrium in turn requirts further 

adjustments in partial tquilibrium positions. The adjustment process 

finally gravitates to a new gtneral equilibrium. 
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When perfect compttition prevails in the economy, tht prict system 

leads to a general equilibrium which is Pareto optimal in consumption 

and production. 

The size insignificance of each buyer or seller implits the 

absence of monopoly or monopsony. Resource price ratios then are true 

indtxes of marginal productivities. Profit maximizing firms tquate the 

ratio of marginal productivities of two resources in each productive 

process these resources can be used to the ratio of their prices. This 

fulfills the Pareto conditions of equal marginal rates of technical 

substitution between any two resources in all production processes. 

Similarly, the fret market price ratio of any two products is an 

index of their relative marginal utilities. A utility maximizing 

individual consumes each product until the ratios of marginal utilities 

equal the price ratios. The existence of only one set of prices implies 
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the marginal rate of substitution between two goods are the same for all 

individuals -- the condition of Pareto optimality in consumption. 

Simultaneous with efficient production and consumption 

organization, the perfectly competitive market price system also 

determines the mix of products to be produced. Facing the same set of 

product prices, the profit maximizing firms and the utility maximizing 

consumers respectively equate the relative marginal opportunity cost of 

two products <marginal rate of transformation> and the relative marginal 

benefit of consumption of the two products <marginal rate of 

substitution) to tht products' price ratios. All resources are used 

appropriately in their ultimate role of utility creation. 

Mathematical derivations of the existence and implications of 

compttitive equilibrium involve concepts of point set theory and fixed 

point theorems (Hildtnbrand and Kirman, 1976, Nikaido, 1970) but in 

logical essence a reinforcement of the classical belief in the 

efficiency of competition as a mechanism for allocating resourcts and 

output in production and consumption. Each individual, as Adam Smith 

described in The Wealth of Nations, "intends only his own gain, but is 

in this ••• led by an invisible hand to promote an end which was no part 

of his intentions." Under the usual neoclassical assumptions, research 

work in general equilibrium theory arrives at the following conclusions 

(Quirk and Saposnik, 1968)t 

1. There exists more than one set of allocations <or prices> in 

the economy where Pareto optimality in both consumption and production 

are attained. That is, Pareto optimality positions are not unique. 



2. Whereas individuals can always move from a non-Pareto optimal 

position to an optimal one by cooperation, there are other Pareto 

optimal positions not reachable by cooperation for a particular initial 

rtsource endowment and income distribution. 

3. For any given resource endowment and income distribution, 

competitive equilibrium exists and necessarily leads to Pareto 

optimility both in consumption and production. The competitive 

equilibrium position is unique if slightly more restrictive (but 

plausible) postulates can be made. 
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4. For a given resource endowment and income distribution, there 

are Pareto optimality positions not reachable by the competitive prict 

system. Other ways to reach Pareto optimal positions are possible. 

Indeed, Pareto optimality can be attained even if monopoly and monopsony 

exist in the economy or when the economy is centrally planned. But when 

the economy's resource endowment and/or income distribution are allowed 

to vary accordingly, then any Pareto optimality position can be reached 

by the competitive price system. 

Critique of the Price System 

The theory of general equilibrium is positivistic. Its 

implications arrive inescapably and indisputably as purely logical and 

mathematical realities. Critique of the price system can come in two 

forms. The first form accepts the postulates but questions the adequacy 

of the price system in fulfilling the function of an economic system. 

The second form questions the realism of the postulates themselves. 
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Based on of the implications of the competitive price system and 

the function of an economic system, the ability of the price system to 

achieve production and consumption efficiency is unquestionable in 

theory. Pareto optimality is reached. The fact that the particular 

Pareto optimality is reached by perfect competition without interference 

by 'authority' adds to its appeal as socially acceptable allocation. 

Sut some may be starving while others are satiated with goods and 

services under a Pareto optimum. 

Indeed, competitive equilibrium is 'ideal· in the sense that 

resources are allocattd to uses such that tht marginal opportunity cost 

is justified by the marginal utility or benefit of the product. In a 

national economy, this implies national income is maximized subjected to 

the initial distribution of resources (Silberberg, 1978). If welfare of 

the economy dtpends on tht size of the national inco11 alont, then tht 

competitive price system undoubtedly fulfills the third function of an 

economic ~ystem: it picks among the set of efficient allocations the one 

that maximizes welfare or utility. 

This utility maximization position, however, is qualified: it is 

the utility maximization only for a given initial resource endowment and 

income distribution in the economy. Moreover, if the society's welfare 

is based on more than the size of the income alone, or equivalently, if 

the marginal utility of money differs among individuals, then the 

contention that this position maximizes utility is further 

objectionable. Maximization of total income in this case is neither 

necessary nor sufficient for utility maximization. 
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The price system, however, can lead to maximum utility if the 

society is willing to modify its resource endowment and distribution of 

income. Ironically, such endeavors in themselves impair the workings of 

the price system and can initially lead to an sub-Pareto optimal 

position. Neverthtless, with the right policies, this sub-Pareto 

optimal position can be one that yields higher utility than the former 

position. Further improvement in utility should always bt posaiblt if 

the price system is again left to lead the economy to a new Pareto 

optimality. 

The assumptions of the price system are seldom met in practice. 

Most resources are lumpy in naturt and not perfectly divisible thus 

preventing the marginal conditions for optimality from being met. Each 

buyer and each seller in ~ost markets are seldom insignificant in size. 

Influential sellers pursuing profits can adjust their price to do so. 

The invisible hand in this case cannot prevent misaligned profits and 

costs. Most products vary in quality, few are homogeneous. Much price 

bthavior and consequtnces can be explained only when the non-homogtneity 

of products are taken into account. 

Moreover, the assumption of perfect knowledgt of input and output 

relationships and prices is obviously not realistic, especially for 

subsistence farmers in developing countries. Aversion to risk can cause 

individuals to accept sub-optimal positions. Violations of the 

assumpti~ns of the price system is especially magnified when public 

goods are considered and when costs and benefits are measured in social 

rather than private terms (Tweeten, 1980). 



Measurements of Welfare and Objective in Economics 

~--l-~.~-~t~; .. !iJ ....... !;.~.!:!..r:t!:!.mJ .. ~;.~ ...... ~.n.Q..JJ.t. .. iJ ... tt .. ~.r...i.!.!!!. 

The search for meaningful measurements of economic status or 

welfare is almost as old as economics itself. Classical economists, 

typically accepting the utilitarian moral philosophy, spoke of "utils" 

as an cardinal measure of satisfaction. The implicit assumption of 

cardinality means that the consumer not only can rank his/her 

preference, but can also assign a meaningful absolute index to his/her 

level of satisfaction. The index is meaningful and absolute in the 

sense that interpersonal comparison is valid, If A claims that he 

derives 4 utils from consuming 1 unit of some commodity and B claims 

that she derivts 8 utils from consuming a unit of the same commodity, 

then the commodity is worth mort to B than to A and by two times. Th1 

utility scale is assumed to be unique for one and all individuals. Any 

action which could increases the utility of a society (i.e. sum of 

individual utilities) is a necessary and sufficient condition for its 

approval. 
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The Neoclassical economists, being more concerned with efficiency 

than equity of allocations, and perhaps excessively reacting to the then 

new-found scientific status of economics, frowned on any value judgment 

by an economic analyst including interpersonal comparison of utility. 

Jevons explicitly suggested that, as far as he could see, no meaning 

could be attached to comparisons between the utility experienced by one 



man and that experienced by another. These were states of mind and, in 

Jevons' opinion, forever inscrutable <Walsh, 1970, p. 95>. 
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Neo-classical theory typically regards utility measures as 

ordinal, Individuals are assumed capable of ranking preferences in a 

consistent manner and assigning higher ranking for a better preferred 

bundle. The fact that 5 utils is assigned to bundle A and 10 utils for 

bundle 8 means bundle 8 is preferred to bundle A but does not imply the 

preference for bundle B is twice that of A. Any other scale which 

assigns a higher numerical value to bundle B would suffice as well. The 

utility scale is thus not unique for each individual or among 

individuals. The non-uniqueness of utility scales necessarily 

invalidates interpersonal comparisons. Recommendations can only be made 

for policies which make some people better off without making anybody 

else worse off. No statement can be made of policies which make even 

just one individual worst off by, say, taking a dollar from him even if 

it clearly improves the wall-being of a million others. For the 

ordinalist, whether the loss of one dollar's worth of utility of the 

individual is justified by the benefits of million of others involves 

value judgments outside the realm of science. 

Some economists, notably Allen, Robbins and Hicks (in his earlier 

works) even reject the very concept of utility itself and consider its 

usage, implicit or explicit, an unnecessary acceptance of the 

utilitarian philosophy, In Value and Capital, Hicks (19~7, p. 18) 

wrote: "If one is a utilitarian in philosophy, one has a perfect right 

to be a utilitarian in one's economics. But if one is not (and few 

people are utilitarians nowadays>, one also has the right to an 

economics free of utilitarian assumption." According to him, 



maximization of utility, cardinal or ordinal, is a utilitarian 

assumption neither appropriate nor necessary for explaining market 

behavior. Thus the principle of Occam's razor alone is strong enough 

justification for bypassing the assumption of utility maximization and 

the use of indifference curves as a starting point for his analysis 

instead. 

This rejection of cardinal utility, among other things, 

invalidates any meaning to the concept of marginal utility: if total 

utility is arbitrary, so is marginal utility <Hicks, 1957, p. 19), In 

particular (and more seriously), the principle of diminishing marginal 

utility is threatentd: if marginal utility has no exact sense, 

diminishing marginal utility can have no exact sense either (Hicks, 

1957 1 p 20), Only ratios of marginal utilitits can havt precise 

meaning. As a result. the principle of diminishing marginal utility it 

replaced by the <weaker> principle of diminishing marginal rate of 

substitution in Nmodern" demand theory. More importantly, an 

acctptable welfare theory must not only be void of all interpersonal 

comparison of utility, but must not even utttr the term "utilityu 

itself. A logical consequence of this stance is that policy 

recommendations must only resort to the Partto criterion. 

N.Jt~JL.fM_ .. V.~.lY .. ~ .. ..A.1LtP m_!. 

Whereas the Pareto criterion is an indisputably elegant piece of 

pure science of choice theory, some feel that it is useless in 

gentrating policy recommendations unless some value judgment, such as 
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the acceptance of utilitarism, is injected as axioms, according to 

Vivian Walsh (1970>• 

••• a successful welfare theory should, in certain logical 
respects, resemble a sausage. To get sausages you must feed 
sausage meat into a sausage machine. Even if you have the most 
perfect, the most efficient, and the most elegant sausage machine 
in the world, you will not get sausages out of it unless you put 
sausage meat in.,, A system of welfare theory is based either 
explicitly or implicitly on an axiom system. If it is a 
contemporary welfare theory, it is likely to be based, like most 
recent economy theory, on an explicit system... If this axiom 
system includes no value axioms, whether explicit or implicit, the 
so-called welfare theory will not generate results that contain 
any rich welfare recommendations. It will simply repeat the 
results of pure choice theory, refurbished and offered in a 
welfare theoretical language that makes them sound as if in fact 
they were rich policy recommendations, which, of course, they are 
not and cannot be. The meat of a welfare theory consists of the 
information its gives about how some people could be made better 
off in some sense, which cannot be done unless some assumption is 
made initially as to what constitutes 'better off,' (p, 97-98) 

The basic argument is that some value judgment are, in fact, not 

so difficult to make. An exam~le is that an additional dollar of income 

is obviously more important to a subsistence family than to a 

millionaire. To further illustrate some value judgments which, 

according to him, are not difficult, he went on to sayr 

There are many places in the world where most of the children who 
are born simply died of malnutrition. It is not a daring moral 
hypothesis to suggest that it would be a better world if they 
lived, CWalsh, 1970, p. 99l 

Indeed, implicit in even the most "objective" economics is the 

assumption of the validity of income, and income alone, as a welfare 

measure. Higher income results in higher welfare -- a direct 

implication from the model of an economic man who prefers more to less. 

If a society can exclusively be divided into two groups A and B, then 

any policy which increases either group's income without diminishing 

that of the other group i.s worth undertaking according to the Pareto 

criterion. Also implicitly accepted is the independence axiom: the · 



satisfaction of one group should be independent of income of the other 

group. 
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But the Pareto criterion is not functional if any losers are 

involved; even in the trivial situation where millions benefit by 

millions of dollars at the cost of one dollar to one individual. 

Needless to say, scenarios where the Pareto criterion is applicable are 

rare since most policy involves at least some cost to taxpayers 

someone is made worse off by a policy to benefit society. 

Recognizing the infertilitx of the Pareto criterion as a tool for 

policy analysis, proponents of the "new welfare economics" resorted to 

the compensation principle. The doctrine can be stated wholly in 

indifference curve terms, without even mentioning the notions. of 

quantities of utility. Simply stated, a policy is worth undertaking if 

winners can potentially compensate losers. In indifference curve terms, 

if the gainers can compensate the losers by offering them something to 

move them back to thtir previous indifference curve and still themselves 

stay at a higher indifference curve than before, then the economic 

change can be described as an "increase in welfare". Nothing is said 

here about quantities of satisfaction, and more importantly, no 

interpersonal comparisons of utility have been made. 

But let us examine whether the compensation principle is as 

innocent in not making interpersonal comparisons as its proponents 

claim. Let society consist of two individual A and B and a policy 

results in them gaining 10,000 and losing 8,000 dollars per annum 

respectively. Clearly if A transfers 8,000 dollars to B he will still 

be 2,000 dollars ahead. The compensation principle is this case seem 

plausible -- this simplified society experienced an increase in welfare. 



But if compensation is not actually carried out, then assessing the 

welfare change is impossible unless one is willing to resort to 

interpersonal comparisons, If B happens to be a subsistence farmer 

whereas A is a millionaire, then it is hard to accept that the welfare 

of the society had increased. One may claim that the conclusion does 

follow if we assume that one dollar is worth the same to every 

individual at the margin. This claim is interpersonal utility 

comparison in disguise, and extremely misleading not only because it is 

disguised, but also most likely erroneous. 

Difficulties exist even if compensation is actually carried out. 

Seldom is the suitable amount of compensation as obvious as the 

simplified example given above, and the calculation of this suitable 

amount must often require interpersonal comparisons. 

This argument of utility and objectivity in economics is still 

alive and well and the day when a gtneral consensus emerges is hard to 

envision. Economic policy analysis is a rational scientific aid to 

decision making, albeit not coldly obJective. A scientific approach 

requires the explication of one's concealed value postulates and 

behavioral assumptions and subjecting them to open criticism. 

What Can Be Expected From Policy Analysis 
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According to Quade <1982 1 pp. 11-12>, what one can expect from 

policy analysis should be rather modest. First, it can frequently 

reduce the complexity of problems to manageable proportions by 

identifying and clarifying those elements about which information exists 

or can be found. Second, it can eliminate from considerations the 

demonstrably inferior alternatives and sometimes find one that all 
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interested parties can accept even though they are not fully satisfied. 

Third, it can counter the purely subjective approach on the part of 

advocates of a program by forcing them to defend their line of arguments 

and talk about the specifics of the situation rather than merely 

exprtssing their personal opinion with statements of noble purpose, 

thereby raising the quality of public discussion, 

The major contribution of policy analysis is to yield insights, 

particularly with regard to the dominance and sensitivity of the 

parameters. It is no more than an adjunct, although a powerful one, to 

the judgment, intuition, and experience of decision-makers. 

Summary 

The objective of policy, as stated in the beginning of the 

chapttr, is the optimal attainment of goals. The goal of policy 

analysis is to help a policy-maker make a better decision than he 

othtrwise would have made, The price system is used as an idealized 

norm by which performance of an economic system is evaluated. 

Not all goals can be expressed in monetary terms. Self

sufficiency, food security, preservation of family farming, or 

elimination of malnutrition and rural poverty, art somttimes perused at 

the expense of potent.ial monetary gains. One role of policy analysis is 

to provide decision makers information on how well their goals are being 

accomplished by their policies. Another is to provide information on 

the economic consequences of alternative policies that influence the 

well-being of society. 



CHAPTER IV 

PROGRAMMING ON A MICROCOMPUTER: 

ISSUES AND CASE STUDY 

Chapter Objective 

The objective of this chapter i1 to ditcuss, and illustrate 

through a case study, some issues concerning computer programming with a 

microcomputer. The subject of the illustration is a computer program 

called Musah86 -- a linear programming package with an easy interface to 

a popular spreadsheet program. This lintar programming packagt takes as 

input an LP matrix built with a spreadsheet in a format discussed in 

Example 2 in Chapter II, solves the LP problem, and outputs th• solution 

in a form suitable for use with a spreadsheet. The operation of the 

package only requires few intuitive steps thus the package is suitable 

for analysts who are new to microcomputers or are casual users. 

Introduction 

Computer programming is not a necessary tool in a policy analyst's 

tool box. And programming per se, traditionally the basics of learning 

about computers, is not necessary either for learning or using 

microcomputers, Indeed much of the intention of the thesis is to 

demonstrate how little about computers one needs to know to produce 

something useful with a microcomputer. However, it is the tool-maker's 

careful and thoughtful design of tools which makes it simple for the 
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user. Generally, simplicity at the user level is at the expense of 

complexity at the tool maker level. 
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Uses of computer programming can roughly be classified into two 

categories: as a direct tool and as a tool to develop other tools. If 

a series of random numbers is needed, and the analyst writes a simple 

computer program to generate and print the series, then computer 

programming is used as a direct tool. The computer program is not 

likely to be used by other than its author. On the other hand, 

dtvtloping application software such as a gtneralized p~ckagt for linear 

programming, a LP matrix generator or report writer, or a simulation 

model of an economy that will be updated and reused are examples of 

using computer programming for development of other tools. 

Computer programming is quickly diminishing in importance as a 

direct tool. Most situations formerly requiring knowledge of computer 

programming can now be handled by many special-purposed or general

purposed application packages and programs availablt for microcomputers. 

The discussion will henceforth concentrate on developing computer 

programs intended to be used by others. In particular, the users are 

targeted to be analysts with 'minimal' computer expertise as assumed 

throughout this thesis. 

The essence of custom developing software is to tailor a program 

to specific needs. The goal is to transform the computer, the machine, 

into a metaphor suitable for handling the problem at hand. A metaphor 

that can be used as a tool for solution or model for understanding of a 

problem. Building a computer programming from the ground up using a 



programming language is but one means to this end. One should also 

consider the alternatives: 

Buying an existing program. 

Modifying or extending an existing program. 

Using a general purpose software such as spreadsheet or 

database without resorting to programming per se. 

-- Using a general purpose tool but supplementing it with some 

computer programming. 

Evaluating the alternatives requires first the identification of 

needs, technical expertise in the subject matter, knowledge of computer 

and, in some alternatives, computer programming. All these skills need 

not be possessed by the same person. 

The disadvantages of computer programming are its cost and 

complexity. Programming an economic simulator, say, on a computer 

requires not only understanding of the economic model, but also the 

correct communication of the model to the computer via a programming 

language. Correctness of a computer program is extremely difficult to 

verify. "Bugs" in computer programs are very subtle and can remain 

latent for a long time before showing up (otherwise they would not be 

"bugs"). A simple neglect of detail in the computer program can 

severely affect the precision and accuracy of the results. It is not 

sufficient to view the computer program as a black box and verify its 

correctness simply by looking at its output for given sets of input, 

since no testing can span the whole space of possible inputs. The 

complete verification process must also include opening up the 11 black 

box" and inspect whether it is correctly constructed inside. 
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Before microcomputers were generally available, computer 

programming with mainframe computers was the only resort when 

specialized simulation models, linear programming matrix generators, 

record systems, statistical procedures, management tools and operations 

research algorithms were required. Many of these applications can now 

be implemented on microcomputers by using higher level tools such as 

spreadsheets programs or database packages without programming with 

FORTRAN or BASIC. These tools are actually themselves powerful computer 

programs with prescribed sets of instructions allowing users to tailor 

their use to specific needs. The customization can be done easily but 

are, however, very limited compared to those attainable with computer 

programming. 

Computer Proqramming 

Computer programming is not as precise a term as one might think. 

The more modern concept of computer programming includes any description 

of the solution of a problem in a form intelligible to the computer 

the description would be a computer·program,· and the process of 

producing it would be "computer programming", This definition would 

regard spreadsheet design, and indeed, preparing documents with word 

processors as computer programming. The more traditional and narrower 

definition <the one used here) restricts the description of the the 

problem solution to the computer (i.e. the computer program) be in terms 

of not what needs to be done, but rather in terms of a well-defined 

sequence of instructions for the computer to follow. This sequence of 

instructions is the algorithm. Usually, a general-purpose higher-level 

computer language such as FORTRAN or BASIC is used to express the 
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algorithm. The FORTRAN or BASIC program is then translated into machine 

language, i.e. the l's and O's which the computer can understand. This 

translation can be done in two ways. With the compiler method, the 

whole program is translated at once. If successful, the resulting 

machine code becomes independent of the compiler and can be used without 

further help by the compiler. With the interpreter method, the trans

lation is done one statement at a time. The translated statement is 

then executed before another statement is processed. Unlike the 

compiler method, the interpreter controls not just the translation, but 

also the execution of the program and must be present every time the 

program is run. Compilers and interpreters are thtmselves computer 

programs. Microcomputer compilers and interpreters are available for 

many high-level languages including BASIC, Pascal, FORTRAN, Forth, 

Modula-2, C, PL/1, COBOL and Ada. On the more popular microcomputers 

such as the IBM PC series, the variety of computer languages and other 

programming tools available is actually better than for many mainframe 

computers or minicomputers. 
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Many of the differences between programming on the mainframe 

computer and microcomputers stem from the differences in the nature of 

the hardware. Inherently, microcomputer hardware is much weaker in raw 

processing power but allows more interactive communication with the 

user. The lack in raw processing power means that efficiency issues 

become more prominent when a program is running on a microcomputer. 

Often, algorithms and implementation strategies must be carefully 
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selected for programs to run within the limited memory of the 

microcomputer at acceptable speed. Many time-efficiency issues also 

arise because of the need for interacting with the user in real-time, 

not in batch mode as is usually the case with mainframes. Overcoming 

these issues often requires the programmer to take direct control of the 

hardware and operating system resources beyond which is typically needed 

when programming on mainframes. Thus, whereas knowledge of the hardware 

and operating system is often not necessary to produce a "good" 

mainframe computer program, this knowledge is essential to produce 

"good" microcomputer software. 

Whethtr a piece of software it good depends on the perception of 

the user. Mainframe software users are typically more computer literate 

than their microcomputer counterparts. When problems arise, an expert, 

who is availablt <and required) at almost all mainframe computer sites, 

can be consulted. This scenario is certainty not applicable for 

microcomputers. Microcomputer users typically are more computer naive 

and have limited or no access to experts. Thus a program which 

terminates abnormally with just a cryptic error code may be acceptable 

in a mainframe environment but unacceptable when used on a 

microcomputer. Thus an important quality of a microcomputer programmer 

is the ability to anticipate user error. When recovery cannot be made, 

the program should at least explain, in clear English, what the error is 

and how to avoid it. Anticipating and recovering from user error can be 

a great demand on the programmer's skill and resources. Often, the 

concern for a good user interface and graceful error recovery dominates 

the way the program is designed and accounts for the major part of the 

coding and programmers' effort. 
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The programming environment on a microcomputer such as the IBM PC 

series is actually an improvement over those available on many mainframe 

or minicomputers. Mainframes typically constrain programmers with 

chargt, timt, and access restrictions. Consequently, programmers must 

often, due to necessity, consider the minimization of the number of 

trial-runs as the major design objective! This perhaps is the rationale 

for the old school which insists that programmers take the 

specifications, do the design, refine the design, then code the program 

and get it running with a only few trial-runs. The free access and 

interactive nature of the microcomputer environment instead encourages 

an exploratory or experimental style of computer programming where the 

programmer can have more freedom in trying out new ideas, and to fine

tune until the program not only works correctly, but also Mfeels" right. 

Programming tools available on the micro has reached a very 

matured stage compared to just a few years ago and they are getting 

better. Many high quality program editors, interpreters, debuggtrs, 

compilers and assemblers are available on the market. These tools, like 

othtr microcomputer software, are mort user-friendly and forgiving than 

their mainframe counterparts. There are also more to choose from and 

are available at affordable prices. 

The tide has turned from the early days of the micro revolution 

when much microcomputer software was developed on the mainframe and then 

adapted to the micro. Many programmers now instead prefer to develop 

tven mainframe programs on the micros. For the size of programming 

typically encounter in policy analysis, the microcomputer is not a 
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restrictive programming environment and is in fact in many ways superior 

to mainframe computers. 

A Case Study 

A case study of developing customized application program on a 

microcomputer is now presented, It serves to demonstrate the design 

decisions and issuts that go into implementing a medium-size program, in 

this case a programming package with an interface to a Lotus 1-2-3 

spreadsheet (Li, 1984). 
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The users of this program are assumed to bt analysts with very 

little txptrienct on microcompute~s and practical experience in linear 

programming. The objective i1 to encourage the use of linear 

programming in their work by providing them with the capability of 

solving linear programming on the microcomputer, Counter to this 

objective and discouraging microcomputtr use would be a program which 

requires considerable learning time on the operation of the computer and 

the program. 

The program would bt used to d1monstrat1 LP concept• and tableau 

design. As an important design objective, the amount of time needed to 

explain the operation of the program should be negligible, since a 

complex program would divert attention from the main point of the 

training -- LP principles and not the operation of any particular 

software package. Nevertheless, the program should have sufficient 

capability to handle problems of realistic sizes in order to encourage 

continual usage of the program and LP in actual policy work after the 
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training. Thus, the program should accurately handle tableaus of size 

up to about 100 equations and 200 variables. Input procedures of the LP 

tableau must be intuitive and easy. Both the input and output of the 

program should as closely resemble a "text-book" style LP tableau. 

Many commercial LP packages were reviewed. None, however, 

provided a satisfactory trade-off between simplicity and capability. 

Modifying an existing package waa impoasible btcause the better 

commercial packages are usually not released in source code form. 

Through interviewing potential users, it was clear that the most 

intuitive procedure for inputting LP tableaus is through an electronic 

spreadsheet using a layout as presented in figure 3 in Chapter II. The 

best approach, then, was to provide some linkage between a widely-used 

electronic spreadsheet program such as Lotus 1-2-3 and an existent LP 

package. This linkage can be established in many ways, but to satisfy 

the objective of operation simplicity, the LP package should take a 

Lotus worksheet as layout in Figure 3 in Chapter II directly, solve the 

tableau, and output the solution and final tableau also into a Lotus 1-

2-3 worksheet for examination or further manipulation. No existing LP 

package could be extended or supplemented to fulfill these requirements 

without asking users to perform awkward steps. MusahS6 was conceived. 
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The choice of an algorithm is the single most important factor 

that affects the performance of the program. The performance difference 

between good and poor choices of algorithms usually overwhelms the 

difference between good and poor implementation of an algorithm, or the 



difference between implementations by different languages. The 

appropriate choice depends on circumstances. In this particular 

circumstance, the following considerations were given: 

1. The algorithm must be simple and easy to implement because of 

the limited time and manpower resources available. 

2. It must be time efficient, i.e. it should solve the tableau 

within a tolerable amount of time. 

3, It must be accurate. 
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4. The algorithm should perform 'reasonably' well even on machines 

that are only modestly equipped. For example, except for inputting and 

outputting the tableau, the algorithm should solve without any 

additional disk access to avoid slowing down the solution process and 

complicating the program's operation especially on machines without a 

hard disk. 

~. It must use storage efficiently, so that large tableaus can be 

solved. 

Several methods was considered: simplex, revised simplex, and 

dual simplex. The simplex method was chosen because it was judged to 

yield the best trade-off among the considerations listed above. In 

particular, the simplex method is simple to implement and is efficisnt 

in it use of storage since only one copy of the tableau needs to be 

stored, Thus complex storage management strategies, which complicate 

the program and slow down its execution, can be avoided. 

The simplex method, however, tends to be slow and more vulnerable 

to the cumulation of round-off errors which affects accuracy. It was 

felt, however, that this should not create a problem for the size of 



problems under consideration and can be circumvented somewhat by 

exercising some care in the implementation phase. 
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At any rate, it was decided that the program should be designed in 

a modular manner so that in case the solution algorithm proved to be 

unsatisfactory, a new solution module can be substituted easily without 

affecting the rest of the program. 
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Several languages were considered. The langu~ge should be: 

1. Easy to use, debug and provide good diagnostics on programming 

errors. 

2. Perform arithmetic efficiently because the simplex algorithm 

(or any LP algorithm in general) is very computational intensive. 

3. It must be easy to deal with the lower-level issues such as 

reading and decoding the Lotus 1-2-3 template, and error handling. 

4. Have good readability to make it easier for other programmers 

who might maintain or extend the program. 

5. Have quality compilers available. 

Pascal was chosen because it provided the best trade-off among the 

considerations above and it was one of the languages the author was 

familiar with. The Pascal compiler used was developed by Borland 

International (1985). Realistically, in short-term programming projects 

such as this one (less than one man-month), the choice of programming 

language is usually a moot point, since most programmers have their 

favorite language and it is difficult to become familiar with another in 

short periods of time. In longer-term projects such as those requiring 



(say) more than one man year, there is more latitude in the choice of 

the right implementation language. 
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A listing of Musah86 is included in Appendix A. 
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The main program is in line 1627 to 1659. It consists of calls to 

subprograms Setupinput, ReadTableau, SetupLpTableau, SetupOutput, 

OutputinitialTableau, SolveTabl~au, and OutputFinalTableau, in that 

order. Descriptive names are chosen for the subprograms to make their 

functions obvious. 

The subprogram Setupinput (line 538) prompts the user for the file 

name of the Lotus 1-2-3 file in which the LP tableau is stored. It 

checks whether the file is on the diskette and makes sure that it is 

indeed a Lotus 1-2-3 file. A valid Lotus file starts with a headtr 

coded with 002064, this is chtcked in line 598. Much effort is put into 

ensuring graceful error recoveries, even for trivial situations such as 

when the user forgets to close the drive door or inserts an unformatted 

disk. 

ReadLPTableau (Line 603) then reads the Lotus tableau, interpret 

it and transform it into an internal tableau ready for solution. Line 

603 to 750 is the sections where the Lotus file is decoded. 

SetupLPTableau (Line 754) sets up the initial LP tableau by adding 

slacks and artificial variables. Less-than, greater-than, and equality 

constraints are handled differently in each case by subprograms 

SreaterThan, EqualTo and LessThan respectively. 

SetupOutput (Line 1050) prompts the user for an output file name 

and readies the file for output. 



OutputinitialTableau (Line 11131 outputs the initial tableau into 

the Lotus file. 

SolveTableau (Line 132~1 solves the LP problem using a simplex 

method. The heart of the simplex algorithm spans line 1584 to 1618. 

Subprograms Rowin and ColumnOut are used to determine the incoming row 

and the outgoing column (hence the pivoted element). Using row 

elimination, the pivot element is turned to one whereas the rest of the 

element in the same column is turned into zero. For each iteration, 

subprogram UpdataScreen is called to display summary information 

concerning the iteration. This summary information includes tht new 

value of the objective function, and the activities incoming and 

outgoing from the basis. 

OutputFinalTableau (Line 11~71 outputs the final tableau to the 

user sptcifitd Lotus file after the solution is reached. 

More than 1600 lines of code were written; only about one fourth 

of which deals with actually solving the tableau. Much of the rest of 

the code deals with decoding the input tableau read from Lotus and 

encoding the output tableau to output as a Lotus files. 
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Extensive use of Husah86 by a wide variety of people has revealed 

some good and bad judgments in the design phase. The idea of using an 

electronic spreadsheet as input and output device is much praised. 

However, in hindsight, a mort complex but faster algorithm should havt 

been chosen. This would allow bigger tableaus to be solved at a more 

'reasonable' amount of time and at higher accuracy. Although the 

performance of the current implementation is by no mean unrespectable 
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a 50 by 60 matrix requires less than two minutes to solve -- users 

quickly upward adjust their definition ot 'reasonable'. 

The decision to output the solution in a 'text-book' style tinal 

tableau is much welcomed by users who use the program tor educational 

purposes. For actual policy work, an option should have been provided 

to suppress some ot the output. Parametric programming and range 

analysis should have been implemented. 
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Coding the algorithm with a generally more etticient language such 

as the C programming language instead ot Pascal would potentially havt 

speeded up the program by about 30 percent even it the algorithm remains 

unchanged. 

Chapter SumMary 

Some issues on programming the microcomputer was discussed, 

illustrated by a case study ot a medium size program. Like the rest ot 

the thesis, this chapter is about simple tools tor policy analysts. The 

chapter, however, emphasized the point that simple tools are more 

difficult to build. 

All things equal, programming on the microcomputer is actually 

easier than on the mainframe. Tht difference lies in ustr exptctations 

and levels ot their computer literacy. The microcomputer programmer 

usually must work harder than a mainframe programmer to deliver a 

program his users can be comfortable with. 



CHAPTER V 

ON SHORT-TERM MICROCOMPUTER TRAINING 

FOR POLICY ANALYSTS IN 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 

This chapter suggests a format and approach for providing 

microcomputer training for policy analysts. The discussion is relevant 

for training sessions of about 3 to 6 weeks, and small group formats, 

about 6 to 15, offered to policy professionals with little prior 

training in microcomputers. The subject matter is application of 

microcomputers for policy analysis in developing countries. Th1 chapter 

is in fact 1 summary of experiences on actual short coursts on 

microcomputer applications for policy analysts from developing 

countries, conducted as part of the thesis research. 

Why training? 

Why require training when microcomputers, according to claims of 

hardware and software vendors, are designed to need no special training; 

and that many successful users of microcomputers are self taught? 

Usually, novices find microcomputers overwhelming. Understandably, it 

is not a static discipline like classical Newtonian mechanics or basic 

economic theory. Microcomputer hardware is changing rapidly, and 

software even faster. This rapid change creates a source of confusion 

and a stumbling block for learning. Even finding out what to learn can 
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be confusing. The appropriate amount and type of computer knowledge 

depend on the types of analysis an analyst usually handles. And even if 

the suitable type and amount of computer knowledge are identified, the 

cost of attaining such knowledge can be prohibitive if a trial-and-error 

approach is used. Training is therefore offered to the analysts as a 

cost and time effective way for overcoming these learning stumbling 

blocks, and to initiate a learning process for fostering the necessary 

confidence and skill to apply microcomputers productively in daily 

analysis. 

Participants' own learning objectives vary, often expressed in 

terms of desired topics. Representative samples are1 

1. How to use microcomputers in one's daily work. 

2. Microcomputer fundamentals and terminologies. 

3. Suitable hardware setup for one's working environment. 

4. Types of software appropriate for one's work. 

~. Physical operation of microcomputer including disk operating 

system. 

6. Operations of specific application software packages. 

7. Examples of situations where a particular software package can 

be applied. 

8. Hardware and software compatibility issues. 

9. How to perform specific quantitative or economic modeling 

techniques with microcomputers. 

10. Explanation of the quantitative technique and/or economic 

model being applied. 

11. Examples of different types of policy analysis using 

microcomputers. 



Learning objectives are more specific and technical for 

participants' with more familiarity of microcomputers, and change as 

their experiences grow. Objectives (1), (2), (3), and (4) above are 

typical for complete beginners. 

Minimum End-Results 

Objectives are wishes. End results are pragmatic asstssments of 

desirable achievements of the participants at the end of the course, 

What is the minimum that a participant would have accomplished at the 

end of the training? The following are offered as an example of what 

each participant should achiever 
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1. An understanding and appreciation of how microcomputers can be 

used in agricultural policy analysis in developing countries. 

2. How to operate a microcomputer and be able to distinguish and 

tvaluate various typts of pheriptrals. 

3. Know the major softwar1 categories and their typical and 

pottntial applications to policy analysis work, and havt hands-on 

experience with each. 

4. Have assessed different software packages' power, weaknesses, 

and 1111 of learning and use. 

5. Know which categories of software are most suitable to ont's 

analysis and information requirements and achieve competency in 

operating these packages. Each participant should at the minimum be 

able to proficiently operate a spreadsheet. 

6. Have applied the software in (5) to realistic problems and data 

preferably taken from situations encountered in the participant's own 

job, 
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7. Have at least one of the applications above polished into an 

operational model ready for immediate use. The participant must be able 

to operate the model and to perform non-trivial modifications. 

Issue on Methods and Course Design 

Teaching microcomputers is, in many aspects, like ttaching a 

craft. It encompasses teaching of rules and facts, and also involves 

intuition and crtativity. Operations of the computer, disk operating 

system, specific software packages and program1ing languages, art 

examples of topics which, like grammar, center around rules or facts. 

Instruction requires first knowing the facts well, separating the useful 

from the less relevant, and presenting them in an effective manner. 

Presentation is usually done in lecture form in a classroom setting. 

On the other hand, aspects such as formulating problems and 

applying software appropriately to arrive at solutions, or intuition 

required in trouble-shooting, for instance, are dimtnaions that art 

difficult to teach in 1 lecture format. Htre the role of the te&ching 

staff is no less vital and difficult, only different. Instead of 

presenting rules and facts, he/she must provide guidelines, offer 

demonstrations of his/her own skill, function as an involved critic, and 

be the source of information about the process in which the student is 

involved. Teaching is done by example. And learning is done, and 

demonstrated, through doing and practice -- effective only in a 

laboratory atmosphere where each participant has sole and unlimited 

access to a machine. Little formal lecturing is done. Instead, most of 



the time is spent discussing topics raised spontaneously as the actual 

implementation problems and design decisions are encountered. 
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The purpose of the training is application of microcomputers to 

policy analysis, not microcomputers for thtir own sake. Versatility in 

microcomputer is necessary but insufficient for effective application. 

Understanding of underlying economic and quantitative concepts must 

precede microcomputer implementation. Refresher lectures in areas on 

policy modeling, econometrics and othtr quantitative methods are not 

only beneficial in their own rights, but also clear the way for 

discussions on ttchnical implementation issues. Great efficiency in 

instruction can be achieved if lab materials are designed to fulfill the 

dual objective of solidifying the concepts discussed and improvement of 

microcomputtr skills. In the ideal, not only is the microcomputer used 

as a vehicle for teaching these concepts, but also vice versa. Appendix 

B is an example of lab material dtsigned with this objective. 

M.t..t..tlu ... _P. ..... r..tt~;.J.P..t..oJ.~: ..... P..! .. Y_,r_u ..... ~.~-@.r. .. oJ.n.!L ... Q.b.J!.!;.U . .v..•.~· 

Beginners' interest in microcomputtrs are typically narrowly 

focused on applications in existing situations from their job duties. 

Their short-run assessments of the training are understandably based on 

perceptions of how well these needs are addressed. Early fulfillment of 

these needs are important and often compulsory motivational devices for 

the higher objectives of expanding analytical perspectives and more 

advanced and creative applications of microcomputers. Attaining the 

depth of knowledge required to handle practical situations demands 
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specialization. Instruction must recognize the fact that effective use 

of microcomputer requires good knowledge of a small number of the proper 

set of tools instead of superficial knowledge of many. 

What tools are right depends on each analyst. Expected are diff

erences in analysts' backgrounds and job duties, hence also their learn

ing capacities and interests; creating severe uncertainty in the appro

priate instructional materials to prepare and also logistical diff

iculties when group instruction are offered. Private tutoring, where 

instructional materials are not preset but custom-made and delivered 

individually, is certainly the most effective but costly. Nonetheless, 

any alternative course design and delivery approach should build in 

sufficient flexibility to tailor to individuals' microcomputer needs. 

I.@.~ .. !;.h.tn.9 ..... GJ~.o.,.r..~.l ...... f...Y.r..P..Q .. \!.!l .... I.Q.P...t!!. 
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A general-purpose tool is one which can be tailored to perform 

different applications. Since most programs can be customized to some 

extent, generality is a matter of degree. Special purpose programs with 

no or restrictive customization potential are often called "canned" 

programs. Example of a general purpose tool is a spreadsheet, in 

contrast to special purpose programs written for specific situations, 

such as computing break-even discount rates. 

The main advantage of teaching a general purpose tool is that it 

promotes and in fact demands deeper understanding of problem-solving 

with microcomputers plus the underlying quantitative methods being 

applied -- unlike "canned" programs which are usually "black boxes". 

More than just a teaching device, the general purpose tool, once 
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mastered, equips the student to tackle a wide class of problems. A 

general purpose tool is also the appropriate one to teach to a group 

with diverse interests. The skills developed from learning to construct 

a break-even analysis on a spreadsheet retain their usefulness even if 

the analyst never has the occasion to perform such analysis in reality, 

since many of the same skills are applicable to other types of analysis. 

The price for generality are steeper learning curve and the 

increased effort needed to produce something useful even after the 

learning curve is overcome. Indeed, for this precise reason, coverage 

of coMputer programming -- one of the most general purpose of tools -

cannot be recommended within a 3 to 6 week time frame. 

On the other hand, a "canned" program which fits an analyst's 

special needs certainly deserves coverage. But "canned" programs are 

more vulnerable to obsolescence as situations changes. A training 

program which bequeaths the students the need of more training when 

faced with a different machine or software is of limited value. The 

ability to find out by oneself how to operate software and hardware 

through consultation of appropriate documentation is the relevant 

ability to develop. Operation of specific programs should hence be 

covered, not just for their own sake, but also as a case &tudy for the 

deeper instructional objective of developing the participants' 

capability for self-learning. 

The concern for flexibility precludes the use of a rigid syllabus. 

The course is instead structured by a set of modules which span a 

relatively wide range. With the aid of the instructor, participants 
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select modules which suit their individual backgrounds, interests, 

needs, and aspirations. Modules selected by maJority of participants, 

usually the introductory modules, can be delivered with more teaching 

staff involvement, both in terms of lectures and labs. The less popular 

modules, typically the advanced ones, can be delivered as a package 

containing reading materials, self-guided tutorial, supplemented by 

small group sessions, and over-the-shoulder lecturing and discussion 

with teaching staff during lab sessions. 

Example module topics are: 

1. Introduction to microcomputers and their functions in 

agricultural agencies. 

2. Survey of microcomputer software. 

3. Survey of microcomputer hardware. 

4. Introduction to disk operating system. 

5. Introduction to electronic spreadsheets. 

6. Word processing. 

7. Statistical concepts. 

8. Presentation of data. 

9. Introduction to data management. 

10. Advanced computer business graphics. 

11. Advanced spreadsheets. 

12. Linear programming. 

13. Econometric analysis. 

14. Time series analysis and forecasting. 

15. Simulation. 

16. Analysis of cost and benefits of government intervention. 

17. ProJect management. 
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18. Advanced data base techniques. 

19. Microcomputer programming and software design. 

Chapter Summary 

An approaih and format for providing microcomputer training was 

suggested. Issues which must be considered when designing such a 

training session were raised, although not all the answers were 

provided. Training programs should aim for providing practical skills 

which can immediately be applied to individual's everyday analysis work; 

and also stir curiosities, provide background, and build confidence for 

further self-guided learning on microcomputers. True evaluations of the 

success of the training is only possible in the long run. 



CHAPTER VI 

A FRAMEWORK FOR MEASURING WELFARE IMPACTS 

OF GOVERNMENT PRICE POLICIES 

TO CONSUMERS AND PRODUCERS 

Chapter Objective 

Described in this chapter is a framework for calculating welfart 

i1pacts of government price policies to consumers and producers. The 

economic tool employed is based on concepts of consumer and productr 

surplus. The microcomputer tool used is an tlectronic spreadsheet. 

This type of analysis is already popular for a one commodity case 

(see Tweeten, 1984 for eMample). Tht data requirements are modt1t1 

only elasticity estimates and prices and quAntities observations are 

needed. The underlying economic concepts and numericAl calculations are 

easily understandable. Thus, the expertise to not just operate but also 

to comprehend the model is widely available in many agencies. Moreover, 

since almost all microcomputer users own and can operate spreadsheet 

software, a spreadsheet implementation of the model allows analysts to 

customize to individual policy situations not only by changing parameter 

values but also by adjusting the model structure when appropriate. In 

addition to simplicity, the anAlysis provides practical illustrations to 

decision makers on how prices impAct on the welfare of consumers And 

producers. 
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The challenge here is to extend this type of analysis to a multi

commodity situation and yet retain its major strength of simplicity. 

This extension is necessary. Setting a higher producer price in one 

commodity market affects welfare of other commodity producers both 

because of changes in other output prices and shifts in supplies. 

Likewise, consumers react to a higher price of one good by increasing 

demand for its substitutes, bidding up their prices and thus starting an 

additional round of welfare losses in addition to that caused directly 

by the price increase of the first good. 

Specifically, the objective of this chapter is two-fold. The 

first is to explicate somt of the controversies of welfare analysts 

which use consumer and producer surplus, especially when the analysis is 

done for multi-markets. We will attempt to demonstrate that welfare 

measures are meaningful, albeit difficult to calculate exactly; then 

offer a maans for approximation. The second objective is to illustrate 

the microcomputer spreadsheet techniques needed for implementing this 

type of analysis. A generic approach is used. In other words, tht 

demonstration is not specific to any set of commodities, nor is it 

sptcific to any administrative settings. The aim is to dascribe a 

machine that computes consumer and producer surplus in a multi-commodity 

setting; and in a manner that is sensitive to the theoretical concerns 

of producer and consumer surplus and yet simple enough for a spreadsheet 

implementation. 
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Measurement of Consumer Welfare 

Although few would dispute that consumers experience welfare 

changts when the product price varies, the measurement of this welfare 

change has long been controversial in the economic littrature. Since 

welfare is ultimately related to the cons4mer's utility function, some 

argue that acceptance of the existence of welfare measures is an 

implicit acctptance of cardinal utility and interpersonal comparisons of 

utility, and thus must be laden with value Judgments. 

But counter arguments can be provided. In the consumer demand 

curve in Figure S, suppo11 initially qO is consumed at price pO. As 

price falls to p1, consumption is expected to increase to q1 but the 

consumer now only need to spend p1q0 instead of pOqO far qO units. Tht 

saving (p0-p1)xq0 is the amount a consumer would be willing to pay for 

the price decrease. This amount can be considered as a monetary measure 

of the welfare gain, dtrived with only indirect reference to the 

consumer's utility function through tht consumtr's demand curve: an 

observable consequence of the consumer's <ordinal> utility function. 

This measure of welfare change is not without problems, howtver. 

A price increase from p1 back to pO would leave a consumer worse off by 

the amount <p0-p1)xq1: the additional expense needed to continue 

consumption of q1. The welfare loss of this price increase more than 

offsets the welfare gain of a price decrease of equal magnitude and thus 

is intuitively unsatisfactory. However, the two amounts can be 

reconciled if one considtrs that price change is realized in a series of 

small steps <Figure 9>. Thus at the limit the welfare change becomes 



the area enclosed by the two prices and the demand curve (Figure 10), 

This geometric area, as discussed below, can be given a different but 

related interpretation as the change in consumer surplus when price 

varies. 
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The term consumer surplus was coined by the French engineer Dupuit 

in 1844. Viewing a consumer's ordinary demand curve as a marginal 

willingness to pay curve, in Figure 11 the consumer is willing to pay a 

maximum price of pl for the first unit, p2 for the second unit and so 

on. Since the consumer only pays pO for qO units, a "surplus" of pi-pO 

is realized for the i-th unit consumed. If the commodity is perfectly 

divisible~ consumers surplus for consumption of qO units is the arta 

above tht price line and below the demand curve <Figure 12>. As price 

changes from pO to p1, the 1111 shaded arta in Figure 10 represents tht 

increase in consumer surplus: this is the apparatus most often used in 

empirical work to measure consumer welfare. 

At any quantity of consumption, consumer surplus is always greater 

than the total expenditure consumer spend on the product. The 

significance of consumer surplus as a welfare measure is that marktt 

situations deemed privately unprofitable may potentially hava a more 

profitable trade-off from a public point of view when welfare is 

considered instead of revenue gain. 

The above provides an intuitive introduction to the concept and 

usefulness of consumer surplus, defined as the "Dupuit's triangle" --
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the triangular area below an ordinary demand curve and above the price 

line. Intuition can be deceiving, however. When put under the scrutiny 

of the neo-classical consumer utility maximization framework, this area 

is shown to be neither (1) well-defined nor <2> a meaningful monetary 

measure of utility change, except under very restrictive situations not 

supported by tht bulk of tmpirical evidence <Just, 1982; Silbtrbtrg, 

1978). 

"Nell-defined" refers to whether alternative but equivalent 

methods of measurement yield unique or consistent results. Consider the 

cast of two rival coamoditiet 1 and 2. In Figure 13a and 13b, suppost 

th1 demand curve of 1 and 2 art represented by Dl and D2 respectively. 

Initial quantiti11 consumed art ql and q2 at prices pl and p2. When 

prices falls to pl' and p2', Dl and D2 shift inward to Dl' and D2' due 

to substitution, quantities consu1ed increase to q1' and q2' 

respectively. To compute consumer surplus, pick any quantity q1" 

bttwetn q1 and q1' and ask for the maximum price the consumer wishes to 

pay for this unit. Determining this price requires knowledge of the 

precise location of demand curve D1 which is shifting 11 p2 is also 

changing. In other words, as price of commodities 1 falls from pl to 

p1' we would need to know where the price of commodities 2 is at each 

point. Mere knowledge of initial and final prices is insufficient to 

unambiguously determine the maximu• price the consumer is willing to pay 

at each point. Consumer surplus, the sum of areas under these prices, 

depends on the adjustment paths of prices, even if the final prices are 
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tht same. Different assumptions on price paths netd not yield the same 

consumer surplus value. 

It can be shown that if the income elasticities of the commoditits 

are equal, this ambiguity does not occur (Just, 1982), However, 

tquality of incomt tlasticities is a restrictive astumption difficult to 

justify in many casts. 

Tht next difficulty. of consumer surplus is largely caustd by 

iaposing the interpretation of "monetary measure of utility" -- an 

interpretation beyond that of "willingness to paya as originally 

intended by Dupuit, and btyond which is necessary for·applied welfare 

economics. In neoclassical microeconomics, consumtrs are assumed to 

aaxiaize an ordinal utility function subject to a given income. First 

order conditions for constrained maximization requires equating ratios 

of marginal utilities to price ratios. In particular, if money (with 

price of one> is used as the numeraire good, thtn the prict of any good 

can bt expressed as the ratio between the marginal utilities of the good 

and money on the ordinary demand curve. Thus the arta under a 

consu111er's demand curve is a 111onetary measurt of utility only if tht 

marginal utility of money -- the scalt of mtasuremtnts -- rtmains 

constant as quantities vary. With aggregation, the constancy of the 

scale of mtasurtments <marginal utility of monty) must further hold 

a•ong the categories. And this condition holds if and only if all 

income elasticities are constant and equal. These stronger restrictions 

are less likely to hold than equal (but not nectssarily constant) income 

elasticities required previously for path independence (Just, 1982). 
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Since a strict utility interpretation of welfare change is 

possible only under conditions not likely to hold in practice, policies 

are often assessed by the simpler but plausible compensation criterion. 
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The compensation criterion is closely related to Pareto optimality 

and "Willingness to pay". An allocation y is said to Pareto dominate x 

if every one prefers y to x. When some prefer x while others prefers y, 

but we can reallocate y by appropriately compensating losers and 

winners, so that the naw allocation z Pareto dominates x. Then y is 

'superior' to x even though the reallocation of y to z is not actually 

carried out (Walsh, 19801. 

For example, suppose the economy consists of group As and B and C 

and, policy p is being assessed. Suppose group A as a whole is willing 

to pay $100,000 to have x implemented, whereas group B is willing to pay 

$30,000 to avoid x. Thus A prefers x while B does not. But both A and 

B would prefer x if a compensation of $75,000 is made from A to B, since 

this position clearly Pareto dominates the initial one. However, the 

compensation principle still judges the final position as superior even 

if the $75,000 payment is not made. Only allocative efficiency, not 

distribution, is of concern here. An allocation which is "bigger" (in 

monetary terms) but not necessarily "better" in (utility terms! than the 

original one is picked, although one can in principle reshuffle a 

"bigger" allocation into "better" by actual monetary compensation. The 

question of actual compensation, some proponents of the compensation 

principle argue, is one of income distribution. According to welfare 

economic theory, the question of income distribution can be made 



separately from the question of allocative efficiency, and requires 

different instruments such as redistributive taxation <Varian, 1984>. 
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Denote the amount of income the consumer would need at prict pl to 

be as well off as facing price p and income y by wCp';p,y), Two 

measurements of compensation are possiblea 

EVCpO, yO' pl, yl> • 

w<pOJ pl, yll - wCpO; pO, yO) = wCpO; p1, yl> -yO 

CVCpO, yOJ p1, y1) • (2) 

w(p1; p1, yl> - w<pl; pO, yO> = yl - w Cp1; pO, yO> 

Where p and y denote vector of prices and income and 0 and 1 

denotes respectively before and after policy positions. EVCpO, yO; p1 1 

y1> and CVCpO, yO' p1, yl> denote EV and CV as prices and income change 

respectively from pO, yO to pl, yl. In equivalent variation <EV>, the 

status quo price is used.as the base to measure the income change that 

would be equivalent to the proposed change. Compensating variation CCV> 

uses new prices as the base and asks what income change would be 

necessary to compensate the consumer after the price change. Both are 

reasonable measures of the welfare effect of a price change. Their 

magnitudes will generally differ since the dollar's value depends on 

reigning prices. However, their sign will always be the same since they 

both measure utility difference. 

To clarify how these amounts are measured, consider the consumer's 

utility contour in Figure 14. The axis are quantities consumed. 

Initially, the consumer is maximizing his utility subject to his income 



and attains UO on his utility scale. Denote the initial price of A and 

B as PA and pa respectively. Thus the utility maximizing position is 

point A at a cost of living of C<PA,Pa,UO>. As price of A is lowered 

from PA to pA·, the consumer is supposed to readjust his commodity 

bundle and attains a higher utility level Ul. At each set of prices p 

and utility U, the consumer minimizes cost of living. The minimized 

cost can be expressed as a function of P and U, i.e. C<p,U), We can 

alternatively express CV and EV as the results of these cost 

minimizations: 

(3) 

EV • C(pA 1 pa, Ul> - C(pA•, pa 1 Ul> (4) 

For a welfare gain, CV is the amount the consumer will be willing 

to pay for the change; EV is the amount he would need to forego the 

change. For a wtlfare loss, CV is minus the amount the consumer would 

need to receive as compensation for the change; EV is the amount he 

would be willing to pay to avert the change. Both measures are 

expressed as difference in consumer's total cost, where total cost of 

living is a function of prices and desired level of utility. The11 can 

be denoted as area under the consumer's marginal cost curves, i.e. the 

integration of: 

CV = HC (pA pa' 1 UO) (5) 

EV • HC(pA pa·, Ul> (6) 

with respect to PA over the interval of the change in price of A. The 
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marginal cost curve exprtsses additional cost to the consumer for a 

small rise in the price of A to maintain the original utility level. At 

the margin, the cost to return to the original utility level is the 

"cost" of the last unit lost, derivable directly from the individual's 



demand function. Mathematically, when the envelope theorem is applied 

to the indirtct cost function, the first dtrivativt with respect to own 

price is precisely equal to the price of the last quantity consumed, 

this allows the expression of CV and EV as the integration of: 

EV• qA(PA pa',UO) (7) 

EV • qA(PA Pa', Ul> (8) 

with respect to PA over the interval of price change in A. Where qA() 

is the demand function. CV is measured with reference to the original 

utility levtl UO, whereas EV is measured with reference to the utility 

levtl after the policy change. 

Thus after re-examining and adjusting our inttrprttation of 

welfare measures in terms of the compensating principle, we have again 

expressed welfare measures as areas bound by price lines and the 

consumtr's demand curves. 
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But these are not ordinary demand functions derived from first 

order conditions in the primal utility maximization model given prices 

and income -- these demands art not functions of prices and income. 

Instead, these demand functions are derived from first order conditions 

of the consumer's dual proble• of cost minimization for given levels of 

prices and utility. Unlike ordinary demand curves along which income is 

held constant, here cost (required income> is allowed to vary by a 

conceptual income compensation to arrive at the given level of utility. 

These are referred to as (Hicksian> compensated demand curve. Figure 15 

shows the relationships between ordinary and compensated demand curves, 

and EV, CV, and consumer surplus CCS>. 

For goods with no income effect, CV and EV are equal to each other 

and to consumer surplus. For non-inferior good, CV <= CS <= EV. For 
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inferior goods EV <= CS <= CV. For any good, CV of a move from state A 

to B equals minus EV of a move from B to A. 

There is no real answer to whether CV or EV should bt prtferred. 

If one considers the ultimate problems of social choice can only be 

solved in principlt by allowing for distributional judgments, thtn 

neither EV nor CV could makt these judgment easier. Howtvtr, if 

~ompensation does not alter the stru~ture of relative prices, then the 

compensation crittrion amounts to requiring the sum of CV of all lostrs 

and gainers to be at least zero. This rtquirement arist bacau11 CV, 

unlike EV, is dtfintd with refertnct to the original level of utility. 

For this rtason CV has bttn preferrtd by economists and we shall 

henceforth conctntrate on it instead of EV. 

Consider first th1 ca.se of income change alont. In Figure 16, tht 

contumer's initial demand it represented by D(y0) and consumption it at 

point (p, q), As income decreases by uy, 100 dollars, the duand curve 

shifts inward to D<y1> for non-inftrior goodst the consumtr is now 

willing to pay less for an additional unit at tach quantity. A 

comptnsation of 100 dollars would bring him back to his original bundle 

and thus his initial utility. Hence the consumer's CV or EV loss is 

trivially 100 dollars. 

This point can be furthtr illustrattd by applying an incoMe 

increase from yO to yl but holding p at pO in tquations (1) and (2)1 

EV(pO, yO; pO, y1) = (9) 

w<pOI pO, y1) - w<pOI pO, yO> • y1 - yO 

··-. ;;· 



as 

CVCpO, yO; pO, y1l = (10) 

wCpOJ pO, yl> - wCpO; pO, yO) • y1 -yO 

expressing both EV and CV change precisely as tht change in incomt. 

Now consider a simultaneous change in prict and income fro1 pO, yO 

to p1, y1r 

EV<pO, yO; p1 1 yl) 

= wCpOJ p 1' yl) - wCpO; pO, yO) 

• w<pOJ p 1' yl) - W(p1J p 1' y1) 

+ w(p1; pl, yll - w(pOJ pO, yO) 

• EV(pO y1; p1 1 y 1) + y1 - yO 

. CV<pO, yOJ p1, yll • 

• w<p1J pl, yl> - w<p1J pO, yO> 

• w<p1J p 1' yl) - w<pOJ pO, yO) 

+ wCpOJ pO, yO) - w(pl; pO, yO> 

• yl - yO + CY<pO, yOJ pl, yl) 

( 11) 

(12) 

Thus to tsti~att EV of a simultaneous prict and incoat change, the 

tfftcts of tht prict changt should bt tvaluattd at tht ttrminal incomt 

ltvtl y1 and then add that tfftct to tht changt in inco11 1 i.t. y1 -yO. 

On tht othtr hand, for CV, the tfftcts of tht prict changt should bt 

tvaluatad at the initial income ltvtl and thtn add to that tffect tnt 

change in income. Thus in Figurt 17, 1011 in CV for a dtcrtast in both 

income and price from yO, pO to y1 p1 is yl - yO + (areas a + b), The 

EV change is yl - yO + art& a, 

Price changes in one market are txptcttd to affect relattd 

marktts, In Figure 18, suppose 1 consumer facts perfectly elastic 
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supply curves for product X and Y and initially consuming Qx II and Qyll at 

pri en Px 11 and Py 11 respectively. As the price of X falls to Px ' , 

consumption of X increases to Qx'. CV for this price change is thl area 

P11 11 F S Qx '. Tht demand curve for Y, assuming it is a rival of X' 

shifts inward. A 1 ower quantity of Y is consumed, resulting in an 

apparent loss of CV in the area H I J K. It is tempting to subtract 

this loss of CV from the CV gain in Figure 18a to obtain the net CV from 

the fall of Px. 

But this is not the easel as the consumer is moving from his 

compensated demand curve from F to G in Figure 1Ba, prices of other 

goods remain unchanged, but he is fret to alter his tlCptnditurtl on all 

other goods in the way ht deem most advantageous to him. At Qx 11 , ht is 

willing to pay Pll" for an additional unit of X, but only provided that 

he could freely rtdistributtd his expenditures on other goodtf or else 

he would not be willing to pay quite Px". Thus PlC 11 can bt considered 11 

the exact measure of his gain in CV if this additional unit of X is 

given to him at no charge, if he is free to reshuffle his bundle of 

goods according to his preference. In particular, having this 

additional unit of X would at the 1111 time reduce his consumption of 

any rival good and make him less willing to pay for any unit of ita 

having an additional pound of coffee per week reduces one's consumption 

of tea and weakens the willingness to pay for it. But this reduction in 

willingness to pay should not be counted as a reduction in the 

consumer's welfare. 

Continuing the same argument, when the price of X falls from PlC 11 

to Px', Px" F G Qx' is the largest sum he will pay for this price fall, 

if adjustment of expenditures on other goods is also possible, in 
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particular reducing exptnditure on substitutt good Y. Thus as prict of 

1 good change but other prices and income can be assu•ed constant, CV 

change is captured entirtly in the demand for X despitt the shifts of 

other demands. 

If prict of Y now falls to Py', the gain in CV should n1turally bt 

made with rtftrence to tht demand curve Dy'Dy' which is the appropriate 

curve whtn the price of X has already fallen to Px', CV for a 

"simultaneous" fall in the prices of both X an V is therefor• tht sum of 

the two 1h1ded areas in Figurt 18. 

Nott that "simultantous" is put in quotes sinct tht price changts 

actually occurrtd sequtntially, Px btfort Py, If insttad chang• in Py 

is considtrtd to prtcedt Px, then CV gain is the sum of the two shadtd 

areas similar to, but not the same as, thost in Figurt 18. Tht two 

•easurts netd not bt equal if ordinary dtmand curves art uttd, but tust 

be tqual with cosptntattd dtmand curv••· It can bt shown that 

assumptions of other price paths also yield a unique 1easure of CV: the 

path dependtnce problem does not exist (Just, 1982), For tht dtmand 

syste1 q1 (p,, p2, ••• >, where the q, are quantities, p~'• are prices, 

pith independtnce is guaranteed mathematically by symmetry of the cro11 

partial sa 

----- • (13) 

A condition which holds along an indifference curve. Since compensated 

demand curves hold utility constant, path independence holds for 

compensated demand. Thus a major criticism of consumer surplus, path 

dependtncy, is circumvented by using instead CV (or EV>. 
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We have thus far discussed the concepts of consumtr aurplus (CS>, 

equivalent variation (EV>, compensation variation (CV) and willingntss 

to pay and how these concepts art related. For the rest of the chapttr, 

we will adopt the following convention. CV, the monetary amount 

needed to compenaate lostrs or taken away from gainers after a policy 

change for them to bt indifferent to the change, is considertd to bt tht 

same as Hwillingness to pay". We will thua use these two ter1s 

interchangeably. EV will seldom be used. Consumer surplus is used to 

refer to the uaual area under an ordinary demand curve, it is, however, 

interpreted as a pure geometry area void of any welfare meaning. In 

rul i ty, how.ver, ordinary deund curves, not compensated demand curvet, 

are utually obstrved. We will interpret tht chang• in consumtr aurplus 

(afttr aomt adjustment to be diacussed later> as an approximation of CV 

or willingntss to pay. And this it what will bt ustd as our mtasurt of 

"'1 fart changt. 

Rtftrring again to Figura 1~ where price is initially pO and falls 

to pl, conaumer surplus gain is the area a+b -- the arta under the 

ordinary dtmand curve D(p,qO,yO). Tht compensated curve, at the initial 

utility level (when price is pO) and at tht final uti 1 ity level (when 

price is p1>, intersect DD respectively when price are pO and p1 

rtspectivtly. CV, as discussed in a previous section, should be 

measured under the compensated curve at the initial utility level, i.e. 

D(p,qO,UO>. In this case CV is area a. Thus the gain in CS overstates 

CV by area b. This overstatement is txpecttd to be small when tht 
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income effect is small since then the ordinary curve and the compensated 

curvts tend to coincide. The area b however, is itself impossible to 

calculate using information from ordinary demand alone but can be shown 

to be approximately equal to (Just, 1982>: 

n * (CS changel 2 / 2m ( 14) 

Where n is the income elasticity of demand, and m is the initial income 

ltvel. Thus CV can be approximately calculated as: 

<CS change) - n * <CS changel 2 /2m (15) 

This is the basis for Willig's (1976) argument that consumer 

surplus can be used without apology since the adjustment factor is 

expected to be small whtn income elasticity is small or when tht change 

in CS is minutt when compared to income <Willig 1976>. Thus change in 

CS, which many consider an "unsound" welfare aeasure, is actually a 

close approximation to "willingness to pay" which is a well-defintd 

concept. Whtn incomt elasticity is large or whtn tht change in CS it 

largt relative to income (likely for subsistence farming>, the 

adjustment should be made tinct it would yitld a closer approximation to 

the true willingntss to pay. We will always make this adjustment for 

the analysis below. 

Htasuremtnt of Producer Wtlfart 

Following the spirit of consumer welfare measures described above, 

an acceptable measurement of producer welfare might btl "The excess of 

the gross receipts which a producer gets for any of his commodities over 

their prime cost -- that is, over the extra cost which he incurs in 

order to produce those things and which he could have escaped if he had 



not produced them". This in fact, is Marshall's definition of producer 

surplus -- the dtvice commonly used to measurt producer welfare. 
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The traditional measure of producer surplus is symmetric to that 

of consumer surplus: the area above the supply curve and below the price 

line. Sinct the industry supply curve is a marginal cost curvt, this 

area is thus equivalent to receipts ltss total variable cost which is 

also the usual definition of quasi-rent. CStigltr 1 1952>. 

The concept of producer surplus is not without ambiguitits and 

controversies. But unlike those of consumer surplus, which mainly arist 

bicause of the income tffect, tht ambiguities and controversits of 

producer surplus mainly stem from tht aabiguity of the supply function 

11 length of run varies. Considtr Figurt 19. At price p1, productr 

surplus is reprtsenttd by the area ABpl. Suppost now price is stt to 

p2. Three measures of producer surplus are possible. First of all, 

assuming prices of the factors of production is fixed thus the supply or 

the marginal cost curve remains unchanged, producer surplus is now AEp2. 

However, if eventually the general price of the factors of production 

adjusts upward, so that tht short run marginal cost curvt shifts to 92, 

and in doing sa, a longer run supply curve represented by S' is traced 

out. Now producer surplus becomes ambiguous. Is it CDp2, the aru 

above the new short run supply curve? Or is EDp2 1 the area above the 

longCer> run supply curve? 

We will avoid the controversies by emphasizing the word "impact" 

in the title of this chapter. In other words, we assume the first case 

where the prices of all variable factors of productions are fixed. Thus 
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the area AEp2 is a "surplus" which accrues to the owners of firms in 

their production and sale of the product resulting from the ownership of 

the fixed factors of production. In this sense, the terms "producer 

surplus" and "quasi-rent" are equivalent. This has led some economist, 

notably E. J. Mishan (1968) 1 to consider "producer surplus" as an 

unnecessary jargon. We will interpret producer surplus, or quasi-rent, 

as the maximum amount producers would be willing to pay for the price 

incrtase of the product. 

Change in productr price in one marktt is txpecttd both to change 

the prict and shift supply of a related product. If we interpret the 

inward shift of Sl to S2 in Figure 19 as due to price increase of 

anothtr commodity, and assume the curve has attained its equilibrium 

position with respect to· the rest of the system, then producer surplus 

is area CDp2 afttr price is incrtased to p2. Since this area is now the 

relevant gross receipts over variablt costs. And this area, 1111 arta 

ABpl (gross rtctipts over variable cost before the situation changed), 

is the change in producer surplus in this market. The sum of these 

differences in all markets after equilibrium is rtachtd is considered a~ 

the welfare change of producers. This total amount is interpreted as 

the maximum amount producers art willing to pay to face the new market 

situation. The producers art assumed to be willing to pay exactly tht 

total gains in gross receipts 1111 variable costs. 
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A Two Commodity Example 

Figurt 20 illustrates a spread1heet layout for calculating the 

wtlfart eff1cts of govtrnment price policits. Rtleast 2.0 of Lotus 1·2-

3 sprtadshttt program (Lotus, 1985) is ustd as tht implementation 

vthiclt. But attempts were made to restrict ourselves to features that 

art availablt to many apreadsheet programs. For example, although 1·2-3 

provides facilities for matrix invtrsion, and this analysis could havt 

taktn advantage of this ftature, wt avoided this feature sinct this is 

not availablt for most othtr spreadshttt programs. Tht calculations 

incorporatt the thtorttical considtrations discusstd in tarlitr 

stssions. Cell formulas for selected ctlls are listed in Figure 21. 

Tht rtquirtd input data for the analysis art shown in tht Figurt 

20 11 underlined. Th111 art to be provided by tht ustr. A bast 

sctnario, and thrlt alternativ11 art includtd. Tht b111 sc1nario it 

built using data that art actually obstrved. In tht figurt, productr 

and consu11r prices and quantitits, art netdtd to build tht sctnario. 

In addition, a sat of demand and supply elasticities are required. In 

the figure, line 5 to 42 represent the figures for commodity 1. Own and 

cross prict elasticity of supply art required in cells 88 and 89 

respectively. Liktwise, cells 812, 813 and 814 contain own price, cros1 

price and income elasticities of demand for the first commodity. Lines 

44 to 81 pertain to commodity 2. Information from lint 83 onwards are 

not commodity specific. Lint 83, for eximple, contiins consumtr inco••· 
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A simultaneous lin1ar supply and demand system is assumed. Tht 

coefficients of the system are solved from the given 1lasticitit1 and 

quantities in the ba11 sc1nario. These coefficients are listed from 

cells 816 to 825 for commodity one. Th1 analysis uses these derivtd 

coefficients instead of the specified elasticities dir1ctly. Th111 

coefficients are assumed to remain valid for the other scenarios. Thus 

the corresponding entries for elasticities and coefficients need not be, 

and indeed must not b1 respecified for the alternativts sc1narios. 

Thtst 1ntri1s art thus marked as -- in tht workshttt. 

Tht alternative scenarios art provided for answ1ring the question 

"what if?" Econoaic chang11 in one commodity market art 111umtd to be 

simultaneously linktd to othtr marktts. Welfare changes are acctsstd 

aft1r tquilibrium of the tconomic system is simulated. 

Ex og_enous vtr i.•b 1_'-.. l 

Each alternative scenario allows specification of three potential 

IMOgtnous variables for tach commodity. Thty are consumtr prices, 

producer pricts and dtsired excesi supply. Excess supply is the amount 

by which production exceeds consumption. A negative value denotes 

dtficit. This analysis does not yitld information concerning the 

mtasurtments of tht btntfit of positivi exc111 supply nor th1 cost of 

acquisition of deficits. Deficits, for example, can be ovtrcome with 

imports, commtrcial or conctssion, or stock dtpletion. The exact ways 

and costs whertby deficits can be overcome are usually institution 

specific and depend on how controls are administered. For instance, 

dtcision makers can associate a high per unit cost when stock are 
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depleted below a 'secure' level. On the other hand, concession imports 

may be below world price or free, whereas imports beyond a certain level 

can be costly from a financial and/or a social viewpoint. Likewise, 

positive excess supply means possibility of export, or additions to 

stocks. But even additions to stocks may be 1 bane or boon depending on 

the availability of storage facilities. We assume the decision maker 

can independently assign suQjective costs or benefits of these deficits 

or surplus for weighing against our computed impacts to consumers and 

productrs. 

If an exogenous variable is not set, tht system attempts to 

calculate it tndogenously. Exogtnous values not specified art denoted 

by NA in the figure. This is enttrtd into tht Lotus worksheet using tht 

INA function to distinguish it from a number or a character string, 

which most spreadsheets interpret as a numeric zero. Obviously some 

minimal amount of exogenous information is needed. If this minimal 

amount is not ntt, the simulated economic system as implemented would 

nonetheless supply some default value, usually tht bast scenario valut. 

For example, if nont of the three exogenous variables are set, excess 

supply is assumed to be the base line value, and producer price is 

forced to bt equal to the consumer price, the values o~ which are 

determined endogenously. This is necessary since even if producer price 

and consumer price are forced to be equal, an infinite number of 

combinations of prices and excess supply art still possible. 

On the other hand, too much exogenous in~ormation can be supplied. 

For example, if both the consumer price and producer price are 

controlled, then the level of excess supply must be allowed to gravitate 

to a level consistent with these prices •. In our simulator, if all three 
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exogenous variable are set, tht excess supply setting is not honored and 

rtalized exces& supply is determined by the system to be consistent with 

the controlled producer and consumer prices. Of course, in reality, 

depending on how the policy is enforced, some or all of the thret may 

deviate from the set values. 

Specifically, the following combinations of exogenous variable 

settings art possibl11 

Case Producer Price Consumer Price Excess Supply 

--------------------------------------------------------
1. XX XX NA 
2. NA lCX XX 
3. XX NA lClC 
4. XX NA NA 
5. NA XlC NA 
6. NA NA )()( 

7. XX XlC )()( 

e. NA NA NA 

where "Mx" denotes 1 set value. Case1 1, 2, and 3 create no difficulty. 

Two out of the thrte possiblt txogenous variables are set, and our 

simulator can uniquely determine the value of the other item 

endogenously. Only one price is set in cases 4 and 5. In these cases, 

tlCcess supply is assumed to bt the same as the base scenario and the 

economic system tndogenously determines the other price. In cast 6, 

elCcess supply is given, the system assumes producer price and consumer 

price are equal and determined them endogenously. In cast 7, where all 

three instruments are set, our simulated system must leave at least one 

setting un-honored: in this case the eMcess supply. Thus this case is 

identical to case 1. In case B, no instrument is set. The system must 

assume elCcess supply to be the same as base and prices to be equal. 
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Thus this case is the same as case 6 with excess supply set to the base 

scenario value. 

Referring back to Figure 20, in the base scenario, suppost pricts 

of commodity 1 are controlled at the base value at 6.00 and 3.00 (ctll 

B33 and B34), Production and consumption levels are respectively 100 

and 150, resulting in a deficit of 50. Commodity 2, on the other hand, 

is not controlled. Both consumption and production occurred at world 

price of 5.00. Production and consumption levels are respectively 300 

and 200, and 100 units art txported. 

What would be tht impact to consumers and producers if the price 

of commodity 1 is not controlled? In scenario I, suppose world price of 

commodity 1 is 5.50. Wt thus insert 5.50 into C28 and C29 for consumer 

price and producer price, @NA is entered in the excess supply field. 

Thus the excess supply will be calculated endogenously, For commodity 

2, we continue to assumt the world price of 5.00. As expecttd, both 

consumption and production of commodity 1 is reduced. Excess supply is 

now -47. Compared to the bate scenario, the deficit is reduced by 3 

units. This reduction can mtan a loss to commtrcial importers, or 

alternatively, a slow down of stock depletion which policy makers may 

consider as a benefit under the objective of self-sufficiency. 

Assignment of exact cost or benafit figures for this decrease in deficit 

requires intimate knowledge of the institutional setting and/or policy 

objective; and is beyond the scope of this work. 

The economic changes in commodity 1 also affects the market of 

co•madity 2. Even if prices were nat changed from the base scenario, as 
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we have left them, both production and consumption are reduced somewhat. 

Also reduced is the excess supply. 

Line 86 and 87 summarize the welfare impact of this price change. 

Producers and consumers need to be compensated 31.39 and 103.45 

respactively for them to be as well off as facing the base scenario. 

Scenario II is a "self sufficiency" scenario for commodity 1. 

Thus excess supply is set to zero to denote no imports. Consumer price 

and producer prices are left to find their own levtls. Sttting for 

commodity 2 is the same as the previous scenario. In this case, 

realized consumer price and producer price are forced to be equal to 

6.81 by our simulated economic system. Both production and consumption 

of the commodity occurred at 112.08. Even if prices in commodity 2 

remains untouchtd, production and excess supply reduced and consumption 

incrtastd. As shown in line 86 and 87, this policy benefits productr 

but heavily ptnalizts consumers. 

Scenario III is also a self sufficient scenario for commodity 1. 

But unlike scenario II which heavily ptnalizes consumers and reduces 

exports <i.t. positive excess supply) of commodity 2, we choose now to 

set consumer prices of commodity 1 and 2 to respectively 5.50 and 5.00. 

Excess supply for commodity 1 is again set to zero but we insist excess 

supply to continue at level of 100.00. According to the simulator, this 

can occur only if producer pricts fer commodity 1 and 2 are supported at 

8.63 and 5.90 respectively. Compared to the base scenario, producers 

gained 496.19 whereas consumers lost 73.68 for a net gain of 422.50. 
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The simulator is designed to be operated by individuals ~ith only 

casual experienct ~ith microcomputer spreadsheet programs. After 

loading the ~orksheet, the users are required to fill in the underlined 

values which are the input parameters to the analysis. Since 

si•ultaneous relationships exist in the spreadsheet, more than the usual 

one pass recalculation is needed to achieve equilibrium. The user must 

therefore repeatedly force recalculation by pressing the recalculation 

key until tquilibrium is rtachtd. 

But how can ont tell when tquilibrium is accomplished? Usually, 

this necessitates monitoring the values of the endogenous variables in 

successivt ittrations until they difftr by less than a required 

toleranct. Ftw spreadshett pro~rams provide this monitoring 

autoaatically and naturally. Host impltaentation of iterative 

algorithms on sprtadshttts thus requirts users to visually dttermint 

when the endogenous variables stop changing as mort recalculations are 

forced. This is a workable approach only if the number of endogenous 

variables is small. 

An intuitive explanation of the procedure used in the simulator to 

solve simultaneous relationships follows. Simultaneous relationships 

txist when both price and quantity of any commodity must be determined 

together. Prices art calculated as functions of own quantity and other 

prices. Productr price <Pp>, for example is calculattd by: 

Pp • Qp - (a 1 + b 1K Pp ' ) I b 2 < 16) 

where Pp' is the price of the other commodity and a1, b1 and b2 are 

coefficients of the linear supply curve. Thus this is simply a 

rearrangement of terms of tht the supply equation 10 that producer prict 
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is now the dependent variable. Instead of directly using Qp in tht 

equation, however, we insert 0,5t(Qp+Qc+ES>, where ES is the excess 

supply equal to Qp-Qs, Note that 0,5t(Qp+Qc+ES> is identically equal to 

Qp when equilibrium is reached. 

For each iteration, prices are calculated by application of 

equation (16), Prices such calculated are in turn used to derive Qp and 

Qc by simple applications of the supply and demand equations. Excess 

supply is then calculated as a difference of these quantities. In other 

words, at tach iteration, the difference between production and 

consumption need not equal the excess supply, but must be when 

convergence is reached. This approach was used instead of the 

traditional checking of successive iterations as a condition for 

convergence. (See the formulae in the worksheet in Figure 21 for 

additional details.> 

As discussed so far, our approach would still require the ustr to 

visually inspect whether the production quantities, consumption 

quantitits, and exctss supply add up for all commodities. To eliminatt 

the nted for this visual inspection, a Lotus 1-2-3 macro is implemented 

whereby recalculation continues until the above stated condition holds, 

This macro is listed in Figure 22. Tha macro is simply an 

implementation of a loop which continues as long as production less 

consumption for any commodity in any scenario differs from excess supply 

for mort than a set tolerance, in this case .01 Ctht valut of cell F22>. 

The loop will nonetheless terminate after a set number of iterations (30 

or the value of cell F23> even if convergence is not achieved to avoid 

infinite looping in unusual occasions. In this case the user is 

notified with a message. 
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Thus to operate the model, the user need only to fill in the input 

parameters and prtss tht Alt-A key. This invokes the Lotus 1-2-3 macro 

which monitors the iteration. 

A More Elaborate Example 

Figure 23 displays a more elaborate example of a spreadsheet 

layout for calculating the welfare impacts of government price policies 

to consumers and producers. This implemtntation follow• the spirit of 

the former two commodity example but differs in that 3 commodititt, 

rice, cassava and coffte are considered. Line 1 to Line 70 contain tht 

information for rice. Information for cassava and coffee begin at line 

72 and line 139 rtspectively. 

In addition, this analysis yields information on marketed surplus, 

defintd as rural production less consumption. This is usually tht 

amount of domestic production available for urban consumption. Among 

othar utts, this figure oftan reflects tht amount of the good the 

government must handle in intervention policies. 

In this analysis the word "consumtrt" alone refers to urban 

consumers. "Producers" actually rtfers to the rural stctor which of 

course also engages in consumption. However, difftrent demand curvts 

are assumed for rural and urban consumers. Urban demand curves express 

the amounts of urban consumption as a linear function of own and cross 

consumer prices, and urban income. Rural demand curves, on the other 

hand, usa producer price and urban income as independtnt variables. 



As producer price increases, production increases but not all of 

this additional production results in increase in marketed surplus. 
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With increase in production and hence income, rural consumption also is 

expected to increase due to an income effect. The exact change in rural 

income due to the change in production is usually difficult to mtasure, 

but is approximated in this analysis by the change in producer surplus. 

Thus rural demand is in effect a function of consumer prices and the 

change in producer surplus. With this setting, the market surplus curve 

need not be positively sloped throughout its range. However, in 

practice the marketed surplus curve is usually positively sloped in the 

rtlevant range sinct tht gain in producer surplus is usually small whtn 

expressed as a percentage of income. Producer welfare is calculated as 

the net welfare change in the rural market of consumption and 

production. 

At in tht two commodity txa1plt 1 four possiblt txogtnous variables 

are allowed for each commodity, namely producer price, consumption 

price, desired marketed surplus and dtsired excess supply. If desired 

market surplus or excess supply is marked with iNA (i.e. not set>, then 

they are calculated endogenously as the difference between simulated 

production and rural consumption, and total consumption and total 

production respectively. If in addition consumer price or producer 

price is not set, then both marketed surplus and txcess supply is stt to 

the base scenario value to make possible the endogenous determination of 

these prices. 
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In Figure 23, a base scenario and two alternatives are provided. 

The three scenarios differ mainly in the rice section. The bast line 

prices for rice are 500 and 510. In the first alternative, both 

producer price and consumer price for rice are stt to 480. Desired 

excess supply and marketed surplus are not set, thus they are to be 

calculated endogenously. In the second scenario, the consumer price and 

desired marketed surplus are set to 540 and 20000 respectively, Neither 

the producer prict nor the tXCtll supply art stt. All prices for other 

commodities art 11t at the base level, and with both markettd surplus 

and excess supply marked as @NA (not set), 

A1 exptcttd, tht low productr price in scenario I discoura;td 

production of rict and increased production of cassava and cofftt. 

However, welfare loss dut to the low producer price is more than offset 

by consumption gain in tht rural sector, yielding 1 ntt 31 272.72 of 

rural gain. The expandtd production in cassava and coffee in addition 

yields a gain of 32,922+37,922. Urban consumer benefited 31 061,860 due 

to the lowered consumer price. The ntt gain of this policy to the rural 

sector and urban sector as a whole is 3 1 061,766.28. 

In scenario II, the system endogenously set the producer price of 

rice to be 350 in order to realize 30,000 of marketed surplus and at a 

consumer price of 550. Production of rice increased, depressing the 

production of beth cassava and coffee. But nonetheless, the welfare 

gain due to production is a net 71628,963. Rural consumers and urban 

consumers lose 71 664,889.58 and 33,926.36 respectively, resulting in a 

net gain of 5259 to the rural and urban sector as a whole. 



Chapter Summary 

We have in this chapter extended the framework for analyzing the 

impact of price policies to consumers and producers to a multicommodity 

setting. The solution offered is one which takes into considerations 

the controversies surrounding consumer and producer surplus, and one 

suitable for implementation with an electronic spreadshtet. 

The precise meaning and conceptual difficulties of consumer 

surplus, especially in a multicommodity setting, were carefully 

eMamined. We stttled for willingness to pay, or CV, in order to bypass 

the problems of a meaningful utilitarian measure and path dependency. 

Consumer surplus is nevertheless still a useful geometric concept and 

with 1 simple adjustment, provides us with reasonable tstimatts of CV. 

Producer surplus by comparison created few conceptual difficulties if 

input cost structure can be assumed to be unchanged. 

Also demonstrated is the modeling of simultaneous economic 

relationships with the Lotus 1-2-3 spreadsheet prograa. The 

impltmentation, howtver, is somtwhat convoluted, particularly in the 

more elaborate txamplet 1n indication that a spreadsheet may not bt the 

right tool for such modeling. A sprtadsheet is, nevertheless, a tool 

which many analysts own and know. A framework for expressing 

simultaneous economic relationships on a spreadsheet is therefore an 

useful addition to the analyst's repertoire of spreadsheet techniques. 
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This analysis merely computes impacts to consumers and producers, 

and falls short of a complete accounting of the costs and benefits of 

government policies. We have factored out and discussed and implemented 

the part of the analysis which can be done without an intimate 

understanding of the institutional settings. Although our results are 
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useful in their own rights, our developments should more appropriately 

bt viewed as a module ready to be fit into a more full-blown analysis of 

costs and benefits of government policies. 
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Figure 8. Change in Welfare as Change in 
Required Expenditures. 
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Figure 9. Change in Required Expenditures 
When Price Changes are Small. 
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Figure 10. Change in Consumer Surplus when Price 
Changes 
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Figure 11. Willingness to Pay vs Actual Amount Paid 
for Each Unit of Comsumption. 
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Figure 12. Dupuit's Triangle. 
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Figure 13. Path Dependency. 
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Figure 14. Consumer's Choice Problem 

1) 

CV • a 
EV::.a+b+c 
Change in Consumer 
Surplus • a + b 

Figure 15. Relation Between CV, EV and Change in 
Consumer Surplus. 
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ql qO 

Figure 16. CV for 'Income Change Alone 
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Figure 17. CV for Price and Income Decrease. 
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Figure 18. CV for Simultaneous Price Changes. 
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Figure 19. Producer Surplus 



+-------------------------------------------------------------------------
A B c D E 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------
1 
2 I 

3 
4 
:5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 

123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
143 

co .. odity 1 

Supply Elasticities 
ca .. odity 1 0.900 
ca .. odity 2 -0.200 

De•and Elasticities 
Co••odity 1 -0.700 
co .. odity 2 0.250 
Inca .. 0.500 

Supply Coefficients 
Constant 30.000 
Couodity 1 15.000 
Co••odity 2 -4.000 

D111nd Cotfficients 
Constant 142.:500 
co .. adity 1 -21.000 
CDIIOdity 2 7.:500 
In co•• 0.075 

Exogentous Variablts 
.Stt Productr Price 5.50 NA 
Set Consu••r Pritt ~- NA 
Set Excess Supply ria o.oo 

Effecti VI Price 
Producer 6.00 :5.:50 6.81 
Con suer 5.00 5.50 6.81 

Quanti till 
Produced 1QQ!OQ 92.50 112.08 
Consu11d &~0.00 139.50 112, OS 
EXCIII Supply -50.00 -47.00 o.oo 

Sain in Producer Surplus -48.13 85.42 
Sain in Consuaer Surplus -73.68 -250.60 

.... 
Figure 20. A Two Commodity Example. 

NA 
~ 
o.oo 

8.63 
:5.50 

139.:50 
139.:50 

o.oo 

315.3:5 
-73.68 
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+-------------------------------------------------------------------------
A B c D E 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------
44 co .. odity 2 
45 
46 Supply Elasticities 
47 Coaaodity 1. -0.100 
48 Coaaadity 2 0.750 

149 
ISO Deaand Elasticities 
l~1 co .. adity 1 0.300 
152 co .. adity 2 -0.600 
153 Inca .. 1.500 
154 
155 Supply Coefficients 
156 Constant · 10~.000 
157 Coaaodity 1 -:s.ooo 
1~8 co .. adity 2 45.000 
159 
160 Deaand Coefficients 
161 Constant -40.000 
162 co .. adity 1 12.000 
163 Caaeodity 2 -24.000 
164 Incoae 0.300 
165 
166 Exogeneaus Variables 
l67 Set Producer Pritt ~ 5.00 ....JfA 
168 Set Consuaer Price 5.00 ~ 5.00 
169 Set Excess Supply NA H.! 120.00 
170 
171 Effectivt Pritt 
172 Productr 5.00 5.00 s.oo 5.90 
173 Consuaer :s.oo 5.15 :s.oo 5.00 
174 
175 Quanti tits 
176 Productd 300.00 302.50 295.97 326.00 
171 Consu .. d 200.00 202.50 221.67 206.00 
178 • Excns Supply 100.00 100.00 74.31 120.00 
179 
180 Bain in Producer Surplus 16.74 -26.67 180.00 
181 Gain in Consu•tr Surplus -29.48 o.oo o.oo 
182 
183 I nco•• 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00 1000.00 
184 
185 Change in Willingness to Pay 
186 Producer -31.39 58.7~ 496.19 
187 ·Consuaer -103.4~ -250.60 -73.68 
188 Net -134.83 -191.85 422.50 
189 
190 

Figure 20. (Cont.) 



A5t 'Coaaodity 1 
A7t ' . Supply Elutidtill 
A8t ; Coa.Odit y 1 
881 0.9 
CB: •-
A9: ' ·Coaaodity 2 
89: -o.2 
C9t •
IUh ' 
A12: ' 
812f -0.7 
C12t "
Allt ' 

De11nd Elasticities 
Couodity 1 

Bll: 0.25 . 
Cl3t •
A14t ' 
814t o.5 
Cl41 •-

CoaiGdlty 2 

Incoa 

A161 ' · Supply Cotffitilltl 
A171 • Canshnt 
Bl7t tf837tll-fll-fi9J 
C17: •-
AlB: ' CoiiiCiity J 
8181 ($Jit$131J/fl33 
CJBI •-
1\191 • Couodity 2 
819t lSHtSI37J/SI72 
Clta •-
A211 ' Dtllnd Cllfficillts 
A22r • Const11t 
8221 +f838tU-SJJ2-Sil3·SI14J 
C22t •-
A2lt ' Couadity I 
8231 18l2t8381/134 
C2lt •-
A24t ' CoaiHi ty 2 
8241 lfllltSBliJ/$873 
C241 •-
A25t ' Incoat 
8251 lf814tf83Sl/f883 
C25: "-
A27t ' ExogtniiUI Yariablts 

·1\28: • Set Proiluut Price 
8281 ·-
C2BI 5.5 
A29t ' 
829: ·
C291 5.5 

Set Consuetr Prict 

Figure 21. Cell Listings of the Two Commodity Example.· .. ,.,.. 
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A30: ' Set Excess Supply 
830: ·-- . 
Cl01 iNA 
Al21 • Effective Price 
All1 • Productr 
BJJ1 6 
Cl31 IIFIIISNAIC2Bl,IO.StiCJ7+Cli+C39t•(f817+f819tCf72JJ/fi18,C28) 
A341 • ConsUitr 
8341 5 
CJ41 IIFIIISIAIC21)1ANDIIISNAlC29J,C33,1IFIIISNAIC29J,I0.5tiCJ7+Cli-C391·1f822+f824tCf7J+f825tf8t8J))/fi23,C29)t 
A~61 • Quintities 
AJ7a ' · Prad11Ct4 
8371 100 
Cl71 +f817+f818tCtl3+f819tCf72 
AlBa I Consu11d 
8381 150 
CJ81 +f822+t82JtC34+f8241C7lU82StCf8J 
A391 I Excess Supply . 
839: +837-838 
Cl9J IIFIINOTIIIISHAIC28)10RIIJSNAlC29lt,C37-CJS,IIFIIJSNAICJOt,t8391Cl0l) 
A41a • &lin in Producer Surplus 
8411 ·-
C411 0.5tiiCJJ+Ifll7+t819tC72)/f818JtCJ7-ItllJ+Ifl17+t819tf872)/f818)tf837l 
A421 ' 61in in Consu11r Sur,lus 
8421 ·-
C421 -o.5tiC34-f8J41t(C38+f831l•I(-G.StiC34-f8J4JtiCJS+fBJ81tA2/12tf8t831ltf814+Cf83-f8183 
A44a 'CoaiOdity 2 
A46a • Supply Elasticities 
A47: I Couodity 1 
8471 -0.1 
C47: •-
A48a ' CDIIDIIi ty 2 
848: 0.75 
C48t •-
ASOI • · Deaand Elasticities 
ASia I Coaaodity 1 
8511 0.3 
C511 •-
A52: • Coaaadity 2 
8521 -0.6 
C52: •--
ASll I Inca11 
8531 1.5 
CSJ1 •-
ASSI ' Sup,ly Coefficittts 

• AS61 • Constant 
BS61 +f876t11-SB47-SB481 

. CS61 •-

Figure 21. (Cont.) 
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AS7: ' Coaaodity 1 
8571 ($8471$876)/$833 
C57: "-- J 

ASS I ' Coaaodi ty 2 
8581 (848tl76)/872 
cssa ·-
A&Oa • Dea1nd Catffititnts 
A61: ' Const1nt 
8611 +$877t11-$851-f852-$853J 
C6h •-
A62a ' Catlodity 1 
8621 ( $151 f$877) /$834 
C621 "·· 
A63: ' Coaaodity 2 
8631 !$8521$8771/$873 
C63: "-
A641 ' lncan 
8641 UB53U8771/t883 
CUI ·-
A661 ' ExoglftHUI Yuil~ln 
A67: ' Stt Praductr Prict 
8671 ·--
C67J 5 
A681 • 
8681 ·
C681 INA 
A691 ' 
8691 ·
C691 INA 

Stt Cansuatr Prict 

Stt ExttSI Supply 

A71: ' Efftctivt Pritt 
A72: ' 
872: 5 

Praduttr 

C721 !IfiiiSNAlC67) I 10.51 IC76+C77+C78Hf856+S857tC$3311 /f85SIC67J 
A73:· ' Consuatr 
813: 5 
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I • 

C73: !IFIIJSHAIC67)tAHDIIISNAIC68J ,C72,1IFIIISHA IC68) I (0.5tiC76+C77-C7BI-1$861 +$862t.C$34+$864t$8$831 J /f863,C681 I 
A75a ' Qu~ntitits 
A76: • Productd 
8761 300 
C76a +f856+fB57tCf33+$8SBtCS72 
A77: ' Consuatd 
877: 200 
C77z +f86l+$862tC34+f863tC73+fB64tfBf83 
A781 ' Exctss Supply 
8781 +176-877 
C7BI IJFIIHOTiliiSNAIC67)10RIIJSNAIC6BJ I IC76-C77 ,llFitlSHA IC691 I $878,&691 I 
A801 ' &lin in Praduttr Surplus 
BBO: "- . 

Figure 21. (Cont.) 



CSOt 0.5tiiC72+1$856+$857tC33l/fB58ltC76·1fB72+1$856+$857+f833l/$858)tf876) 
ASl: • Gain inJCansuaer Surplus 

"881: ·--
CSJ: -0.5tiC73·$873lt1C77+$877)·(·0.5tiC73·$8731tiC77+S877)JA2/12t$883lt$864+C$83·$8$8l 
A83t 'Incoll 
8831 1000 
C&l: 1000 
A85: 'Chang1 in Nillingn11s ta Pay 
A861 • PraduCir 
886: ·-
C861 +C41+C80 
A87: ' Consuatr 
8871 ·-
C871 +C42+C8l 
A881 • N1t 
8881 ·-
C88t +C86+C87 

Figure 21. (Cont.) 
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+-----------------------------------------------------------------
F 

+------------------------------------------------·---------~--1 Cbrukan> 
2 Ott f1S,U 
3 I Cif f1B>f23lCbranch f17> 
4 Cltt f1B 1 f1B+l) 
S <Calc> 
6 Cif labsCc37•c38-c39J>f22>Cbranch f3} 
7 Cif labs(d37•d38-d39J>f22><branch fll 
s Cif labs<tl7·tlS-tl9J>f22>Cbranch fll 
9 (if labslc76-c77-c78J)f22)Cbranch f3) 

110 (if labs(d76-d77-d7SJ>f22>Cbranch +3> 
11 (if labs(t76-t77-e7B))f22l(branch fl> 
12 
13 
14 
1:5 
16 
17 Cbttp><gttlabtl "Convergence failed, press a key ta cantinut 
18 4 . 

19 
20 
21 
22 0~01 

123 30 

Figure 22. Lotus Macro to Monitor Convergence. 
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+--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
A B c D 

+---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 I :::::a::a:=-====-----====--====----=-=-==-==-
2 I Bast I II 
3 : ---------------------------------------
4 I 
5 I Rict 
6 l 
7 I Supply Elllticitits 
B I Riet 0.100 
9 l CiS SlY I -0.050 

10 • CoffH -0.025 
11 
12 Rural DetiRd Elasticitits 
13 Ritt -o.300 
14 CilliYI 0.032 

' 15 CDfftt o.ooo 
16 Inc: all 1.105 
17 
11 l UrbM DIUII~ E111ticiti11 
19 f Rict -o.200 
201 CiiHYI 0.044 
21 t CoffH o.ooo 
221 Inc011 0.797 
23 ' 
24 sup,ly Catfficitnt• 
~ Constut 166042.500 
26 Rict 34.060 
27 CilliYI -21.464 
28 Caff11 -2.245 
29 
30 Rural Dlliftd Cotfficitnts 
31 · Constut 25206.7:52 

I 32 Rict -90.966 
33 CIS II VI 9.636 
34 CoffH o.ooo 
35 I neon 0.000 
36 
37 Urbm Du111d CotffititntJ 
38 Constut 3m3.833 
39 Rict -38.816 
40 CISJIYI 8.481 
41 CoffH o.ooo 
42 I neon o.ooo 
43 
44 Exagneaus Y~rialtlts 
45 Stt Pradlctr Prict 480.00 NA 
46 Stt Cansuw Pritt 480.00 540.00 
47 Dtsirtd "arktttd Surplus NA 20000.00 
48 Desired Excess Supply NA NA 

I 49 
Figure 23. A More Elaborate Example. 
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I 50 I Effective Prict 
I 51 I Producer 500,00 480.00 550.00 
l 52 I Cansul!r 510.00 480.00 540.00 

53 : 
54 Quantities !1 tans) 
55 Praductian 170300.00 169618.80 172003.ot 
56 Ruril CDIISUIPtiDR 154642.65 154464.13 152003.00 
57 Urb~n Cansuaptian 98980.04 10014-4.51 97815.57 
58 Total Cansu111ti 11ft 253622.69 254609.33 249818.57 
59 K~rttttd Surplus 15657.35 15153.97 20000.00 
60 Realized Excess Supply -83322.69 -84990.53 -77815.57 
61 
62 Rural 
6l Gain fr01 Productial -3058588.00 7706075.00 

f 64 &ain frDI Consutption 3061860.72 -7664889.58 
l 65 Ntt &ain 3272.72 411".42 
166 
I 67 Urban Cansu~~rs 

68 Saia fr08 Consuiptian 2967649,09 -2970706.14 
69 
70 Ntt &aia 2970921.12 -2929520.72 
71 
72 CiiUYI 
13 
74 Supply El11ticiti11 
75 Ritt -o.oso 
76 CiSIIYI 0.180 
n Cafflt -o.oso 
78 
79 Rural D11and Elasticitill 
80 Rice 0.100 
81 CISUYI -o.320 
82 CDfflt o.ooo 
83 Inc:DII 1.105 

I 84 

" Urban D11and Elasticitill 
86 Rice 0.100 
87 Cassava -0.500 
sa. Cofflt 0.000 
89 Inca11 0.626 
90 
91 Supply Catfficitnts 
92 Canst ant 61364.000 
93 Rica -6.670 
94 CIISIYI 30.263 
95 Cafftt -1.759 

I 96 I 
.: 97 Rurll Deund Cctffidtnts 
198 Canstut 5023.412 
19(] Rict 8.736 
1100 CIISiYI -35.234 
1101 Coffee o.ooo 
1102 Inca•• 0.000 
1103 Figure 23. (Cont.) 
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1104 I Urban Dttand Cotfficients 
1105 ~ Constmt 17809.094 
1106 Rict 4.512 
:107 CiSiiYI -22.403 
1108 Caff11 0.000 

·u09 Incoae o.ooo 
:uo 
1111 ExagtntOUI Viriables 
1112 Set Praductr Prict 396.72 396.72 
1113 Stt Cansu11r Prict 513.53 513.53 
1114 Dtsirtd ftarktted Surplus NA NA 
1115 ftsirtd EXCISI Supply NA HA 
1116 
1117 Pricll 
1118 Productr 396.72 396.72 396.72 
1119 Can11111r 513.53 513.53 .513.53 
:120 
1121 luaatities fa tons) 
1122 Production 66700.00 66833.40 66366.50 
1123 Rural CansUJPtian 43681.85 43096.58 45153.02 
1124 Urblft Cansuiptian 23009.17 22873.82 23144.51 
1125 • Total Cansuaptiaa 66691.01 65970.39 68297.54 
1126 "arttt~ Surplus 23018.15 23736.82 21213.41 
1127 Realiztd Excess Supply 8.99 863.01 -1931.04 
1128 
1129 Rural 
1130 &ai a fr01 Production 52922.45 -32306.12 
1131 6ain froa Consuaption o.oo 0.00 
1132 Net &ain 52922.45 -32306.12 
1133 
1134 IJrblft Consu•s 
~~~ &lin fr01 Consuaption o.oo o.oo 
1136 
1137 Ntt &lin 52922.45 -32306.12 
1138 
1139 I Caffee 
l140 I 
1141 I Supply Elasticities 
1142 I Rin -0.050 
1143 • Cassava -o.oso 
1144 Cofftt 0.120 
U45 
1146 Ruril D111nd Elasticities 
1147 Rict 0.000 
1148 CiSUYI o.ooo 
1149 Cofftt 0.000 
1150 Incatt o.ooo 
1151 
1152 Urban D11111d Elasticities 
1153 Ric:t o.ooo 
1154 CIS$iYa o.ooo 
1155 CoffH 0.000 
1156 Incaat o.ooo 
1157 : Figure 23. (Cont.) 
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1158 Supply Coefficients 
1159 Conshnt 9800.000 
1160 Rice -1.000 
1161 CISSiVI -1.260 
1162 Coffee 0.633 
1163 
:164 Rural Dtt&nd Coefficients 
1165 Constat 0.000 
1166 Rice 0.000 
1167 CiS II Vi o.ooo 
:168 Coffee 0.000 
1169 Inca11 o.ooo 
1170 
1171 Urbu Detand Coefficients 
:172 Conshnt 0.000 
1173 Rice 0.000 
l174 Cus.ava 0.000 11, Coffee o.ooo 
:176 Inca1t o;ooo 
1177 
l178 Exag111eaus Yil'i llllts 
1179 Stt.Praducer Price NA 1896.10 1896.10 
1180 Set Consuur Price NA 1900.00 1900.00 
1181 Desired l!larttttd Surplus NA NA 
l182 Desired. Excess Supply NA ItA IIA 
l183 
1184 IH~etivt Price !$ per 1 tanJ 
1185 Producer 1896.10 1896.10 • 1896.10 
1186 Consu•r 1900.00 1900.00 1900.00 
1187 
1188 Duantitits 11 tonsJ 
1189 Producti011 10000.00 10020.00 9~0.00 
1190 Ruril Consu1ptian 0.00 o.oo 0.00 
l1tl Urblft Consuaptian 0.00 o.oo o.oo 
1192 Total Consuaptian o.oo o.oo 0.00 
1193 l!larketld Surplus 10000.00 10020.00 9950.00 
l194 I Realized EXcess Supply 1000.0.00 10020.00 ,,0,00 
1195 
1196 Rural 
1197 Sain fra1 Production 37922.02 -44805.06 
1198 Sain fraa Cansuaptian 0.00 o.oo 
1199 Net &ain . 37922.02 -44805.06 
1200 
1201 Urban Cansuaers 
1202 &ain fr01 Consuaption o.oo o.oo 
1203 
1204 Ntt Sain 37922.02 -44805.06 
1205 
1206 
1207 Rural Incott 359605~00.00 356546412.00 367311075.00 
1208 Urb&n Incott . 739926000.00 739926000.00 739926000.00 
1209 Figure 23. (Cont.) 



:210 I Rural 
1211 I Gain fro• Production 
1212 : 6ain fro• Cansuaptian 
1213 Net 6ain 
1214 
1215 Urban Consu1ers 
1216 &ain fra• Consuaption 
1217 
1218 Net &ain 

-2967743.53 
3061860.72 

94117.19 

2967649.00 

2789232.76 

Figure 23. (Cont.) 

7628963.22 
-7664889.58 

-35926.36 

-2970606.14 

-2475298.47 
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CHAPTER VII 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

ObJtctivn 

The obJtctivt of this thesis was to invtstigatt tht 'simple 

things' in agricultural policy analysis that can bt dent with 1 miniMal 

levtl of mic:rocomputtr txpertist. Thret viewpoints wtrt takent user, 

tool-taker and traintr. The ustr is tht ~nalyst hi1s1lf. His inttrests 

art the microcomputer analysis and informational handling 11thods that 

ht can not only u1e, but understand, build and Maintain. A tool-maker, 

on tht othtr hand, it concerntd with building tools to txtend analysts' 

microcomputing capabilities, without elevating the requirements in 

computtr txptrtist. From a traintr's point of vitw 1 of inttrest is the 

appropriate ingrtditnts of effective training programs on microcomputers 

for policy analysts in developing countries. 

More specifically, the objectives of this thesis were toa 

1. Identify simplt microc:omputtr ttchniquts that art ustful for 

seall agtncies in developing countrits and illustrate how these 

ttchniquts can be used. 

2. In particular, one illustration will be an txttnsion of the 

framtwork of analysis of impacts of government price intervention 

policies using consumer and producer surplus to a multicommcdity 

setting. The extension must strike a balance betwten theoretical 

soundness and simplicity. The target is an implementation suitable for 

123 



a spreadsheet and easily understandable, maintainable, txtendiblt, and 

adaptable. 

3. Identify and discuss tht difficulties and dtsign issues in 

developing software which requires only a minimal amount of computtr 

expertise to operate. 

4. Identify the suitable ingredients of microcomputer training 

programing for policy analysts in developing countries. 

Findings 

Evtn with only a minimal amount of computer expertiat -

tquivaltnt to about intermediate sprtadsheet skills -- agricultural 

analysis in developing countries can be greatly enhanced with 1 

1icroco~puter. Among the many useful things in agricultural policy 

analytil that can be done on microcomputers with only a minimal amount 

of txpertise are data tabulation, lintar programming latrix design, 

financial calculations, and applications in proJect appraisal. 

124 

'Si•plicity', 11 emphasized throughout the dissertation, dots not 

preclude the possibility of elaborate economic modeling. Even tht 

1odtling of simultaneous economic rtlationships, and the computation of 

welfare impacts to consumers and producers in a multi-commodity sttting, 

can be perfor•ed without requiring microcomputer techniques out of reach 

for typical small agencies. 

Simplicity to the user is the result of thoughtful tool making. 

Simple tools require clever designs and are usually technically 

demanding to build. The microcomputer programmer usually must work 

harder than a mainframe programmer to deliver a program with which his 

users can be com~ortable. 
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Properly conducted short-term microcomputer training can be a cost 

and time effective way for analysts to overcome learning stumbling 

blocks. Training programs should aim for providing practical skills 

which can immediately be applied to each analyst's everyday analysis 

work; and also stir curiosities, provide background, and build 

confidence for further self-guided learning on microcomputers. 

Limitations and Needs for Further Research 

This study is not a scientific survey on microcomputer methods for 

agricultural policy analysts in developing countries. The microcoaputer 

methods discussed art by no means txhaustive. Data used in some models 

are hypothttical, aiming for illustration only. The calculation of 

wtlfare impacts with consumer surplus and producer surplus falls short 

of a complete accounting of costs and benefits to society as a whole. 

Only impacts to consumers and producers are accounted for, Further 

research is nttdtd to devise 1 uniform and generally applicable mtthod 

for computing government costs of agricultural price policies. 

In a fitld which is only at most five years old, this thesis must 

draw conclusions from limited experiences. The discussion on short-ttrm 

training presented an approach which was proven effective by actual 

applications, but other approaches may be effective as well. The tool 

making effort described in chapter 5 is modest compared to what is 

possible on a micro. Much research is needed on the overall question of 

how microcomputers can be made more useful for agricultural policy 

analysts in developing countries. 



Use of Microcomputer in Agricultural Policy Analysis 

in Developing Countries: Concluding Notes 
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At present, the technology of microcomputers is undergoing a very 

rapid evolution. Hardware is changing fast, and software is changing 

faster. Nevertheless, several stable trends are emerging both in terms 

of software packages and hardware, and the way software is being applied 

to agricultural policy analysis in developing countries. 

In terms of hardware, most agencies seem to have settled on the 

IBM PC or compatible machines. Although more powerful machines are 

already in the market or just around the corner, future machines used by 

most agencies would at least be downward compatible with the IBM PC. 

The most popular software package used are spreadsheet softwart, 

in particular Lotus 1-2-3. The thesis demonstrated the type of analysis 

that can be done with a spreadsheet and their limitations. In the 

future, more softwart will liktly be spreadshtet-like or spreadshett

based. 

Tools developed for policy analysis by tool-makers in universities 

or advanced agencies should probably use spreadsheet as a base. If not 

all the analysis can be performed within the limitations of a 

spreadsheet, then combine a "black-box" with the spreadsheet as 1 

lin~age to the outside world. This methodology is illustrated by 

Musah86, whtre the black box is the LP solution algorithm. A listing of 

Musah86 is provided in Appendix A showing in detiil how this c1n b• 

done. Whichever methodology is used, user-friendliness and easy of 

operation should be the prime consideration in the development of tools 

for policy analysis. 
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I will close this thesis with an optimistic note from professor R. 

D. Norton <Li and Norton 1985ll 

As a profession, we are reaching the stage where time and 
expertise nttdld for good policy analysis no long1r art 
bottltntcks. Th1 most important bottleneck now il an inhtrtnt and 
timtltss one: our ability to conctptualize a problem in the most 
ustful framework, and to conctivt of possible solutions. Machines 
have evolved sufficiently that we once again art face to fact with 
human possibilities and limitations, which is a very appropriate 
state of affairs. <p. 9> 
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*** 8USAH86.PAS *** 1213111986 23:01 

1 (fk-,V-,R-,C+> 
2 
3 
4 
3 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
13 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
23 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
33 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 

<·······=·····································=······························· l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

"usah86 v2,0 
by Elton Li 

+----------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
pragraa "usah861 

canst 
SI&NITURE = 

'Copyright 1985. Elton Li, Dtpt Ag Ecan, Okla St Univ'; 

CanLiait • 2551 { "•• I af constraints } 
RealVarLiait • 255; < "•• I of nan-slack/artifical vars. > 
YarLiait • 7701 { "•• t of variablts > 
Talerence = 1.0E-10; < Haw stall tust a nutber be to be 0 } 
"inusTaltrenct • -1.0E·10; < Ntgativt of talerence > 
Spact = · '• < One space } 
NullString • "; 1 {Nullstring > 
BigM = 1.0E+09; < Big M used far artifical var cost } 
MinusBi9" • ·1,0E+09; { Ntgativt of BigM > 
BufferL11it = 128; < Length af I/0 buffer > 
criticalError: baoltan • falstJ < Has critical i/O error occurred? > 

typt 
YarRangt = l .• YarliaitJ 
VarRangtl • O •• VarLiait; 
ConRangt • 1 •• ConliaitJ 
CanRangel • O,,ConlititJ 
RtalVarRangt • 1 •• RtalYarL11itJ 
RealYarRangel• O •• RealVarLiait; 
SString • string£30lt 
LString • string£2S5Jr 
"•trixCol • array£CanRangel OF nal J 
"atrix • array[YarRangel OF A"atrixcalJ 
YarPtrs • arnyCYarRangtl OF intlgtq 
CanPtrs • array£ConRangel OF integtrJ 
TabltauRow • array[YarRingtJ OF realJ 
TableauCal • array£CanRangtl OF real; 

var 
reallength: integer; < 6 bytes far turbo, 8 far turbo w 8087 } 
infiltl FILE; ( input Lotus wkt f1l1 } 
outFilt: FILEt { output lotus wU filt > 
inFileNattl SStr1ng; { Nate of input latus filt } 
outFileNaae: SString; < Naae of output lotus filt } 
basi sNa: CanPtrst < Nuaber basis > 
cast: TabltauRaw; < Cost vtc:tar } 
Rt TableauCol; < ri9ht hand sidt of tabltau > 
rhs: TableauCol; { or1ginal right hand sidt of tableau > 
At "atrix, { A tatrix of tablttu } 
na8087: boolean; { Trut if 8087 version is NOT ustd > 
outputErrort baoltinf < Trut if output error hid accured > 
inputErrar: boolean; < True if input error had acc:ured > 
tndOfNkst baaltan1 < Trut if tnd of warkshttt whilt input > 
taxiaize: boolean; { True if problea is taxitize1 false if tin} 
obJLtvelt rtilf ( Yalut of tht objective function > 
probNatet SStr1ng1 ( Nate of the problet > 
abiNitet SString; ( Nil! of tht objectivt function } 
rhsNaaet SString; ( Naae of the right hind sidt > 
objectivtt SStringt < Char string holding MiXitizt or "iniaize } 
nuaRealAc:t: RtalVarRanga1;< I rtal (not slack or artifical) act. } 
nuaNanArtVart YarRangel; { I non·irtifical variablts } 
nuaAct: YarRangtl; < Total I of activities > 
nuaCan: CanRingel; C Totil I of constraints ) 
nutltssThan: ConRangel; < I of less than constraints > 
nu1ArtY1r1 ConRangtll { I of artificil variiblts } 
nuaEqual: ConRangel; { I of equality constraints > 
nuaGreaterThan1 CanRinge1; < I of grtattr than constraints > 
wksColl integtr; { I of Cols in the input sprtadsheet } 
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71 
72 
73 
74 
7~ 
76 
77 
78 
79 
so 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 

100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
10~ 
106 
107 
108 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
118 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
126 
127 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
13:! 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 

wksRow: integer; < I of Rows in the input spreadsheet 
z: TableauRow; { Reduced cost !Zj) row 
shadow: TableauRow; ( Shadow price (Cj-Zjl row 
basis: YarPtrs; < Array indicating order of basis 
bCount: integtr; ( Count for basis 
offset: integer; { offstt used in outputing tableau 
ioErrorCodet inttger; ( I/O trror code 
another: char; { Y or N answer for wanting another tab. 
actN1111 ( Array of activity na111 

arrayCVarRangel OF SString; 
conTyp11 ( Array of constranit types L, 6, E 

} 
} 
) 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 
} 

} 
arrayCConRangtl OF SString; 

finalRowa ( Index array to order row in final tab. > 
arrayCConRangel OF integerJ 

finalCol: ( Ind11 arr~y to ordtr col in final tab. > 
arrayCRtalVarRangel OF integerJ 

buffer1 { /0 buffer } 
arrar£1 •• 1283 OF byte; 

outPut ndex1 byteJ ( Output buffer index > 
inputindtxt brte; < Input bufftr index > 
h1apPtr1 A nteger; < Heap ptr for dynatic 1anagaent of A aat. > 

intRICI · 
rtcord 

case boolean OF 

end; 

truet (bite: arrayC1 •• 2J OF bytel; 
falttt (intt integtrl 

floatRtcl 
record 

cille boolean OF 

tnd; 

trutt lbite1 arrar£1,,8] OF byte! 1 
falstr (float: rea l 

(••••· .. ······ ............................................................. . 
I 
I "iscelltneous Slobal Procedures 
I 
+·-------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
function ToUpper!strg1 LStringll LString; 

( 
Converts strg frot lower case to upper case if necessary 
} 
var 

i 1 inttgtrl 
TeapStrgl String; 

begin 
TeapStrg 1 a "• 
for i:•l to·lehgth!strgl do 

TeapStrg :• TeapStrg + UpCase(Copy(strg 1i 11lJ; 
ToUpRer 1• TetpStrg 

end ( ToUpptr >1 
function Belli char; 

{ 
Product a 'pleasant• bell tone. 
} 
proctdurt Ring!soundTiae,soundDtlayl integtr>; 

btgin 
Sound(soundTiatJ; 
Delay(soundDtlayl; 
NaSound 

end ( Ring >1 

begin { Bell } 
Ring!660,15l; 
Ring mo, 90l; 
Ring 1165, 1l; 
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143 
144 
145 
146 
147 
148 
149 
150 
151 
152 
153 
154 
155 
156 
157 
158 
159 
160 
161 
162 
163 
164 
165 
166 
167 
168 
169 
170 
171 
172 
173 
174 
175 
176 
177 
178 
179 
180 
181 
182 
183 
184 
185 
186 
187 
188 
189 
190 
191 
192 
193 
194 
195 
196 
197 
198 
199 
200 
201 
202 
203 
204 
205 
206 
207 
208 
209 
210 
211 
212 
213 
214 

Ringi330,901J 
Ringl660115l; 
Ring U76v, 1) 1 
Bell :• SOact 

tnd { Bell >1 
procedure FatalErrorlltessagel LStringiJ 

begin 
ClrScrJ 
Write!Kesugel J 
Halt 191 

endJ 
procedure StoreAii,ja integer; nu11 real>; 

( . 

Store nut into (i,jlth eletent of A latrix. In order to averco1e the 64K 
litit of Turbo Pascal 1 the A 11trix is allocated on the heap. The (i,Jith 
tltttnt of A is 1\[j]ALil. Thus A is an array of pointers to an array of 
real. Thus each elttent of ACjl paints to a raw of the tatrix. The whole 
cal is allocated when the first tletent is stared. 
} 
var 

KetaryAvailablea rttll 
btgin 

lf ACJJ • nil thtn 
begin 

fttiOryAvailable a• KaxAvail; 
if lteaaryAvailable < 0 then 

ltetaryAvailable 1• ltttoryAvailable + 65536.0J 
ltetoryAYiilablt :• ltaaryAnilible 1 16; 
if rtalLengthtnuiCon >• ltttaryAvailablt then 

FatalErrarf'lnsufficient 1e1ary far tableau, pragrat tertinated!'IJ 
SetltttiA[jJ,rtalLengthtnutCanlt 
FillChar!A[jJA(1l,realLengthtnuaCan,fOOI 

endt 
A£Jl"£i J :• nut 

end ( Start!\ >1 

procedure DFnttlbrightl booleaniJ 
{ 
Paint Scnen 
} 
var il inttgtrJ 
begin 

LawYidtaJ 
SataXYI1 711; Writei'(C} 19851 Dept Agricultural Ecanatics, 'II 
Writei'OKlibata Statt Univ. ~tillwattr, OK, USA. ')J 
HighYideat 
SotaXYU,21; for i:•l to 80 do Write('a')J 
SotoXYI1121l; for i:•1 to BOdo Writel'·'l; 
if bright then HiqhYidto else LowYidtDJ 
6atoXYl05,04); Wr1tei'Proble1 Hate •••••••• 'l; 
6atoXY(05,0S) 1 Write( 'Objective ........... ') 1 
6otaXY(05,06>1 Writei'Dbjective Nate •••••• 'I; 
6ataXV(05,071; Nritti'Rhs Natt •••••••••••• 'I; 
6otaXV(05,09); Writei'Total Colutns ••••••• 'l; 
6ataXYI05110)J Nritel' RtaJ. ............. 'II 
6otaXYI05,11>; Write!' Slack ••••••••••••• 'l; 
SotoXY1051l2>1 Nritt(' Artificial ........ 'II 
SotaXYI05,13>; Nritei'Total Constraints ••• ')J 
6atoXYI05,W; Nritel' L111 Than ......... 'II 
SotoXYI05,13>; Write!' Greater Than •••••• 'l; 
SotaXY 105,161 J Nritt I' Equality ......... , 'll 
SotoXY 105,1811 Nri tel' Input File ......... ,' I; 
SataXYI05,19)1 Nritti'Output File ......... 'l; 
if bright then LawYideo else HighYideo; 
6atoXYI45,04)1 Writt('lhratian ........... ')J 
6otoXYf45,05>; Nrite('Solutian •••••••••••• 'l; 
SataXYI451061; Writti'Activity In,,,,,,,,,'l; 
6otoXYI45107>; Wrihl 'Activity Out ........ 'I; 
SataXYI45,0SI; Writei'Objectivt Y1lue,,,,, '!; 
HighYideo 
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21, 
216 
217 
218 
219 
220 
221 
222 
223 
224 
225 
226 
227 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
235 
236 
237 
238 
239 
240 
241 
242 
243 
244 
245 
246 
247 
248 
249 
250 
251 
252 
253 
254 
255 
256 
257 
258 
259 
260 
261 
262 
263 
264 
265 
266 
267 
268 
269 
270 
271 
272 
273 
274 
275 
276 
277 
278 
279 
280 
281 
282 
283 
284 
285 
286 

end ( DFra11 >; 
function FileNattlfNattl SString)l SStringJ 

( 
Strip spattl and exttnsion off fN111 and apptnd wkl 11 txtension 
} 
vtr 

i: integer; 
quit1 booltan; 
strgr SString; 
ch1 char; 

proctdurt Jnitializtt 
begin 

i •• 01 
strg r• ''J 
quit 1• fa 111 
fna1e :• fn111 + Space 

tnd < Initializt }I 

proctdurt SetFiJtNittChart 
begin 

1 1• IUCr: li) I 
ch 1• co~y(fnltt,i,lll 
if r:h. 1 1 I thtn 

quit r• true 
tllt if t:h () SpiCI thtn 

strg 1• strg + ch; 
if i >• ltn,tfi(fnatt) then quit 1• trut 

. end ( BttFi tNattChar }J 

begin { FiltNIII } 
InitilliZIJ 
while not quit do SetFiJeNateCh•r; 
FiltNatt 1• strg 

tnd ( FiltNIII }J 

procedure CJeanNindow; 
( 
Cle1r ussage artl of scrttn. 
) 
bqin 

BataXYI1,23)J ClrEolt 
SataXYI1,22); ClrEoJ 

tnd ( CltanWindow >1 

pror:tdurt HandltiOErrort 
( 
Insttad of Jtttinq dol handlt the critical io trrar IDOS 2,K), set 1 
~lobal flag and handle the error in tht progra1 insteld. 

begin 
1nlinel t5D/ ( POP BP 1 pop twice ta by~111 turbo ) 

$5D/ C PDP BP ; procedure inttrfact ! } 
$F8) 1 ( STI ) 

criticalError :• true; C Signal critical i/o err had occur!d } 
inlinel $58/ ( POP AX i CS1IP and Fl1g of Int 24H caller } 

$58/ ( POP AX J so that IRET will be to original } 
$~8/ { PDP AX 1 int 21H nlltr } 
$58/ C POP AX ; restore original int 21H i 
$58/ C POP BX 1 caller's regi1ter1 > 
$59/ C POP CX ) 
$SA/ ( PDP DX } 
$~£/ { POP SI ) 
$5F/ ( POP Dl } 
$5D/ ( POP BP > 
$1F/ C POP DS i 
$07/ ( POP ES } 
$80/tFF/ C MDV AL,FF i 
$CF) • C IRET l 

end { HandleiDError }J 
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287 
288 
289 
290 
291 
292 
293 
294 
295 
296 
297 
298 
299 
300 
301 
302 
303 
304 
305 
306 
307 
308 
309 
310 
3H 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
319 
320 
321 
322 
323 
324 
325 
326 
327 
328 
329 
330 
331 
332 
333 
334 
335 
336 
337 
338 
339 
340 
341 
342 
343 
344 
345 
346 
347 
348 
349 
350 
351 
352 
353 
354 
355 
356 
357 
358 

proctdurt SttlnttrruptVtctarJ 
( 
Point DDS inttrrupt vector far INT 24H to ay awn error handltr routine 
) 
typt 

regPack • record 
ax,bx,cx,dx,bp1di 1si,d11tt1flagsa inttger 

end; 
var 

recPack: regPack; 
btgin 

with rtePad do 
btgin 

ax :• $2524; ds 1• CStg; dx 1• DfsiHandltiOErrarl; 
tiDOI(rtcPack) 

tnd 
tnd ( SttinttrruptYtctor }J 

proctdurt SttSpace; 
{ 
Nait far user to press 1p1ct bar 
} 
var ch1 chtrJ 
begin 

rtptat 
Nrittlbtll,chr!SII; 
rtldiKBD,c~l 

until ch•Space 
end < SttSpact >r 

practdurt InitialiZtJ 
( 
Progr11 ltvt1 initialization. 
} 
VIr 

i,Ja inttgtrJ 
btglft 

ClrScr; DFrattltrutlt 6otaXYI1,221; Nritei'Ont "otent Pltase ••• 'IJ 
far j 1• 1 ta YarLitat do 

btgin 
actNatt£Jl a• '?'; 
cast[jJ :• 0. 0 

tndJ 
for i :• 1 ta CanLitit do 

btgin 
conType[iJ 1• 'L'; 
RCil 1• 0.0; 
rhsCil ,. o.o; 
A£il r• nil 

tnd; 
probNatt r• 'PrabNatt?'; 
objNatt :• 'ObjNatt?'; 
rh1N111 :• 'RhsNatt?'; 
~~!rt;~~th ;: ~~:~~,~~:~i,, 
na8087 a• lrta1Length•61; 
autputindtx 1• 0; 
in@.utlndtx ::a 128; 
iaErrorCodt 1• OJ 
outPutErrar a• falstJ 
nutArtYar :• 0; 
nuiEqual 1 • 01 
nutlrtattrThan :• 0; 
nutltssThan :• 0; 
inFiltNatt 1• "; 
outFiltNitl := ''; 
aff11t •• or 

tnd C Initialize }; 

procedure CoaputeShadoMPrices; 
( -

Cotputt Zj and Zj·Cj row1 
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359 
360 
361 
362 
363 
364 
365 
366 
367 
368 
369 
370 
371 
372 
373 
374 
375 
376 
377 
378 
379 
380 
381 
382 
383 
384 
385 
386 
387 
388 
389 
390 
391 
392 
393 
394 
395 
396 
397 
398 
399 
400 
401 
402 
403 
404 
405 
406 
407 
408 
409 
410 
411 
412 
413 
414 
415 
416 
417 
418 
419 
420 
421 
422 
423 
424 
425 
426 
427 
428 
429 
430 

} 
v1r 

i, j: integer; 
1u1: real; 

btgin 
for j := 1 to nuiAct do 

if bitis(jJ • 0 then 
begin 

su1 :• o.o; 
for i :• 1 to nu1Con do 

su1 :• lUI + A[jJA[iJ • costEbasisNo[illJ 
z[j] :• su1; 
shadow[jJ t• 1u1 - cost[Jl 

end 
I hi 

begin 
z[JJ 1• cast[jl; 
shadow[j] := 0.0 

tnd 
tnd { ColputeShadowPrices >1 

procedure DFriltlJ 
{ 
Put on tht scr11n infor1ation prior to ittration. 
) 
begin 

SatoXY!2S104)J Nritt!probNIItll 
GatoXYI25,05l; Nrittlabjectivel; 
SotoXYI2S106lJ NrittlobjNIIIlJ 
GatoXY!25107l; Nrite!rhsNaii)J 
SotoXYI25109l; Nritt!nutActll 
GotaXY 125, 10); llri te lnutRtilActl; 
GotaXY 125111) 1 Nri tt!nutLtnThan+nu1Gr11tlrThan l 1 
GotoXYI25,12l; NritelnutArtVIrl; 
GataXY!25,13lJ Nrittlnu1Canl; . 
GotoXY!25,14l; NritelnutLessThinl;. 
GotoXYI2511Sl; Nrite!nuiGreattrThinlt 
GotoXY!25,16l; NrittlnutEguall; 
SotoXYI25,18l; Nrite!inFiltNattlJ 
GotoXYI25,19)J Nritt!outFileNatel; 
HighVidto 

end I DFratt1 >; 

<··············· .. ·················· .. ·····································• I 
I 

I Co11on utilities for inputing and sttting up hbltau 
I 
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------> 
function 6tt8yt11 byttJ 

{ 
Rtad in a byte frat latus wk1 filt 
} 
var bit11 byt11 

proctdure HandleCriticalError; 
{ 
Overridt dos' handling of drive not ready 
} 
begin 

Cle1nNindow; Nritei'Disk Drivt is not re1dy ••• 
'hit <space> key to continue ••• 'l; 

SetSpacet 
criticalError :• falstJ 
EndOfNks := true; 
inputError :• true 

end { HandleCriticalError >; 

procedure HandleiOError; 
( 
Handle •non-critical" Input Error 
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431 
432 
433 
434 
435 
436 
437 
438 
439 
440 
441 
442 
443 
444 
445 
446 
447 
448 
449 
450 
451 
452 
453 
454 
455 
456 
457 
458 
459 
460 
461 
462 
463 
464 
465 
466 
467 
468 
469 
470 
471 
472 
473 
474 
475 
476 
477 
478 
479 
480 
481 
482 
483 
484 
485 
486 
487 
488 
489 
490 
491 
492 
493 
494 
495 
496 
497 
498 
499 
500 
501 
502 

} 

begin 
1n~utError := true; 
EnaOfNks := true; 
CleanNinaow1 Nrite('lnput error, hit <space> key to continue ••• '); 
Set Space 

end ( HandltiDError }; 

begin < GttBytt > 
1f not inputError then 

be~ in 
if bufftr txhaused rtad in another, otherwise return ntxt bytt 
in buffer. 
} 
if inputlndex = BufftrLitit then 

be9in 
1nputindex := 1; 
{$1·> blockrtad(inFile1buffer,ll; ($1+} 
ioErrorCode := IOResult; 
if criticalError then 

HandleCriticalError 
elst if ioErrorCode <> 0 then 

HandleiOError 
end 

else 
inputlndex := succ(inputlndexl; 

6etBytt := buffer£inputlndexl 
end 

end { 6etByte } ; 

function 6etint: integer; 
{ 
Get an inttger fro• lotus wkl file by calling GetByte twice 
} 

begin 
lntRtc.bittCll t• SetByttl 
intRec.bite£21:= 6etsyte; 
Sttlnt :• intRtc.int 

end { Be tint } ; 

function SttFloat: real; 
( 
Stt an rtal nutbtr fro• lotus tableau, rtsolve itcapatibility if 
n!CI!!Siry, 
} 
v1r i: integer; 
begin 

for i :• 1 to 8 do FloltRtc.biteriJ :• 6ttByte; 
{ 
If non 9087 version, then tust convert 6 byte real nutber 
representation to tne IEEE fortat required by Lotus. 
) 
if no8087 then 

inlinef 
fBl/$05/ { KOV 
$85/fOO/ { KOV 
$BE/$06/$00/ { KOV 
$88/$84/floatrec/ { KOV 
fD2/$EO/ ( SHL 
$73/$02/ \ JAE 

CL,5 } 
CH,O l 
SI 6 } 
AX~FRESIJ } 
AX 2,1 } 
PO::; } 

$85/$80/ { KOV 
$D3/$E8/ ( POS1 SHR 
$30/$00/$00/ { C~P 
$75/$13/ { JNZ 

CH, 128 } 
AX, CL l 
AX 0 } 
NOTzERO } 

$A3/floatrec/ { KOV 
fBF/$02/$00/ ( KOV 
$89/$85/floatrec/ { KOV 
fBF/$04/$00/ \ MOV 
$89/$85/floatrec/ { MOV 
fEB/$48/ ( JKP 

FR,AX l 
DI 2 } 
FR:Ax } 
DI 4 } 
FR;,Ax } 
DOrcE l 

$2D/$7E/$03/ { NOTZERO: SUB AX,894 } 
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-----

503 
504 
505 
506 
507 
508 
509 
510 
511 
512 
513 
514 
515 
516 
517 
518 
519 
520 
521 
522 
523 
524 
525 
526 
527 
528 
529 
530 
531 
532 
533 
534 
535 
536 
537 
538 
539 
540 
541 
542 
543 
544 
545 
546 
547 
548 
549 
550 
551 
552 
553 
554 
555 
556 
557 
558 
559 
560 
561 
562 
563 
564 
565 
566 
567 
568 
569 
570 
571 
572 
573 
574 

tA21fl aatrec/ 
fBF/$01/$00/ C 
$88/$85/floatrec/ C 
$03/fEB/ < 
$88/$85/floatrec/ C 
tBF/$02/$00/ { 
$88/$85/floatrec/ C 
$03/$£8/ ( 
$88/$85/floatrec/ ( 
tBF/$03/$00/ { 
$88/$85/floatrec/ C 
$D3/$ES/ { 
$88/$85/flaatrec/ C 
fBF/$04/$00/ { 
$88/$85/floatrec/ < 
$D3/tE8/ C 
$88/$85/flaatrtc/ C 
tBF/$05/$00/ ( 
$88/$85/floatrtc/ C 
tD3/$E8/ C 
$24/$7F/ { 
$0A/$C5/ { 
$88/$85/floatrtc)J{ 

( DONE: 
SetFloat :• FloatRec.float 

end { Setfloat >; 

HOV FR,AL > 
HOY DI 1 } 
HOY AX:FR£DIJ > 
SHR AX CL } 
"OY FRlDJl,AL } 
"OY DI 2 } 
"OY AX:FRCDIJ > 
SHR AX CL > 
"DY FRlDIJ,AL > 
"DY DI 3 } 
"OY AX!FR£Dil } 
SHR AX CL > 
HOY FRlDIJ,AL > 
"OY DI 4 > 
HOV AX:FRlDIJ > 
SHR AX CL > 
HOY FRfDIJ,AL } 
HOY DI 5 > 
HOY AX!FR£DIJ l 
SHR AX,CL } 
AND AL 1127 l 
OR AL CH > 
HOY FRfDJl,AL } 

} 

, .......................................................................... . 
l 
l Input and build initial Lp tableau fro• Lotus worksheet file 
I 
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
procedurt Sttupinput; 

( 
This procedure opens the lotus file and checks whether its header is a 
valid lotus header. ) . 

procedurt &ttinfiltNaltJ 
begin ( SetinfileNalt } 

re!)llt 
&otoXYI25,18)J ClrEol; 
CleanNindowr Nritti'Pltllt specify tht n111 of the input file-->' 1btll>; 
readlnlinFileNale); inFileNa1e := FileNalelinFileNale); 
SotoXYf25118)• NrittlinFileNale)t 
CleanNindow; Writei'Reading ',inFileNalt1 ',,, ') 

until inFiltNIII () NullString 
end < &etinfileNalt >; 

procedure HandleCriticalError; 
( 
Handlt critical optn error. 
} 
begin 

CleanWindowJ Nritti'Disk Drivt is not rtady, 
'hit <space> key to continue •• ,'); 

&etSpactl criticalError 1• false 
tnd ( Hand eCriticalError >; 

procedure HandleiOErrorr 
( 
Handle non critical open error. 
} 
begin 

CltanNindowl Nritti'Error ' 1io£rrorCodt 1 '1 
'Cannot f1nd file ' 1inFileNa111 
·,hit <spact> kty to continut, •• ')I 

Set Space 
tnd ( HandleJOError >r 
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575 
576 
577 
578 
579 
580 
581 
582 
583 
584 
585 
586 
587 
588 
589 
590 
591 
592 
593 
594 
595 
596 
597 
598 
599 
600 
601 
602 
603 
604 
605 
606 
607 
608 
609 
610 
611 
612 
613 
614 
615 
616 
617 
618 
619 
620 
621 
622 
623 
624 
625 
626 
627 
628 
629 
630 
631 
632 
633 
634 
635 
636 
637 
638 
639 
640 
641 
642 
643 
644 
645 
646 

proctdurt NotLotusJ 
{ 
Display trror if not 1 valid lotus filt. 
} 
btgin 

1nputError :• truer 
CleanNindow1 NritelinFileNaae,' is not 1 Lotus 1-2-3 worksheet file, 

'hit any key to continue' ,belli; 6etSpact 
end { NotLotu1 >; 

begin 
reptat 

lnputlndtx 1• BufftrLiaitJ 
SetinfileNaae; 
Aslignfinfilt,inFiltN&tt+'.NK1 ')J 
Cti-J resetCinfile>; {fl+) 
ioErrarCodt :• IDrtsult; 
inputError :• fioErrorCode <> Ol or criticalErrar; 
if criticalError thtn 

HandleCriticalError 
tllt if inputError then 

HandliiiOErrort 
if not inputError then 

if ((gttlnt<>Ol or (getint<>2l or lgetByte<>6l or (get8yte<>4ll then 
Notlotus 

until not inputError 
end ( Sttuplnput >; 

proctdurt ReadTabltiUI 
{ 
Input LP tableau frat Lotus filt 
> 
VIr 

i1 integert 
bittl byttJ 
rtcTypt: integtr; 
rtcFortlh bytt; 
rtcLengthl integtrJ 
fro1Row1 inttgtrJ 
froaColJ integtr; 
toRawr inttgtrJ 
toCol: integerJ 
row, call inttgtrl 

proctdurt trrarlnolintegerl; 
{ 
Rtport trror in tabltau 
} 
begin 

Cleanlfindowr 
NriteLn('error at row1 ',raw,·, colu1n1 ' 1col 1 

Space,recTypt,Space recFortatlp 
Nritt(' Hit (spact> to cantinut ••• ' 1btlll; SttSpitt 

tnd < trror >; 

function StoreHutbtr!int: booleanl: boolean1 
{ 
Store a real nuaber into the tabltau, return false if disk error. 
) 
VIr 

nu11 rul; 
btgin 

stortHuabtr 1• true1 
if not inputError then 

be9in 
1f int then nut := getlnt tlst nut :• getFloat; 
if leal > 31 1nd !raw > 21 thtn C Eltttnt of AiJ > 

StonAirow - 2 col - 3,nua) · 
tlst if leal > 3} and lraw • 21 thtn C Eltaent of CJ > 

casttcol - 31 :• nut 
elst if !col • 31 and !raw > 21 thtn ( Eltttnt af RHS > 

begin 
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647 
648 
649 
650 
651 
652 
653 
654 
655 
656 
657 
658 
659 
660 
661 
662 
663 
664 
i165 
666 
667 
668 
669 
670 
671 
672 
673 
674 
675 
676 
677 
678 
679 
680 
681 
682 
683 
684 
685 
686 
687 
688 
689 
690 
691 
692 
693 
694 
695 
696 
697 
698 
699 
700 
701 
702 
703 
704 
705 
706 
707 
708 
709 
710 
711 
712 
713 
714 
715 
716 
717 
718 

R£row - 2] 1• nUll 
rhs£row-2l := nut 

end 
else StoreNuaber :• false 

end 
tnd ( StoreNuaber >1 

function StoreStringl booltan; 
( 
Start a string into the tableau, return false if disk error 
) 
var 

strgr SStrinqJ 
i: integer; 
bi ttr byter 
ch: chart 

begin ( StortString ) 
strg r= NullStringJ 
bitt r• SttBytt; 
if inputError then 

StartString t• trut 
tllt 

btotn 
for i r• 1 to rtcLength - 7 do 

btgin 
ch r• chriSttSyttll 
if ch <> Spact then strg 1• atrg + ch 

end; 
biter• 8tt8yttJ 
if lrow <• wksRowl and !col <• wksColl then 

b19i11 
1f row • 1 thtn 

cut cal OF 
lr probNaat :• strg; { ctll A1 is probltl natt } 
21 objtctivt 1• strg1 ( cell 81 is tin or tax ) 
3: rhsNaat :• strg1 ( cell C1 is RHS nate } 
1111 actNaaeCcal-31 r• strg ( Rest af Raw1 is act naat ) 

end 
tilt if !row • 21 and !col • 1) then 

obJNatt 1• strg [ ctll 81 is obj 11111 } 
tllt if col • 1 thtn ( rest af cal is con. nate ) 

actNatt[nutRealAct + row - 2 l r• strg 
1111 if leal • 21 and lrow <> 2) then 

conTypt£row - 2l :• strg; ( col B is constrant type } 
startString :• trut 

end 
!hi 

storeString :• false 
tnd 

end < storeString >; 
begin 

EndOfWks 1• flllll 
repeat 

rtcTypt •• 8etint1 
rtcLtngth r• 6ttint1 
Cllt RtcTypt OF 

11 EndDfllks :• true, ( End whheet aarktr found > 
6J 

bqi n ( Range record il type 6 > 
fraaCol •• ;ttint1 C Set upper left caaainatt } 
frotRow := getlnt; ( of worksheet > 
toCol t• getint1 { Set lower right coodinatt } 
toRow 1• gttlnt; ( of worksheet } 
wksCol 1• toCol - froaCol + 11 { Nuabtr of colt in wkshttt } 
wksRow 1• toRow - froaRow + 11 ( Nulber of rowt in wkshtet } 
nuaRealAct 1• wksCol - 3p C I rtal acts. in LP tabltau > 
nutCon 1• wksRow -2• ( I constraints in LP tab. > 
IIUIACt 1• RUIRealAc~ + RUICOIII ( Total nulber of activities } 
if nutRealAct > realYarliait then 

FatalErrori'Too aany colu1n1 in tabltau, prograa terainattd!'lp 
if nutCon > conLiait then 
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719 
720 
721 
722 
723 
724 
72~ 
726 
727 
728 
729 
730 
731 
732 
733 
734 
735 
736 
737 
738 
739 
740 
741 
742 
743 
744 
745 
746 
747 
748 
749 
750 
751 
752 
753 
7~4 
75~ 
756 
757 
758 
759 
760 
761 
762 
763 
764 
765 
766 
767 
768 
769 
770 
771 
772 
773 
774 
775 
776 
777 
778 
779 
780 
781 
782 
783 
784 
785 
786 
787 
788 
789 
790 

FatalErrori'Toa 11ny raws in tabltau1 pragraa terainattd!'l; 
endJ C betare adding artificals > 

13,14t . c Integer or Ruls are trptt > 
begin C 13 and 14 respective y } 

recFaraat 1• BetByttJ C Skip record foraat > 
col 1• Srtlnt + 11 C Coluan coordinate > 
row 1• Setlnt + 1J C Row coardinatt > 
if not storeNuabtrlrecType = 131{ Store nuabtr ' signal error > 

then trroriOI C if location not supposed > 
endJ { to have nuaber } 

151 
btgin 

recForaat t• &etByttJ 
col 1• Setlnt + 1; 
row 1• Setlnt + 1; 

C Char String• is type 15 > 
C Ignore record foraat > 
C Set coluan coordinate > 
C Stt row coordinate } 

if nat stareString 
then trroriOI 

tndJ 
161 

C Signal error if location not > 
< supposed to have string > 

btgin { Fonula is typt 16 > 
rtcForaat r• SttByttJ C Ignort rtcara foraat > 
col :• Setlnt + 11 C Stt calutn coordinate > 
row r• Sttlnt + 11 C Set row coordinate } 
if not stortNuabtrlfalsel C Signal error if location not > 

thtn trroriOIJ C tuppottd to have nuabtr ) 
for i :• 1 to rtclength - 13 do C Nt just need the valut of } 

bite t• gttBytt C the foraula and not the > 
endJ C foraula itself, sa skip it > 

1111 
for i 1• 1 to reclength do < Don't need any other types > 

bitt 1• gttByte C of rtcord, so skip it > 
end C cast > 

unti 1 EndOfWkl 
end C ReadTabltau >1 

proctdure SttuplpTabltau; 
( 
Setup the internal LP tableau afttr rtading in fro• lotus 
} 
var 

strg1 SStringr 
i,ja integer; 

proctdurt SrtattrThan; 
( 
Handlt SreattrThan or equal to constraints 
) 
btgin 

nuaArtYar 1• tucclnuaArtYarlJ 
nuaSreaterThan t= succlnuaSrtattrThaniJ 
conTyptCil 1• '6'1 
StoreAii,nuaRealAct + i,-1.01• C Slack variablt > 
StortAiiinutAct + nua9reattrT~an,1.01J C Artifical variable > 
cost[nuaKealAct + il 1• O.OJ C Cost for slack } 
if aaxiaizt then C Cost for arti fica! > 

cost[nutAct + nutSreaterThanl := "inusBig" 
till 

cost[nuaAct + nutSreattrThanl := Big"' 
actNattCnuaAct + nuaSreaterThanJ 1• 'ARTIFICAL'I 
bCount 1::1 succlbCountl• ( Set up basis } 
batisNo[bCountJ 1• nuaAct + nua&reatarThanJ 
basis[nuaAct + nuaSrtattrThanJ := bCount 

end ( 6reaterTh1n >1 

procedure EqualToJ 
( 
Handle tquality constraint• 
} 
begin 

nuaEqual := succ!nuaEqual}• 
nuaArtYar :• succ!nuaArtYar}J 
conType£iJ := 'E'; 
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791 
792 
793 
794 
795 
796 
797 
798 
799 
800 
801 
802 
803 
804 
805 
806 
807 
SOB 
809 
810 
811 
812 
813 
814 
815 
816 
817 
818 
819 
820 
821 
822 
823 
824 
825 
826 
827 
828 
829 
830 
831 
832 
833 
834 
835 
836 
837 
838 
839 
840 
841 
842 
843 
844 
845 
846 
847 
848 
849 
850 
851 
852 
853 
854 
855 
856 
857 
858 
859 
860 
861 
862 

if IIXiliZI then 
CosttnutRtalAct + il := MinusBigK 

the 
CosttnutRealAct + il := BigM; 

StoreAii,nutRealAct + i 11.01J 
bCount := succlbCountl• 
basisNatbCountl 1• nutRealAct + i; 
basis£nutRealAct + il := bCount 

end < EqualTo >; 

prandure LeuThan; 
{ 
Handlt Less than or tqual ta constraints 
} 
begin 

nutLessThan :• succlnutltssThanl; 
conType£il :• 'L'; 
Cost£nutRealAct + il := 0.0; 
bCount :• succlbCountl; 
b;sisNotbCauntl := nutRealAct + i; 
StoreAii,nutRealAct + i,l.OI; 
basis£nutRta1Act + il := bCount 

end < LtssThan }J 

btgin 
ClunWindow; Writtl 'Dnt Kottnt Pltile .. , 'l 1 
c 
different set up for tin or aax 
} 
strg := objective; 
if posi'MIN' ,ToUpperlstrg)) • 0 then 

begin { Kaxitization assuted } 
objective :• 'KAXIKIZE'J 
taxitize := TRUE 

end 
else 

begin 
objective 1• '"INIMIZE'; 
IIXiliZt 1• false 

tnd; 
nut6rtattrThan :• 01 bCaunt1• 01 
for j 1• 1 to Yarliait do basis£jl 1• OJ C basis indicator } 
far i 1• 1 to nutCon do 

begin 
strg 1• ToUpperlcanType£illJ 
if lpasi'S' ,strg><>Ol then 

Sr!ltlrThan 
else if lposl 'E' ,strglOOl and !pas( 'L' ,strgi=Ol then 

Equal To 
else 

Less Than 
end; 

nutNanArtYar :• nuiAct• 
nuiAct := nutAct + nutSreaterThan; C Total t activities includes } 

C artificials for >• constraint•> 
CatputeShadowPrices; 
if taxilize then 

objltvel := MinusSig" t SigH 
ehl 

objltvel :• BigM t 8igM; 
DFrattl 

end { SetuplpTabltau >; 

<•===·=·=···===·=·····===··===··===············===···==•==·==·=····==···==··· I 
: Cotton utilities far outputing initial and final tableau• 
I 
+---------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
proudure HandleOutputErrar(nl integer); 
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863 
864 
865 
866 
867 
868 
869 
870 
871 
872 
873 
874 
875 
876 
877 
878 
879 
880 
881 
882 
883 
884 
885 
886 
887 
888 
889 
890 
891 
892 
893 
894 
895 
896 
897 
898 
899 
900 
901 
902 
903 
904 
905 
906 
907 
908 
909 
910 
9l1 
912 
913 
914 
915 
916 
917 
918 
919 
920 
921 
922 
923 
924 
925 
926 
927 
928 
929 
930 
931 
932 
933 
934 

{ 
Handle non critical output error 
> 
begin 

cast n OF 
2401 

Nrite('lnlufficient space on disk\ output file (', 
outFileHate,'l is not stored!!! I; 

2411 
Nrite('Disk directory is full, output file (', 

outFileHatt,'l is not stored!!!'); 
else 

Nritt('I/0 error ',ioErrorCode1•1 output file (', 
outFilaNaae,'l is not stored.!. 'I; 

end c cut >r 
close(outFiltl J 
outputError 1• true1 
Write(' Hit <space> key to continue ••• 'I; SetSpact 

end C HandleOutputError >1 

procedure PutByte(bittt byte!; 
( 
Output a bytt to lotu1 filt. 
} 
b19in 

tf not outputError then 
if outputlndtx • BufftrLiait thtn 

begin 
Ctl·> blockwrite(outfilt1bufftr,11J C$1+> 
iaErrarCodt 1• IOresult; 
if ioErrarCodt <> 0 thtn HandltOu.tPutError UaErrarCadel 1 
outputlndex 1• 1; buffer[!] :• bite 

tnd 
else 

btgin 
autP.utlndex :• succ(autputlndexiJ 
buffer[outputindlxl :• bitt 

end• 
tnd C Put.ytt >r 

proctdurt Putint(intga inttgtrlr 
{ 
Output an integtr to Latus filt. 
} 
bt9in 

tntRec.int 1• intg; 
PutBytt U ntRtc. bitt£ lll 1 
PutByte(intRec.bitt£2]1 

end C Putint >; 
procedurt PutString(raw,cola integer; strg1 LStringl; 

( 
Output a string record to Lotus file. 
) 
var i,recLtngth,atrgLength 1 byter 
begin 

strgLength 1• Length(strgll 
reclength :• strgltngth + 6; 
Putint U51 1 
Putint(recLengthiJ 
PutBytt (2551 1 
Putint (col-11; 
Putint (row-11; 
for i :• 1 to strgLength do PutByte(ard(capy(strg,i,llll; 
Put8yte(0.) 

end ( PutString >; 

procedure PutNuaber(row,cal: integer; nu11 reallJ 
{ 
Output a real nuaber record to Latus file. 
} 
begin 
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146 

93~ Putint 1141 1 
936 Putint 1131 • 
937 Put8ytei2~Sl• 
938 Putint ll:ol-d 1 
939 Putint lro•-1l! 
940 floatRtc.flaa r• nu11 
941 ( 
942 lf nat 8087 versianl then convert 6 byte turbo real ta 8 byte IEEE 
943 fartat required by atus 
944 } 
94~ if na8087 then 
946 inlint I 
947 fAO/flaatrtc/ ( KOY AL,FR ) 
948 f3C/$00/ ( CliP ALO } 
949 $75/flC/ { JNZ NOfzERO ) 
950 $84/$00/ ( KOY AH 0 } 
9~1 $A3/fl aatrtt/ { KOY FR!AX ) 
952 fBF/$02/$00/ { KOY DI 2 > 
953 $89/$85/flaatrtt/ ( KOY FRiOIJ,AX > 
954 $8F/$04/$00/ ( KOY DI 4 } 
955 $89/$85/flaatret/ { KOY FRiDIJ,AX > 
956 $8F/$06/$00/ ( KOY DI 6 } 
957 $89/$85/flaatrtt/ { IIOY FRiDIJ,AX } 
958 $E8/$6C/ ( JKP DONE } 
959 $81/$05/ C NOTZERD1 IIOY CL,5 > 
960 $84/$00/ ( KOY AH 0 } 
961 $05/$7E/$03/ ( AND AX!894 } 
962 $03/fEO/ ( SHL AX,CL } 
963 $01/$E8/ ( SHR AX 11 } 
964 fBE/$05/$00/ ( KOY SI 5 > 
965 $8A/$9C/flaatrtt/ { KOY 8L!FRCSIJ } 
966 $87/$00/ ( KOY 8H 10 } 
967 $00/tE3/ ( SHL 8LS1 } 
968 $73/$02/ ( JKP PO } 
969 $87/$80/ ( KOV 8H,128 > 
970 $00/$£8/ ( SHR 8L11 } 
971 $81/$03/ ( KDY CL 3 ) 
972 $02/$E8/ ( SHR 8L:CL l 
973 $08/fC3/ ( OR AX,8X ) 
974 $8F/$06/$00/ ( KDY DI 6 > 
975 $89/$85/floatrtc/ ( KDY FRiDIJ,AX ) 
976 $8E/$04/$00/ ( KOY SI,4 > 
977 $8F/$05/$00/ ( IIOY DI 5 > 
978 $88/$84/floatrtt/ ( KOY AX:FRCSIJ > 
979 $03/$£8/ ( SHR AX CL > 
980 $88/$85/flaatrtt/ ( KDY FRhiJ,AL > 
981 $4E/ { DEC SI > 
982 $4F/ { DEC DI } 
983 $88/$84/flaatrtc/ ( KOY AX,FRCSIJ > 
984 $D3/$E8/ ( SHR AX CL > 
985 $88/$85/floatrtc/ ( KDY FRiDIJ } 
986 $4E/ ( DEC SI } 
987 $4F/ ( DEC DI } 
988 $88/$84/flaatret/ ( KOY AX 1FR£Dll > 
989 $D3/$E8/ ( SHR AX CL > 
990 $88/$85/flaatrec/ ( KOY FRfDIJ,AL } 
991 $4E/ ( DEC SI > 
992 $4F/ ( DEC DI ) 
993 $88/$84/floatrtt/ ( KOY AX,FRCSIJ } 
994 $D3/$ES/ ( SHR AX CL } 
995 $88/$85/floatrtc/ { KOY FRfDil,AL } 
996 $4F/ ( DEC DI > 
997 $8A/$A5/flaatrtt/ ( KDY AH,FRCDIJ > 
998 $81/$05/ { KOY CL 5 > 
999 $D2/$E4/ ( SHL AH!CL > 

1000 $84/$00/ ( KOY AH 0 > 
1001 $88/$26/flaatrttll ( KOY FR!AH > 
1002 ( DOHE1 ) 
1003 with floatRec do 
1004 be~ in 
1005 ut8yttlbitt£1lll Put8ytelbitt£2Jl; Put8yttlbittC3JI; 
1006 PutByttlbiteC4ll; Put8ytelbite£5JI; Put8ytelbiteC6JI; 



1007 
1008 
1009 
1010 
lOU 
1012 
1013 
1014 
1015 
1016 
1017 
1018 
1019 
1020 
1021 
1022 
1023 
1024 
1025 
1026 
1027 
1028 
1029 
1030 
1031 
1032 
1033 
1034 
1035 
1036 
1037 
1038 
1039 
1040 
1041 
1042 
1043 
1044 
1045 
1046 
1047 
1048 
1049 
1050 
1051 
1052 
1053 
1054 
1053 
1056 
1057 
1058 
1059 
1060 
1061 
1062 
1063 
1064 
1065 
1066 
1067 
1068 
1069 
1070 
1071 

. 1072 
1073 
1074 
1075 
1076 
1077 
1078 

PutBytelbite£7ll; PutBytelbite[Sll 
end 

end ( PutNu1ber >1 

procedure PutHead1 
( 
Put latus wk1 file header 002064 
} 
begin 

PutintiOI; Put1ntl2l; PutBytel61; Put8ytel41; 
end ( PutH11d )f 

pro~tdure PutRangtlfratCal,froiRow,toCal,taRowl integeriJ 
{ 
Output range of output tableau to lotu1 wkl file 
} 

be~ in 
Range record i1 type 6 with length 8 
} 
Putlntl611 PutlntiBIJ 
PutintlfroaCol-llJ Putlntlfra•Row-11; 
PutintftaCal-11J PutlntftaRaw-11 

end ( PutRange }; 

pro~edurt PutEndJ 
( 
Output end of lotua warkshttt file aarker 
} 

be~ in 
End record is type 1 with ltngth 0 
) 
Putlntll)J PutintfOI 

end { PutEn~ >; 

{ ......................................................................... . 
I 

Proctdurtl to output initial and final tableaus 

+--------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
pro~tdure SttupOutput; 

( 
Ready Lotu1 filt far output. 
) 
var 

outputOkt boaleant 

pra~edurt HandleCriticalError; 
begin 

criticalError r• faliiJ 
outputDK t• false; 
CltanNindow; Nritelnf'Attetpt to output to Nritt·Protecttd disk ·, 

' OR disk drive is not ready 'I; 
Write(' Hit <spa~•> key to continue ••• ')J 8etSpa~t 

end < HandleCriticalError >1 

procedure Handle!OErrar1 
{ 
Signal output error had occurtd. , 
begin 

autPutOK r• fal111 
HlndltDutputError{iaErrorCodel 

tnd { H1ndltiOError >1 

procedure &ttFiltNIItJ 
{ 
Pro1pt far and input a Yllid file n111 fro1 tht console. 
} 
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1079 
1080 
1081 
1082 
1083 
1084 
1085 
1086 
1087 
1088 
1089 
1090 
1091 
1092 
1093 
1094 
1095 
1096 
1097 
1098 
1099 
1100 
1101 
1102 
1103 
1104 
1105 
1106 

·H~~ 
1109 
1110 
1111 
1112 
1113 
1114 
1115 
1116 
1117 
1118 
1119 
1120 
1121 
1122 
1123 
1124 
1125 
1126 
1127 
1128 
1129 
1130 
1131 
1132 
1133 
1134 
1135 
1136 
1137 
1138 
1139 
1140 
1141 
1142 
1143 
1144 
1145 
1146 
1147 
1148 
1149 
1150 

begin 
&ataXY 125, 19); 
ClrEolf 
Cleanlb ndallt 
Writei'Please sptcify tht nate of the output file··>',bell); 
ReadlautFileNate)f' 
autFileNatt t• Fi eNattlautFileNatt)J 
6atoXYI25 1911 
WritelautliltNIII) 

end ( SttFileNate l; 

procedure OpenFiltJ 
( 
Open output Latus fill. 
) 
beoin 

CltanWinda•l Nritti'Writing initial tabltau to ·,autFileNa11,' ••• 'II 
ASSISNiautFlle,autFileNate + ',NKl'l; 
Cfi·> rtwriteloutFile); Cfi+> 
ioErrarCode t• IOresult 

end C OpenFile )J 

begin 
repeat 

DUt@utOk 1• trUIJ 
SttFileNate; 
OP.tnfilet 
if criticalErrar then 

HandltCriticalError 
else if ioErrarCodt <> 0 then 

HandleJOErrar 
until autPutOK 

end C SttupOutput )J 

proctdurt OUtputJnitialTabltiUJ 
( 
For11t and output initial LP tabltau. 
) 
var 

i,ja inteo~r; 
ro111cola inttgtrJ 
index 1 intqerJ 
Aija rtllJ 

beoin 
PutHeadt 
PutStringl1 121 '''1 nit i I 1 T I b 1 I I u'IJ 
far j :• 1 to nu1Rea1Act+4 da 

begin 
PutStringl2,j,'\•'ll 
PutStringi5,J '\·'II 
PutStringlnutCan+6,] 1 '\•'l 

tndj 
PutStringl3,2,''''+prabNatt)f 
PutStringl3,3, ''''+objective 1 
PutStringl3,4,'''+rhsNateiJ 
PutStringl4121 ''''+abjNIIt I 
PutStringi4,4,''1RHSI'II 
for j a• 1 to nuiRtalAct do 

!n~Jin PutStringi3,J+41 '''+actNateCjlll PutNutberl4,j+4,castCJll 
i •• b, 
11hile lnot outputErrorl AND li < nutCanl do 

be9in 
1 :• succlil• 
PutStringli+S,2,''''+actNattCnutRea1Act + illl 
PutStringli+5,J,'A'+canTypeCill; 
PutNutbtrli+5,4,RCill; 
j t• 01 
11hile lnat autputErrorl and IJ < nutRtalActl do 

begin 
J 1• IUCC(j)[ 
Aij :• A[j]A[iJ; 
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1151 
1152 
1153 
1154 
1155 
1156 
1157 
1158 
1159 
1160 
1161 
1162 
1163 
1164 
1165 
1166 
1167 
1168 
1169 
1170 
1171 
1172 
1173 
1174 
1175 
1176 
1177 
1178 
1179 
1180 
1181 
1182 
1183 
1184 
1185 
1186 
1187 
1188 
1189 
1190 
1191 
1192 
1193 
1194 
1195 
1196 
1197 
1198 
1199 
1200 
1201 
1202 
1203 
1204 
1205 
1206 
1207 
1208 
1209 
1210 
1211 
1212 
1213 
1214 
1215 
1216 
1217 
1218 
1219 
1220 
1221 
1222 

if abs!Aij) > Tolerenct then PutNulberli+5,j+4,Aij) 
end 

tnd; 
offset :• nutCan + 10 

tnd ( OutputlnitialTableau >; 
proctdure OutputFinalTableau; 

( 
Foraat and output final LP tableau. 
} 
var 

i, j, k, n, index: integerJ 
tetpl rtalJ 

function StortSolutionl boolean; 
( 
Check if user desires to start solution 
) 
nr cht ch1r1 
begin ( startSolution } 

rtptat 
CleanWindawJ Writei'Stort solution? IY/Nl' 1belll; Readlkbd,chl 

until Upcaselchl in ['Y' ,'N'l; 
if Upcaselch> • 'Y' then 

storeSolution 1• true 
else 

begin 
storeSolution r• false; 
P.UtRangel1,1 1nuaRealAct+4,nuaCon+10lJ 

tnd 
tnd ( StoreSolution >1 

procedure Initialize, 
( 
Rearrange tableau ittts btfart output. 
} 
VIr 

be~lnkt ~~i~r!r1~'> 
i :• OJ n :• 0; 
for i r• 1 to nuaAct - nuaSrtattrThan do 

if basis[il • 0 then 
begin 

k 1• SUCC(k)f 
FinalCoHkl r• i 

tnd 
the 

begin 
n 1• SUCC(n)J 
Fina1Raw£nl :• i 

end 
end < Initialize >; 

procedure PutFrattJ 
( 
Put the window dressing of the final tableau. 
} 
VIr 

jr integer; 
begin ( PutFraae > 

CltanNindow; Nritti'Writing solution to ',outFileNaae1 ' ,,, 'l; 
putStringloffset+1,2 1 '''Sa 1 uti a n'l; 
putStringloffstt+2,2, '''OPTI"AL'l; 
putStringloffset+3 121"'functian Yalue:'l; 

~:t~~~~~~~g~~!:t!io!A~:~~::~!~~'Z'l; 
lf taXillZI then 

putStringlaffstt+11+nutCan,1, '''Shadow Price') 
else 

putString(offset+11+nutCon,1,"'Reduced Cost'l; 
j :• OJ. 
while !not outputErrorl and (j < nutRealAct + 41 do 
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1223 
1224 
1225 
1226 
1227 
1228 
1229 
1230 
1231 
1232 
1233 
1234 
1235 
1236 
1237 
1238 
1239 
1240 
1241 
1242 
1243 
1244 
1245 
1246 
1247 
1248 
1249 
1250 
1251 
1252 
1253 
1254 
1255 
1256 
1257 
1258 
1259 
1260 
1261 
1262 
1263 
1264 
1265 
1266 
1267 
1268 
1269 
1270 
1271 
1272 
1273 
1274 
1275 
1276 
1277 
1278 
1279 
1280 
1281 
1282 
1283 
1284 
1285 
1286 
1287 
1288 
1289 
1290 
1291 
1292 
1293 
1294 

begin 
J := succ(j); 
putStringloffset+4,j,'\•'l; 
putStringloffset+8,j,'\-'l; 
putStringloffset+9+nuaCon,j, '\-'If 
putStringloffset+12+nuaCon,J 1 '\•' 

end1 
if IIXiliZt then 

putStringloffset+7,1,'"Returns'l 
else 

putStringloffset+7,1~··cost'>J 
putStringloffset+7 ,2, • Nate' I; · 
putStringloffstt+7131 'Afype')l 
putStringloffsat+7 141 'ALevel ') 

end { PutFraae >; 
begin 

1f StoreSolution then 
begin 

Initialize; 
PutFrateJ 
k :• 0; 
while !not outputError) and lk < nuaRealActl do 

begin 
IC :• succ lkl l 
i := FinalCo £kl; 
putStringloffset+5,k+41 '"'+actNaae[jJI; 
putNuaberloffset+6,k+4,cost[jJ); 
1f j <• nuaRtalAct then 

putStringloffset+7,k+4, '"real 'I 
else 

putStringloffset+7,k+4 1 '"slack'li 
putNuabtrloffstt+lO+nuaCon,k+4,z[JJl; 
putNuaberloffset+11+nuaCon,k+4 1shadow£jl) 

end! 
n := 01 
while not outputError> and In < nuaConl do 

begin 
n :• IUCC In) I 
i :• Fina1Row£nl; 
putNuabtrloffset+B+n,1,cost£iJ)J 
putStringlaffset+8+n,2, ''''+actNaae[iJI; 
1f i <• nuaRtalAct then 

putStringloffset+B+n,J, •Areal 'I 
else 

putStringlaffset+8+n,3 •Aslack'l• 
putNuaberloffset+S+n,4,RCbasis£iJJJ; 
k := 0; 
while lnot autputError) and lk < nuaRealAct) do 

tndJ 

begin 
I( :• succ (k)• 
j :• Fina1Coi£kl; 
{ 
Output A£basis£1J,Fina1Col[kll 
> 
teap :• A£JJA£basis£ill; 
if abslttapl > Tolertnct then putNuabtrloffset+8+n,k+41teapl 

end 

PutRange!1,1,nuaRea1Act+4,offset+nuaCon+12> 
tnd 

end < OutputFinalTableau >; 

procedure CloseOutputFilt; 
{ 
Close output Lotus file. 
} 
begin 

PutEndJ 
if not outPutError then blockwrite!outFile,buffer,1>; 
close lautFilel 

end { CloseOutputFile >; 
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129~ 
1296 
1297 
1298 
1299 
1300 
1301 
1302 
1303 
1304 
130!1 
1306 
1307 
1308 
1309 
1310 
1311 
1312 
1313 
13l4 
1315 
1316 
1317 
l3l8 
1319 
1320 
1321 
1322 
1323 
1324 
1325 
1326 
1327 
1328 
1329 
1330 
1331 
1332 
1333 
1334 
133~ 
1336 
1337 
1338 
1339 
1340 
1341 
1342 
1343 
1344 
1345 
1346 
1347 
1348 
1349 
1350 
1351 
1352 
1353 
1354 
1355 
1356 
1357 
1358 
1359 
1360 
1361 
1362 
1363 
1364 
1365 
1366 

{••·······················································=··············· I 
I 

I Salvt tht tableau using si1plex 1ethod 
I 
I 

+·-----------------------------------------------------------------------} 
function SetZ!x: real; tolerence: real>: real; 

( 
Return 0 if absolute value of x is less than tolerence. 
} 
be9in 

1f fabs(xl < talerence> then 
Setl :• 0 

else 
Sttz :• X 

end { Setz >; 

function SetP!x: real; Talerencez real>: realr 
( 
Return 0 if x !assu11d positive! is less than tolerence. 
} 
begin 

1f x < Talertnct then 
SetP :• 0 

tht 
SttP z• x 

tnd C SttP >; 
practdurt SalvtTableiUJ 

var 
outCt integer; C Out going coluu } 
inR: integer; C In co1ing raw } 
i1 inttgtrJ C Loop indtx } 
j: integer; C Laap index } 
P.i vat 1 rtal 1 C Indo of pivoting cal > 
divisor: rtalJ C Te1p value ) 
itnu11 integtr; C Iteration Nu1b1r } 
quit: boolean; C User light want to quit } 
ch: charJ C Ttlp char value } 
infeasible: boolean; C True if solution still infeasible } 

function ColutnOutz integer; 
( 
Find outgoing colutn 
) 
var 

it integtrJ 
tastNegi: integer; 
10stPoslz integer; 
IDitNegX: real; 
101tPasX: rtal; 
t11p1 real; 

procedure Find"ostPositive; 
begin C Find"astPositivt } 

IOStNtgi I • 0• 
tostNtgX 1• Blg"l 
for i :• 1 ta nuiAct - nu16reaterThan da 

if ba111Cil • 0 thtn 
begin 

te1p 1• shadaw[ill 
if te1p < 0.0 thtn 

if tetp (• IDstNtgX then 
begin 

101tNegX 1• teap; 
IDitNegi 11: i 

end 
end; 

Colu1nOut 1• tastNegi 
end { Find"ostPasitive >; 
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1367 
1368 
1369 
1370 
1371 
1372 
1373 
1374 
137~ 
1376 
1377 
1378 
1379 
1380 
1381 
1382 
1383 
1384 
138~ 
1386 
1387 
1388 
1389 
1390 
1391 
1392 
1393 
1394 
139~ 
1396 
1397 
1398 
1399 
1400 
1401 
1402 
1403 
1404 
14~ 
1406 
1407 
1408 
1409 
1410 
1411 
1412 
1413 
1414 
1415 
1416 
1417 
1418 
1419 
1420 
1421 
1422 
1423 
1424 
142~ 
1426 
1427 
1428 
1429 
1430 
1431 
1432 
1433 
1434 
1435 
1436 
1437 
1438 

proce~ure Find"ostNegltive; 
beg1n 

101tPosi :a 0; tostPosX :a -Big"; 
for i aa 1 to nutAct - nua6reaterThan do 

if basis£il = 0 then 
begin 

te1p 1• shadow£il; 
if te1p > 0.0 then 

if teap )a aostPosX then 
begin 

101tPosX :a tetp; 
101tPosi t• i 

end 
end I 

ColutnDut t• tostPosJ 
end { FindKostNtgative >; 

begin. 
lf IIXiliZI then 

Find"ostPositivt 
else 

Find"ostNtgltive 
end < ColutnOut >1 

function Rowin• integer; 
( 
Find incoting row. 
) 
var 

i: integer; 
aini: integtr; 
1inx1 real; 
te-e: rlill ; 
divuor: real; 

btgin 
tinx 1• BigK; 
tini :• 01 
if outC <> 0 thtn 

far i :• 1 to nutCon do 
begin 

divisor t• A£outCJA£ilJ 
if divisor > 0,0 thtn 

begin 
teap :• R£il/divisort 
if tetp <• ainx thtn 

begin 
tini :a: i; 
tinx :• hap 

end 
end 

end; 
Rowin :• tini 

end ( Rowin >1 

proctdurt Solveinit; 
{ 
Initialize befort iteration begin. 
) 
begin 

outC 1• ColuanDutJ { Outgoing colutn > 
inR : = Rowin; < incoting row } 
itnua :• 0; 
guit a= false; 
infeasible 1• trut 

end ( Solveinit >; 

function Obj1 real; 
{ 
Coapute Objectivt value 
} 

var 
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1439 
1440 
1441 
1442 
1443 
1444 
1445 
1446 
1447 
1448 
1449 
1450 
1451 
1452 
1453 
1454 
1455 
1456 
1457 
1458 
1459 
1460 
1461 
1462 
1463 
1464 
1465 
1466 
1467 
1468 

I:t: 
1471 
1472 
1473 
1474 
1475 
1476 
1477 
1478 
1479 
1480 
1481 
1482 
1483 
1484 
1485 
1486 
1487 
1488 
1489 
1490 
1491 
1492 
1493 
1494 
1495 
1496 
1497 
1498 
1499 
1500 
1501 
1502 
1503 
1504 
1505 
1506 
1507 
1508 
1509 
1510 

il inttglrJ 
su11 real; 

btgin ( ObJ > 
au1 :• o.o; 
far i :• 1 ta nu1Can da su1 :• 1u1 + R[il t casUbasiiNa[ilJJ 
Obj := SUI 

end ( Obi >1 

pracedurt StartScrttnl 
( 
DispliY infar1atian befart iteration begins 
} 
bea!n 

Dfraae(false>; lawVidea; DFraae1t 
8ataXYI65,51; Nritel'infeasible )J 
SataXYI66,041J Nrite(itnutll 
Cle.anlfindaw1 lfri ttl 'Salving ••• ' I 

end ( StartScreen >; 

prandurt UpDateScreen; 
( 
~date the screen after each iteration 
) 
begin 

SataXYI66,41J lfritllitnutiJ 
&otaXYf66,6J; NrittlactNatt[autCll; ~lrEol; 
SatoXY166,YJ; Nritelac:tNate[buisNa[l.ftRJl) J ClrEal J 
&ataXY 165 8J J 
lfri ttlabJLtveli14J' 
if inftasiblt then 

if IUiliZI then 
begin . 

1f abJLevtl > NinusBigN thtn infeasiblt 1• false 
end 

tlse if objLtvtl < BigM 
then infeasiblt a• false; 

if nat inftasiblt then 
begin 

SataXYf65105J l 
li'itt( 'ftasib e 'J 

tndl &ataXY! 1122) 
end ( UpDittScrttn >; 

practdurt ChtckOptitllJ 
( . 
Stt if solution is aptital and display stltus an scran. 
} 
btgin 

&otoXY 165,5); 
if inR <> 0 then 

lfriteLni'OPTINAL 'l 
tllt if autC <> 0 thtn 

lfriteLni'UNBOUNDED 'I 
eht 
·lfriteLni'OPTUIAL 'J; 

=n!l!t~r:~~~.w 
tnd ( Chtc:kOptital )J 

practdurt SetPivatJ 
( 
Set tht pivot row afttr pivot elttent is found. 
} 

bt,in 
AUnR,outCl is the pivot, Itt pivot and tiki AUnR,outCJ one 
) 
P-ivot 1• A[autCJA[inRJ; 
A[autCJA[inRl := 1.0; 
( 
Vector inR goes aut of basis, vector autC cates into basis 
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1511 
1512 
1513 
1514 
1515 
1516 
1517 
1518 
1519 
1520 
1521 
1522 
1523 
1524 
1525 
1526 
1527 
1528 
1529 
1530 
1531 
1532 
1533 
1534 
1535 
1536 
1537 
1538 
Hl39 
1540 
1541 
1542 
1543 
1544 
1545 
1546 
1547 
1548 
1549 
1550 
1551 
1552 
1553 
1554 
1555 
1556 
1557 
1558 
1559 
1560 
1561 
1562 
1563 
1564 
1565 
1566 
1567 
1568 
1569 
1570 
1571 
1572 
1573 
1574 
1575 
1576 
1577 
1578 
1579 
1580 
1581 
1582 

} 
basis[basisNo[inRJJ := 0; 
basis[autCJ :• inR• 
basisNotinRl :• out~ 

tnd < SetPivat >; 

proctdure DividtRawfir inttgtr; nutb&r: rtalll 
( 
Dividt raw of LP tableau by a rtal nutbtr. 
} 
var 

j: inte9tr1 
btgin C DJvidtRaw > 

R[il 1• Rtil/nutber; 
far j 1• 1 to nutAct do 
{ 
only tlettnts nat in basis nttd bt divided, basis eltttnts 
art zero htrt 
} 
if basis[j] = 0 then a[jJA[il :• a[jJA[iJ/nutber 

end C DivideRow >; 

procedure ~ltiplyRawfil integtrl nutber: real)J 
c 
Kultiply Raw of LP tableau by a rtal nutber 
) 
VIr 

j: inttgtrf 
begin C KUlt1~ly Raw > 

Rtil :• R[i] t nutbtrJ 
far j 1• 1 to nutAct do 
( 
only tlettnts nat in basis nttd be divided, basis eltttnts 
are zero hen 
) 
if basis[jl • 0 then a[jJA[il :• a[j]A[il t nutber 

end C Kultiply >r 

procldure RawElitinattli, inR: integerr nutber: real>; 
( 
Perfarts row elitinatian an raw i of tableau. 
} 
var 

j1 integtrJ 
t11p1 realr 
tetp2: realr 

btqin 
1f nutbtr <> 0.0 then 

bqin 
Rtil :• SetP!REil - !nutber t RtinRli,Talerence>; 
for j:•l to nutAct do 

if basis[jl • 0 then 
AEjJA[il 1• SetZIA[j]A[il-nutbtr t A[jJA[inRl,Tolerencel 

end 
end < RawElitinate >r 

proctdurt VerifyQuitr 
{ 
Set if user wants to abort solution after pausing it. 
) 
btgin 

repeat 
CleanNindaw1 ClrEol; Nrite!'Abort Solution? !Y/NI ' 1btll)J 
Read!kbd,chl 

until UpCase!chl in ['Y','N'll 
if UpCast!chl • 'N' then 

begin 
CleaniUndaw; 
Nritef'SalvJng •• ,'l; 
quit :• false 

end 
end < YerifyQuit >1 
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1583 
1584 
1585 
1586 
1587 
1588 
1589 
1590 
1591 
1592 
1593 
1594 
1595 
1596 
1597 
1598 
1599 
1600 
1601 
1602 
1603 
1604 
1605 
1606 
1607 
1608 
1609 
1610 
1611 
1612 
1613 
1614 
1615 
1616 
1617 
1618 
1619 
1620 
1621 
1622 
1623 
1624 
1625 
1626 
1627 
1628 
1629 
1630 
1631 
1632 
1633 
1634 
1635 
1636 
1637 
1638 
1639 
1640 
1641 
1642 
1643 
1644 
1645 
1646 
1647 
1648 
1649 
1650 
1651 
1652 
1653 
1654 

begin 
Sahel nit; 
StartScreen; 
( 
Iterate nat aptital, infeasible, unbounded, ar user abort 
} 
while linR <> 0) and lautC <> 0) and lnat quit> da 

btgin C ittratian > 
1tnu1 :• succlitnutJ; 
quit :• Keypressed; ( Paust if ustr hit any key > 
UpDateScreen; 
SttPivatt · 
~uit :• Keypressed; 
if pivot is nat ant divide the pivot raw by the pivot eletent 
) 
if pivot <> 1.0 then DivideRawlinR,pivot)J 
( . 
"ake the pivot calutn except the pivot eletent zero 
} 
far i :• 1 ta nuiCan da 

if i <> inR then 
begin 

RowElia1nattli 1 1nR,AEautcJ~£1JJ; 
ACautcJ~Cil :• o.o 

tndt 
CoaputtShadawPriceSJ 
abjLevel 1• ObJI 
quit a• ktJPresstd; 
autC :• Ca UtnOUtJ 
inR :• Rawlnt 
if quit thtn YerifyQuit 

end; 
if not guit then ChtckOptiaal 

end ( SalvtTableau >; 

(••••· .. ············ .. ···· .. ···•···· .. ·············· ....................... . I 
I "•in Pragr11 
I 
+--------------------------------------------------------------------------} 
betin 

SetlnterruptVectar; 
repeat 

"arklheapPtr)J 
Initialize; 
repeat 

Setup Input; 
ReadTableau; 

until nat inputErrar; 
SetupLpTableau; 
SetupOutput; 
OutputinitialTableau; 
if nat autputErrar then 

begin 
SalveTableauJ 
OutputFinalTableau 

tndt 
ClaseOutputFile; 
Relea1elbtapPtr1; 
repeat 

CleanMindawJ Mritei'Salve another Prablea? IY/NJ',bellJ; 
Readlkbd,anather) 

until UpCaselanather) in C'Y','N'l; 
until UpCastlanather) • 'N'; 
CltaniU ndaw; 
Nrite('"usah86 is Developed by Elton Li'); 
Nritei'Dept af Agricultural Ecanaaics')l 
Nritei'Oklahaaa State University'>; 
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1655 
1656 
1657 
1658 
1659 

Nritt('Stillwater, Oklahota 74078'11 
Nrite('U,S.A. 'I; 
Write('Thanks for using this progra1. Bye Bye!'); 
Delay(15001; LowVideo; SotoXY(l,ll; ClrScr 

tnd. 
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APPENDIX B 

EXAMPLE OF TUTORIAL MATERIAL USED IN TRAINING 
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AGRICULTURAL PROJECT INVESTMENT ANALYSIS 
WITH ELECTRONIC SPREADSHEETS: 

A CASE STUDY 

by 

Elton Li, Suki Kang and Dean F. Schreiner 

Scooe of Case Study 
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In many public decisions, especially those involving a resource 

allocation, decisions must be made on whether or not a given undertaking is 

worth the cost. The most common approach is to express the benefits and costs 

associated with each alternative in dollars as a function of time. The future 

benefits and costs are discounted at some appropriate rate, and then the 

alternatives are compared on the basis of the present value of the net benefits, 

or on the basis of internal rate of return. 

Figure 1 displays a format commonly used to compute various 

discounted measures of project worth. The example is adapted from chapter 10 
. 

of Gittinger's "Economic Analysis of Agricultural Projects". With an economic life 

of 30 years and at a 12 percent discount rate, the project is shown to yield a net 

present worth of 5.21 Indonesian rupiahs (Rp), a benefit-cost ratio of 1.50 and a 

net benefit-investment ratio of 1.98. The internal rate of return of the project is 

21 percent. 

Many fundamental difficulties exist in performing a cost-benefit analysis. 

Among these are thet·ambiguity of projecting and expressing in dollars terms 

both the cost and benefit at each point in time, the distributional impacts of the 

project, and choosing a suitable discount rate. These issues are beyond the 

scope of this case study (see Gittinger, Little, Brown). Suffice it to say that 

guesses of circumstances must often be made. Reliability of the analysis 
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requires reworking it with different assumptions to see what happens under 

other likely circumstances. 

This case study demonstrates the use of a microcomputer spreadsheet 

program for performing computations that commonly arise in the cost-benefit 

analysis of public decisions, including agricultural projects. Emphasis is placed 

on how sensitivity analysis is facilitated by ·usa of a spreadsheet program. 

The Spreadsheet Template (first Try) 

Lotus 1-2-3 is used for this case study although most other electronic 

spreadsheets could be used. Implementation of figure 1 on an electronic 

spreadsheet is relatively straightforward. In figure 1, column A from cell A 11 to 

A40 is the time period and can be filled in by the Data Fill command. The 

corresponding cells in column B and C represent respectively the undiscounted 

incremental cost and benefit of the project for the year; these are part of the 

input values required for this analysis. Column D, net benefit, is computed as 

the difference between column B and C. This relationship, for year 1, say, is 

expressed by typing in the formula + C11 - 811 in call D11. Similar formulas 

are required for the other 29 calls in column D. These can be inserted quickly 

by using the Copy command to replicate the formula in cell D11 to cells D12 to 

D40. 

The discounted incremental cost in column E is computed by the formula: 

incremental cost I (1 +discount factor) "year 

where " denotes exponentiation. In our template, the discount factor is stored in 

cell D3, year is stored in column A, and the incremental cost is stored in column 

B. Thus the appropriate formula for year 1 is: 

+8 11 I (1 + 03) " A 11 
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and the formula for year 2 is: 

+812 I (1 + 04) "A12 

Note that, if the formula in cell E11 is copied by the copy command to cell E12 

the resulting formula would be 

+012 I (1 + 04} "A12 

which is incorrect since cell 04 does not contain the discount rate. By default, 

the copy command uses relative addresses. It adjusts the cell references in the 

formula to be consistent with the location difference between the original cell 

and the destination cell. This adjustment is generally desirable: in column o, 

the formula+ C11- 811 is appropriately adjusted to+ C12- 812 for year 2, 

+C13- 813 for year 3 and so on. However, for the discounted rate (cell 03) this 

automatic adjustment is undesirable, since it would cause cell 04 to be used as 

the discount rate in cell E12 after the copy operation. Different electronic 

spreadsheets have different means to "fix" absolute cell references while 

copying or replicating. In 1-2-3, absolute cell references are indicated with 

dollar signs. Thus, the formula in cell E11 should be entered as: 

+811 1(1 +$D$3)"A11 

The $ sign in front of D in $0$3 prevents the column coordinate from being 

adjusted and the $ sign in front of 3 prevents the row coordinate from being 

adjusted. Thus a dollar sign in front of both "0" and "3" prevents both the row 

and column coordinate. from being adjusted when copying occurs. Operation of 

the formulas are not affected by the $ signs. A dollar sign is also placed before 

"A" in A11 to prevent "A" from being adjusted to "B"when the formula in cell E11 

is copied to column F. To continue completion of figure 2, the formula in cell 

E11 is copied to the range E1. F40. Folumn G is computed as the difference 

between column F and column E. The table is then formatted to display 2 

decimal places by the Range Format command. Row 42 represents the sum of 
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the various quantities. In column 8, the sum of incremental cost can be 

computed by using the @SUM function in 1-2-3. The appropriate formula for 

cell 842 is: 

@SUM (811 .. 840) 

which says the cell 842 is the sum of the entries from 811 to 840. Once this is 

entered, the other totals can quickly be inserted by the Copy command. No 

suppression of the automatic adjustment in the Copy command is required 

here. 

Discounted Measures of Project Worth 

Various common discounted measures are discussed by Gittinger. The 

formulation of these measures are: 

Net present worth: 

Internal rate of return: the discount rate such that 

Benefit-cost ratio: 

(1 + i) t 

t = n 
I L, 

t=i (1 + i) t 



Net benefit-investment (N/K) ratio: 

t = n 
l: 

t=i (1 + i) t 

where: 

Bt = benefit in each year 

Ct = cost in each year 

t = n 
I 2: 

t=i 
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Nt ""' incremental net benefit in each year after stream has turned 

positive 

Kt = incremental net benefit in initial years when stream is negative 

t ""' 1 , 2, 3, ... , n 

n = number of years 

= interest (discount) rate 

In figure 1, net present worth in E44 is the sum of the column of 

discounted incremental net benefits (column G). Cell E44 thus is defined as an 

absolute cell reference to G42, which contains the column total for column G. 

The benefit cost ratio in cell E46 is the quotion of the sum of the 

discounted incremental benefits and the sum of the discounted incremental 

costs. The net investment ratio in cell E47 is computed by dividing the sum of 

the discounted incremental net benefit after the stream has turned positive by 

the sum of the discounted incremental net benefit in initial years when stream is 

negative. To compute this, column I is defined to be equal to the corresponding 

row element of column G if the discounted incremental net benefit is negative, 

zero otherwise. This is implemented by the @IF statement. In cell 111, fer 

example, the appropriate formula is: 

@IF (G11 < 0, G11, 0) 
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which says: if cell G11 is negative, insert the value of G11 into 111, otherwise 

insert 0 there. With the help of this "working" column, cell E47 is defined as: 

(+ G42- @SUM(I11. 140)) I (·@SUM {111. 140) 

The internal rate of return is the discount rate which results in a zero 

discounted net present worth. This is typically computed by some systematic 

search algorithm such as Newton's method which is cumbersome to perform by 

hand. Several short-cut methods (see Gittinger, Brown) are more appropriate 

for hand calculat1on at the sacrifice of precision. Most electronic spreadsheets 

have an internal rate of return function. Referring to figure 2, the cell E45 is 

defined as @IRR (.16, 011 . 040). 011 to 040 is the cash flow series from 

which the IRA is computed. The .16 is an initial guess, required by 1-2-3, used 

as the starting point of the search for the c:orrect JAR. 

Effect of Qjfferent Qjscount Bates 

Figure 2 contains a table of discount project worth measures at various 

discount rates obtained by changing the discount rate cell of the template just 

described. The attractiveness of the project diminishes as a larger discount rate 

is used. A discount rate equal to the rate of return drives the net present worth 

to zero and both the benefit-cost ratio and the net benefit-investment ratio to 

one. Figure 3 is a graph of the B·C ratio and the N-K ratio of the project under 

various discount rates. 

Sensitivity Ana!ysjs 

Reworking an analysis to see what happens under changed 

circumstances is called sensitivity analysis. The above template can be 

modified to perform sensitivity analysis involving cost overrun, benefit shortfall, 

and benefit delay. 
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The table shown in figure 4 is derived from figure 1. The information in 

the "most probable outcome" section is identical to figure 1. The alternative 

outcome section allows for a percentage cost overrun, a percentage of benefit 

shortfall, and a delay of benefit of up to five years from the most probable 

scenario. 

Referring to figure 4, the percentage cost overrun, percentage benefit 

shortfall, and benefit delay are input parametets to the analysis and are 

recorded in cells 04, 05 and 06 respectively. Column H, the incremental cost 

of the alternative outcome section, is computed as a function of the 

corresponding incremental cost of the most probable outcome section and the 

percent of cost overrun recorded in cell 04. The appropriate formula for cell 

H15 is therefore: 

+ 815. (1 + $0$4) 

The incremental benefit column is more complicated in order to 

accomodate both a benefit shortfall and a benefit delay. In celll15, for example, 

the appropriate formula is: 

(1- $0$5) • @CHOOSE ($0$6, C15, C14, C13, C12, C11, C10) 

The @CHOOSE function chooses among cells C 15, C 14, C 13, C 12, 

C11, and C10 according to the contents of cell 06. If cell 06 is·o. i.e. no delay of 

benefit, then the most probable incremental benefit of the same year (cell C15) 

is chosen. If cell 06 is 1, which means the benefit is delayed for one year, the 

@CHOOSE statement would cause cell C14, which is the most probable 

incremental benefit of the previous year, to be chosen. After the most probable 

incremental benefit is chosen, it is then adjusted by the percentage of benefit 

shortfall to represent the alternative incremental benefit for the year. 

The formula in celll15 can be copied to later years. For earlier years, say 

year 1, the following formula is used instead: 
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(1 - $0$5) • @CHOOSE ($0$6, C15, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0) 

The insertion of zeros instead of cell references as parameters of the 

choose statements is to prevent the selection of cells beyond the first year which 

is meaningless. 

The remaining entries- of figure 4 are similar to that of figure 1. In figure 

4, with a 1 0 percent cost overrun, a 10 percent benefit shortfall, and a benefit 

delay of 1 year, the net present worth of the project dropped from 5.21 to 2.51 at 

12 percent discount rate, the internal rate of return decreased to 13 percent from 

21 percent, and the benefit-cost ratio and net benefit-investment ratio at 12 

percent discount rate to 1.22 and 1.34 from 1.50 and 1.98, respectively. Other 

alternative outcomes can be obtained by changing cells 03, 04, 05, and 06. 

Figure 5 shows the effect of benefit delays on the various discounted 

measures of project worth. Figura 6 is a chart showing the effect of benefit 

delay on the internal rate of return of the project. 
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A 3 c D E F G H 

-------------:-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
.1 JATILUHUR IRRIGATION PROJECT, I:lDONESIA 
2 
3 D:SCOUHTED FACTCR: 0.!2 
4 :asasa:as:s:sz:s:a:s:::zszzas:::::zs:::~===•••==~=======:::::s::z:::a::::::::s::: 

5 ----- Discounted -----
0 INCRE- !NCRE-
7 IllCP.E· lNCRE- MENTAL INCRE- INCRE- MENTAL 
a ~ENTAL MENTAL NET MENTAL ~E1HAL NET 
~ YEAR COST BE'1EFIT BENEFIT COST BENEFIT BENEFIT 

10 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11 1 0.50 0.00 -•).50 0:45 o.oo -~.45 -0.45 
12 2 2.10 0.40 -1.70 1.~7 0.32 -1.36 -1.36 
13 3 3.70 0.80 -2.90 2.63 0.57 -2.06 -2.06 
14 4 3.70 1.40 -2.30 2.3~ 0.99 -1.46 -1.46 
15 5 2.00 2.10 0.10 l.ll 1.19 0.06 0 
!6 6 0.50 2.50 2.•J0 0.25 1.27 1.01 0 
17 7 0.50 e.9o 2.40 0.23 !.31 1.09 0 
IS a ,,so 2.90 2.40 0.20 1.17 0.97 0 
19 9 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.18 1.05 O.S7 0 
20 10 0.50 2.10 2.40 0.16 0.93 0.77 0 
21 11 o.so 2.90 2.40 0.14 0.93 0.69 0 
22 12 0.50 2.10 2.40 0.13 0.74' 0.62 0 
23 !3 o.so 2.90 2.40 0.11 0.66 0.55 0 
24 14 0.~0 2.90 2.40 0.10 0.5'1 '),49 0 
25 15 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.09 0.53 0.44 0 
2~ 1b 0.50 2.90 2.~0 o.oa 0.47 0.39 0 
27 17 o.so 2.90 2.40 0.07 0.42 0.35 0 
29 19 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.07 0.39 0.31 ·o 
29 11 o.so 2.90 2.40 0.·)6 0.34 0.28 0 
30 ::o 0.50 2.90 2.40 o.os 0.30 0.25 0 
31 21 0.50 2.90 2.~0 0.05 0.27 0.22 0 
-~ ~- 22 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.04 0.24 :),20 ·) 

33 23 •j, 50 2.90 2.~0 0.04 0.21 0.18 0 
34 24 o.so 2.90 2.40 0.03 0.19 0.16 0 
35 25 0.50 2.90 2.~0 0.03 0.17 0.14 0 
36 26 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.03 0.15 0.13 0 
37 27 o.~J 2.90 2.40 0.02 0.14 0.11 0 
38 28 o.:') 2.90 2.40 0.)2 0.12 0.10 0 
39 '9 0.50 2.90 2.~0 0.02 0.11 •),09 0 
40 30 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.02 0.10 0.08 0 
41 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------
42 TOTAL 24.50 76.SO 52.30 10.47 15.67 5.21 -5.33 
43 
44 NET PRESE~T WORTH 5.21 
45 !NTE~NAL RATE OF ?.ETURI4 0.21 
46 ~ENEF!T·CQST RATIO 1.50 
it7 flET BENEFIT INVEST!1ENT RATIO 1. 98 
48 ::::ss::::sas:2:::::sas::::::::::::::::s::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: 

49 

FI6URE 1 
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DISCOUNT 8/C N/K 
RATE NPW. RATIO RATIO 

0.07 13.67 2.00 3.25 
0.08 11.34 1.88 2.92 
0.09 9.39 1.77 2.63 
0.10 7.75 1.67 2.38 
0.11 6.37 1.58 2.17 
0.12 5.21 1.50 1.98 
0.13 4.22 1.42 1.81 
0.14 3.37 1.35 1.67 
0.15 2.65 1.29 1.54 
0.16 2.03 1.23 1.42 
0.17 1.49 1.18 1.32 
0.18 1.03 1.13 1.23 
0.19 0.64 1.08 1.14 
0.20 0.29 1.04 1.07 
0.21 0.00 1.00 1.00 
0.22 -0.26 0.96 0.94 
0.23 -0.49 0.93 0.88 
0.24 -0.68 0.90 0.83 

AGURE2 
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8/C Af',JD N-K RATIO~ 
ot: vot·iot~s di.acot~nt r·oti!IJ3 

.).4 

3 •"I ..... 

J 

2.8 

0 2.6 
;::: 
•f 
~ 2..4 

::.! 2.2 I 
z 
~ z 
0 
0 1.8 

" CQ us 
'1.4 

·t.2. 

1 

o.e 
0.07 0.09 0.11· 0.1.J 0.15 0.17 0.19 0.21 O.Z.J 

DISC..'OUNT P.ATE 
0 8/C RATIO +- N-K RATIO 

FIGURE 3 
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JATILUHUR IRRISATION PROJECT, INDONESIA 

DISCOUNTED FACTOR: 0.12 
l COST OVERRUN 0.1 
l BENEFIT SHORTFALL 0.1 
BENEFIT DELAY I 0·51 I 
••••••••••••••11•••••••••••a••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••zaaazzaaaa-sa-saaaaaaaasaczaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaazas:a•z11zsaa11aaa•a• 

-··"OST PROBABLE OUTCO"E·- ·-·ALIERNATI~E OUTCO"E···· 
·- Discounhd ·-·· ••••• Discounhd ••••• 

1NCRE· INCRE· INCRE· INCRE· 
INCRE· INCRE· "ENTAL INCRE· INCRE· "ENTAL INCRE· INCRE· "ENTAL INCRE· INCRE·. "ENTAL 
"ENTAL "ENTAL NET "ENTAL "EHTAL MET "ENTAL "ENTAL NET "ENTAL "EHTAL NET 

'/EAR COST BENEFIT BENEFIT· COST BENEFIT BENEFIT COST BENEFIT BENEFIT COST BENEFIT BENEFIT 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1 0.50 o.oo ·0.50 0.~5 o.oo ·M5 0.55 o.oo ·0.55 0.~9 0.00 ·0,\9 ·0.15 ·0.491 
2 2.10 MO ·I. 70 1.67 0.32 ·1.36 2.31 0.00 ·2.31 1.81 o.oo ·1.81 ·1.36 ·1.811 
3 3. 70 0.80 ·2.90 2.63 0.57 ·2.06 1.07 0.36 ·3.71 2.90 0.29 ·2.61 ·2.06 ·2.609 
~ 3.70 1.10 ·2.30 2.35 0.89 ·1.'6 1.07 o. 72 ·3.35 2.59 0.51 ·2.07 ·1.~6 ·2.07\ 
5 2.00 2.10 0.10 1.13 1.19 0.06 .2.20 1.26 ·0.91 1.25 o.so ·0,\5 0 ·Q.\11 
6 0.50 2.50 2.00 0.25 1.27 1.01 0.55 1.89 1.31 0.28 1.07 0. 79 0 
7 o.so 2.90 2.10 0.23 1.31 1.09 0.55 2.25 1.70 0.25 1.14 0.89 0 
a 0.50 2.90 2.~0 0.20 1.17 0.97 0.55 2.61 2.06 G.22 1.18 0.96 0 
9 0.50 2. 90 2.~0 0.1B 1.05 0.87 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.20 1.05 0.86 0 

10 0.50 2.90 2.~0 0.11o 0.93 0.77 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.18 0.94 o. 76 0 
11 0.50 2.90 2.10 o.a 0.83 0.69 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.16 0.81 0.69 0 
12 0.50 2.90 2.10 0.13 0.74 0.62 0.55 2.61 2.06 o.a 0.75 0.61 0 
13 0.50 2.90 2.10 0.11 0.6& 0.55 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.13 0.67 0.5~ 0 
I~ 0.50 2.90 2.10 0.10 O.S9 0.49 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.11 0.60 Q.\9 0 
15 o.so 2.90 2.10 0.09 0.53 Ml 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.10 0.53 0.~3 0 
16 0.50 2.90 2.~0 o.o8 0.~7 0.39 0.55 2.61 2.01o 0.09 0.48 0.39 0 
17 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.07 0.12 0.35 0.55 2.61 2.01o 0.09 0.~3 0.35 0 
19 0.50 2.90 2.~0 0.07 0.38 0.31 0.55 2.61 2.0io . 0.07 o.3a 0.31 0 
19 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.06 0.3~ 0.29 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.06 0.3~ 0.29 0 
20 0.50 2.90 2.40 o.os 0.30 0.25 0.55 Ul 2.06 0.06 0.30 0.25 0 
21 o.so 2.90 2.10 0.05 0.27 0.22 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.05 0.27 0.22 0 
22 0.50 2.90 2.10 0.01 0.2~ 0.20 o.ss 2.61 2.0io 0.05 0.2~ 0.20 0 
23 o.so 2.90 2.~0 o.o~ 0.21 0.19 0.55 2.61 2.06 o.o~ 0.22 0.19 0 
24 o.so 2.90 2.10 0.03 0.19 0.16 o.ss 2.61 2.06 o.o~ 0.19 0.16 0 
25 o.so 2.90 2.~0 0.03 0.17 0.1~ o.ss 2.61. 2.06 0.03 0.17 o.n 0 
Zlo o.so 2.90 2.10 0.03 0.15 0.13 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.03 0.15 0.12 0 

27 0.50 2.90 2.40 0.02 0.1~ 0.11 o.ss 2.61 2.06 0.03 0.14 0.11 0 
29 o.so 2.90 2.~0 0.02 0.12 0.10 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.02 0.12 0.10 0 

29 o.so 2.90 2.\0 0,02 0.11 0.09 0.55 2.61 2.06 0.02 0.11 0.09 0 
30 0.50 2.90 MO 0.02 0.10 o.oa o.ss 2.61 2.06 0.02 0.10 0.08 0 .... ________________________________________________________ ............................................... __ ...................... _ 

TOTAL 24.50 76.90 52.30 10.17 15.67 5.21 26.95 66.51 39.51o 11.51 1~.02 2.51 ·5.33 ·1.• 

NET PRESENT WORTH 5.21 NET PRESENT WORTH 2.51 

INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN 0.21 INTERNAL RATE OF RETURN 0.13 

BENEFIT-COST RATIO 1.50 BENEFIT-COST RATIO J, 22 

HET BENEFIT lHVEmEMT RATIO 1.98 NET BENEFIT IMVEmENT RATIO 1.34 
:z:aa•saas•t:•••••naaaaas::~ssa::~•u•••••a•••••••••••n••••••••••••••••aaaa::lannaaa••••••••••••••:::lssaaasa•saasa:asssss•s:ss•':ll•:::l

=t':ll••a•s:ss•aca: 

FISURE \ 
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DELAY NPW(12%) IRA 8/C (12 %) N-K (12 %) 

0 5.21 0.21 1.50 1.98 

1 3.44 0.17 1.33 1.52 

2 1.87 0.14 1.18 1.25 

3 0.46 0.13 1.04 1.06 

4 -0.80 0.11 0.92 0.90 

5 -1.92 0.10 0.82 0.78 

FIGURES 



EFFECTS OF BENEFIT DELAY 
ON IRR, 8/C, N-K 
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